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11,133

1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
O

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS.SION

3

O < ----------------------x
:

5 In the Matter of: :
:

6 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. : Docket Nos.
: 50-361 OL

7 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, : 50-362 OL
:

8 Units 2 and 3) :
:

9 ----------------------x

10 Los Angeles Room
Marriott Hotel

11 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

12
Wednesday,

13 September 30, 1981

(]) 14 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:00 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18
DR. CADET H. HAND, JR., Member

19
MRS. ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, Member

20

21

22

23
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25
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11,134

1 APPEARANCES:
O

2 On behalf of the Applicants, Southern California
Edison, et al:

3

- (]} DAVID R. PIGOTT, Esq.
4 EDWARD B. ROGIN, Esq.

SAMUEL B. CASEY, Esq.
5 Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

600 Montgomery Street
6 San Francisco, CA 94111

7 JAMES BEOLETTO, Esq.
General Counsel

8 Southern California Edison' Company
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue

9 Rosemead, CA 91770 - - -

10 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

11 RICHARD J. HOEFLING, Esq.
DONALD HASSELL, Esq.

12 LAWRENCE J. CHANDLER, Esq.
Office of the Executive. Legal Director

13 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 2D555

| SPENCE PERRY, Esq.
| 15 Assistant General Counsel

Federal Emergency Management Agency
16 Washington, D.C.

17 On behalf of the' Intervenors, GUARD, Carstens, et al:

18 PHYLLLS M. GALLAGHER, Esq.
1655 West Crescent, Suite 222

19 Anaheim, CA 92801

20 CHARLES E. MC CLUNG, JR., Esq.
Fleming, Anderson, McClung & Finch, Inc.

21 23521 Paseo de Valencia, Suite 308A
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

22

23

()
25
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11,135

1 _C _O _N _T _E _N _T _S

2 WITNESS DIPECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS

3 Richard Rosenblum
{) by Mr. Pigott 11,136

4 by Ms. Gallagher 11,140
by Mr. Chandler 11,156

5
Brian Grimes

6 by Mr. Hoefling 11,158
by Mr. McClung 11,165

7
David Buttemer

8 by Mr. Pigott 11,197
by Mr. McClung 11,206

9 by Mr. Hassell 11,226

10 David F. Pilmer
by Mr. Pigott 11,242

11 by Mr. McClung 11,248
by Mr. Hoefling 11,276

12
David Buttemer

13 David F. Pilmer (recalled by the Board)
by the Board 11,279

O 14
Kenneth Nauman

15 by Mr. Hoefling 11,304
by Mr. McClung 11,308

16
Patrick D. O'Reilly

17 G. Norman Lauben
by Mr. Hassell 11,316

18 by Mr. McClung 11,325

19 Brian Grimes
John Sears

20 by Mr. Hoefling 11,338
by Mr. McClung 11,344

21

22

23
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25
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11,135 (a)

1 _C _O _N _T _E _N _T _S

2 EXHIBITS FOR IDENTIFICATION IN EVIDENCE

3 Applicants' Exhibits:

4 160 11,138 11,139

5 161 11,199 11,199

6 162 11,244 11,245

7 Staff's Exhibits:

8 13 11,303 11,304

9

10

11

12

13

O i4

15

16

17

i 18
l

| .

19

20

21

22

23 '
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25
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' Tl kl 1 _P _R _O C _E _E _D _I _N _G _S_

2 9:00 a.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Beginning

( 4 this morning with the Applicants' case on its motion for a

5 low power license, and they will call their first witness.

6 MR. PIGOTT: Applicants would call as their

7 first witness Mr. Richard M. Rosenblum.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, good morning, Mr. Rosenblum .

9 MR. ROSENBLUM: Good morning.

10 Whereupon,

11 RICHARD M. ROSENBLUM

12 having been first duly sworn by the Chairman, was called as

13 a witness herein and was examined and testified as follows:

(]) 14 DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY'MR. PIGOTT:15

16 0 Would you state your full name for the record,

17 please?

13 A Richard M. Rosenblum.
'

7d by wham are you employed?19 Q 3

20 A Southern California Edison.

21 Q Okay, Do you have before you a document en-

'

22 titled Direct Testimony and Exhibit of Mr. Richard M.

23 Rosenblum which consists of five questions -- five pages

- 24 of questions and answers?

25 A I.do.

()

,

|
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1 Q And if you were asked those questions today,

2 would your answers be the same?

3 A Yes, they would.

O 4 Q Do you adopt that as your testimony in this

5 proceeding?

i
6 A Yes, I do.

7 Q Do you have any corrections to make to those

8 five pages?

9 A No, I do not.
~

10 MR. PIGOTT: I would ask that the Direct

11 Testimony of Mr. Richard M. Rosenblum be placed in the

12 record as evidence,

13 MR. HOEFLING: No objections.

() 14 MR. MC CLUNG: No objections.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

16 (Whereupon, the document referred to was bound

17 into the record following this transcript page.1

1s ///

19

20

21

22

23
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/ BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

O
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL

1 ) 50-362 OL
*

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA )
EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. )

)
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )
Station, Units 2 and 3) ))

)

APPLICANTS' DIRECT TESTIMONY IN SUPLORT OF
ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR FUEL LOADING AND

LOW POWER TESTING

O DAVID R. PIGOTT
EDWARD B. ROGIN

| SAMUEL B. CASEY-

JOHN A. MENDEZ
Of ORRIC2, HERRINGTON & SUTCLIFFE
A Professional Corporation
600 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California 94111
Telephone: (415) 392-1122

CHARLES R. KOCEER
JAMES A. BEOLETTO

) SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
P.O. Box 800 -

2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Rosemead, California 91770
Telephone: (2131 572-1900

Attorneys for Applicants
Southern California Edison Company

t

{ and San Diego Gas & Electric Company
,

Dated: September 21, 1981

Oi
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1 UNITED 'TATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

O3 aErORE THE ATo#Ic SarErY AND LICENSING OaRo

4

5 In the Matter of )
)

6 -

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL
EDISON COMPANY, ET. AL. ) 50-362 OL

7 )
-

,

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )
8 ),

Station, Units 2 and 3) )

10 --

11

12

13

14

O5
16 DIRECT TESTIMONY AND EXHIBIT OF

17 MR. RICHARD M. ROSENBLUM

18

19

20
1

21
.

22 *

23

"

24

O2s'

26
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TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. ROSENBLUM1 .

2

3 . Q.. Would you please state your name?

4 A. Richard M. Rosenblum.

| Os Q. sy whom are you emptored?

A. I am employed by Southern California Edison Company ("SCE") .6
'

7 Q. What is your current position with SCE?

A. I am the Startup Supervisor for Unit 2, San Onofre Nuclear8i

Generating Station.
9

Q. W uld you please describe your formal education and other10

training you have received?3
A I graduated in 1973 with a Master of Science Degree ing

-Y( Nuclear Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and413

h' a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from that
14 c /e

same school in 1972. While at Rent,selaer Polytechnic
#

t Institute, I qualified as a Senior Reactor Operator on the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute test rs .cor.

Q. Are y3u a registered professional engineer?

A. Yes. I am a registered professional engineer (Control

Systems), in the State of California.

Q. Would you please describe your employment background?

A. Frca 1973 to 1976, I was employed by Combustion Engineering

.I n c . , ( " CE " ) in their Startup Engineering group. During that
23 p . cb s. L , ,-, .

time, I was technical adcisor on initial startup of two units
24 pp. , , J . ,g,y

O and technical advisor ~durins recuelins and startue of two
25

additional units. On the last of those units, I was manager
26

O;

-1-
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of tho CE Otartup team.
I joincd SCE in 1976 as a Startup

2 Engineer.
In 1979, I became Supervisor of Startup for Unit

2.g,
Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?4

A.& The purpo.se of my testimony is to discuss staffing of the
6 startup effort at Unit No.

! 2 and the startup tests that are
proposed for t' hat unit.,

Q.
What personnel are involved in the fuel loading and low power
testing?

A.
The testing after the fuel loading and low power license

c.,14

issuance will be supported.by personnel from four primaryf,e11
'ig $s

y.

. . - @Mrganf zations; licensed operators perform the hands-on
;.5

12 W
S' '

\ }f ' '. f;/ {,, activities, they are supported by a group of about twenty SCE13 .

startup personnel, approximately ten CE startup personnel,i 14 s ,,c - -

!

i O and technical experts from SCE and other vendors of major'

| 16 components as required. In addition, SCE Shift Technical

Advisors routinely provide technical support to the operators17

18 on a 24 hour per day basis.
Q.

Would you please describe the tests that will be accomplished\ 19

during fuel loading and Jow power testing of SONGS Unit No20
.

, 2?
21

A.
The activities subsequent to issuance of a fuel load and low22 .

power license can ba divided into four general categories:23

(1) Fuel Loading24 ,d,
u,W During this activity each of two hundred andn

seventeen fuel assemblies is transferred from the Fuel26

0
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.

1
Handling Building to the Conteinmant Building, where it

is
2

inserted into a specified location in the reactor vess le, t

Q3 After all fuel assemblies have been loaded into the reactor,4
each assembly is video taped to confirm its location. This

G location is then verified to be correct by plant personnel
5

>

.
6 Next, several

t* actor structural members are
placed above the fuel and the reactor vessel head is

7
i

installed and bolted in place.8 o
The total duration of the

fuel loading activity from movement of the first fuel9

"ssembly to completion of the reactor vessel installation is
10

11 **Pected to be four weeks.
12 (2)

q '. I . c'
' Post Core-Loading Hot Functional Testing

73
Following fuel loading an integrated plant test '

program, called Post-Core Loading Hot Punctional Testing, is
14

performed.O The primary purpose of this testing is to perform
a verificatiCn of those parameters which can only be
definitively measured with the fuel in place.g

During Hot
Functional Testing, the reactor is taken from ambient

,

conditions to normal operating temperature and pressure9

g
(approximately 545 /2,250 psia) utilizing heat generated by

0

pumps, heaters and other equipment, but not by nuclear heat
and then returned again to ambient. Typical tests which
would be performed at this time include:

Reactor Coolent
System (RCS)

Flow Measurements, Flow Coastdown Measurements,
////O
////26

O.

.
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Proccurizor Control Syctcmc Tocto, Control Rod Exercise
1

Tests, Control Rod Drop Time Tests, RCS Heat Loss2

C?. Measurements, and RCS Inventory Measurements.
4

Testing is performed continuously during this
period which is expected to take seven weeks.

(3)
Initial Critir.ality and Low Power Physics Testing

7
Upon completion of Hot Functional Testing, the

rea tor is returned to approximately 320 F and 600 psia at8 0

which time the reactor is initially brought critical.9

Shortly thereafter, power is raised to less than 0 01 perce tn.

of full power.
At this time reactor physics tests are

performed for three to four weeks. This activity is termed
Low Power Physics Testing, and testing is performed at both

reduced temperature (320 F) and at normal operating
0

conditions (545 F/2250 psia).0

Typical tests which would be
16 performed at this time include:

Differential Boron Worth
Measurements, Control Rod Worth Measurements, Control Rod
Symmetry Tests, Moderator Temperature Coefficient

Measurements, Pseudo Dropped Rod Worth Measurements19
Pseudo,

Ejected Rod Worth Measurements, and RCS Chemistry and Radio
-

Chemistry Tests.21

(4)
Power Escalations to 5% of Full Power22

Following completion of Low Power Physics Testing,23

reactor power is gradually raised to 3 1/2 percent of full24
power.

2]rs At this point, natural circulation demonstrations are
performed.

To familiarize operating persranel with the26

O
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I chercetorictic.:
snd control of natural circulation, each

2

perating crew will participate in one of these tests prio
,

to further power increase. r

This is expected to take about., ' , 4 C t v <.4 one week. k YC' ~

4 , j u c . ,s " y. . : f w. -

'
'

Further-testing at 4 1/2 percent of full power may6 be performed.
Such testing would be on the non-nuclear

7
steam plant and would include placing the main feedwater

8

systems in service and rolling the turbine to full speed fo
rtesting.9

This is expected to take about one week
10 Q.

Have the tasts that will be performed pursuant to th
.

en
requested fuel ' load and low power testing licer.se been

12 defined?

3 A. Yes.
Such tests are outlined in Exhibit RMR-1, " Low Powe

rg Testing Program."

h 3- ( b ff .# 3'

/e-

V
^

16 3 jf -
C ,i

17 py .,
*

,.

- y l' ,f.,
,

,-

.,18 ,
. -
.,

',.ff l.
' .19

-

-

20 p'

!
21

22

23

24

25

26
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Witness:
Richard M. Rosenblum2

Exhibit No.
(RMR-1)Q3

,

Date:
4

O'
6

7 ,

8

9

10

11
..

12

13

14

O LOW POWER TESTING PROGRAM
'

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

2,
26
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l I.
Fuel Loading (approximately 28 days)

installed.Initially all reactor internals are not
A.

(])2
Install core barrel.B.

Using refueling machine and dummy fuel element verify
3

C.
{]) 4 coordinates of all fuel locations.

5
Establish refueling conditions.D.

6

1. Boron concentration.
7

Water Level and Cooling.2.
8

Containment Integrity.3
D 9 -

Tech. Spec. compliance.4.
10

Install Tenporary Neutron Detectors.5.
11

E. Load Fuel.
Move fuel element from storage location to transfer12

1.
13 .

machine.
14(]) Transfer to containment.2.
15

Move from transfer machine to core.3.
16

4. Lower into core.
17 Verify acceptable sub-criticality analysis.5.
18

Unlatch and move to pickup new fuel element..

6.
19 Fuel loading rate 2-3 fuel assemblies / hour.3

7
20

?. Verify Fuel Load.
21 Traverse center lines of fuel to verify proper

1.
22

Positioning.
Verify serial number, orientation, and location of23

2.
24 Videotape for record.) each Fuel Assembly and CEA.
25

///26
)
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1 G. Reassembly of Reactor Internals.

2 1. Install Upper Guide Structure.

O
3 2. Install / couple CEA extension shafts. |

l

4 3. Install Incore Detectors.

O 3 4. Insea11 Reactor vesse1 Head..

) 6 5. Bolt down Reactor Vessel Head.
'

6. Install cable support structure and connect cables.,7

8 H. Ready for start of Post-Core-Hot-Functional Testing.

) 9 II. Post Core-Hot Functional Testing

10 Reactor Shutdown (approximately 45 days) .

11 A. Fill and vent Reactor Coolant System.

0
12 120 F and 150 psia; record baseline thermal expansion

data. .13

B. Pressurize and heatup to 350 psia and 200 F. Perform:I 14

0 1. Componene Cooung waeer Heae Rejection rest.
'

1s

2. Secure Shutdown Cooling and start Reactor Coolant16

17 Pumps.

3. Record thermal expansion data.18

C. Heatup to 260 F, 350 psia. Perform:19
r

1. CEDM exercise and rod drops.20
) 2. Record thermal expansion data.21

3. Instrumentation comparisons.22

4. Incore instrumentation data.23
0 0D. Heatup and pressurize to.350 F, 600 psia, (470 /1550g

0 ,3 psia, 530o /19903 psia. Perform:F

///26
'

O

.
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1 1, Record thermal expansion data.

2 2. Instrumentation comparisons.

3 3. Incore instrumentation data.
4 E. Heatup and pressurize to full operating temperature and

()5 pressure (545 F/2250 psia). Perform:
6 1. RCS Leakage Measurement. -

7 2. RCS Heat Loss Measurement.
8 3. RCS Flow Measurement.

9 4. RCS Flow Coastdown Measurement.;

10 5. CEDM Exercises and Drop Time Measurements.
_

11 6. Pressure Control Tests.

12 7. Steam Plant Testing.

13 8. Thermal Expansion Measurements.

14 9. Instrumentation comparisons.

|hh5 F. Cooldown and depressurize to initial criticality
16 conditions (320 F, 600 psia).0

17 III. Initial Criticality and Low Power Physica Testing
'

18 A. Initial criticality (7 days).
.

19 1. Achieved at 320 F, 600 psia.0

20 2. Performed in steps.

21 a. With tae reactor at refueling boron concentration,
22 slowly remove control rods while monitoring core
23 sub-criticality, until CEA's are fully withdrawn.

24 6. Slowly reduce the boron concentration until

||b5 criticality is achieved.

26 ///

O
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Raise power to 0.01% to 0.1% of full power and1 c.

2 stabilize the plant.
O'

3 B" Low Power Physics Testing (14 days).

4 Power level at all times less than one tenth of oneO
5 percent of full power. Usually in the range of one

6 hundredth of one percent of full power.

7 C. Testing during low power physics consists primarily of
8 three typer of measurements.

9 1. Shutdown Worth Measurements.

10 a. CEA Group Worth.

11 b. Individual CEA Worth Measurements.

12 c. CEA Symmetry Measurements.

13 d. Boron Forth Measurements.
2.p Temperature and Pressure Coefficient Measurements.
3. Chemistry and Radio-chemistry Monitoring (performed5

16 continually).

D. Test Sequence.g

1. L w Temperature 320 F (3 days).0
23 .

a. Temperature coefficient Measurement.9

b. Group 6,5,4, Worth Measurement, Individual and20

Sequential.

2. Temperature and Pressure increase to 545 /2250 psia (20

23 "Y" "

a. Temperature Coefficient Measurement.

b. Pressure Coefficient Measurement.25

///26
0

-4-
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1 3.
Operating conditions (5450/2250 psia) (9 days).

2 Individual CEA symmetry check.a.

3 b. Pseudo Dropped Individual PLCEA Worth
4 Measurement.
5

Pseudo Dropped Group PLCEA Worth Measurement.
c.

6 d. Pseudo Worst Dropped Full Length CEA Worth,

7 Measurement.
8 e. Group 6,5,4,3 Worth Measurement.
9 f. Tamperature Coefficient Measurement.

10 g.
Pseudo Ejected CEA (ZPDIL) Worth Measurement,

11 h. Group 2,1 Worth Measur6merat s
12 1. Temperature Coefficient Measurement.
13 j. PLCEA Group Worth Measurement.
14 k. CEA Group B Worth Measurement.

'

l. CEA Group A Worth Measurement.
16 m.

Pseudo Stuck CFA Worth Measurement.
17 n. Sequential bithdrawal Worth Measurement.
18 o.

Individual CEA 2-1 Worth Measurement.
19 P. CEA Group P Worth Measurement.
20 q.

Pseudo Ejected CEA Worth (FPDIL) Measurement.
21 IV.

Power Escalation to 5% of Fell Power
22 A. After completion of all low power p'.jsics tests,
23 management permission to proceed to a higher power level
24 is granted.

///

26 ///

O .

.
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1 B. Natural circulation testing at 3 1/2% power (7 days)

)2
required primarily for operator training. Three

3 demonstrations are performed.

4 1. Natural Circulaton Verification.,

C )5!
' a. Trip all 4-RCP's.

6 b. Verify natural circulation.
,

7 c. Stabilize and hold for specified time.

8 d. Reduce power and terminate test.

9 2. Natural circulation with reduced pressure.

10 a. Secure pressurizer heaters.

11 b. Trip all A-RCP's.

12 c. Verify natural circulation.

13 d. Monitor depressurization rate and take appropriate

14 action.

( )15,

e. Decrease power and terminate test.

|
16 3. Natural circulation with reduced heat removal

17 capacity.

18 a. Trip all 4-RCP's.

19 b. Ver!.fy natural circulatica.

20 c. Isolate one steam generator.

21 d. Stabilize conditions.
_

22 e. Restore isolated steam generator.

23 f. Verify natural circulation stabilized.

24 g. Reduce power and terminate test.

O
25 C. If not licensed to a higher power level, perform steam

26 plant testing (7 days) .

O

-6-
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1 1. Incroose power to 4-1/2%.

2 2. Place main feedwater system in service.

()3 3. Roll turbine to 1800 RPM.

4 a. Overspeed trip test.

()5 b. Synchronization check.

6 c. Checkout generator at full speed.

7 d. Lightly load turbine / generator for test purposes

| 8 (1% electrical load).
9

10

11

12

13
.

14

$5
i 16
|

17;

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
.

26

($)i
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11,138

.

1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

()
2 Q Mr. Rosenblum, you are sponsoring an exhibit

3 in this proceeding, is that correct?

() 4 A Yes, it is.

5 MR. PIGOTT: And for identification, that is

6 Exhibit RMR-1, which I believe would be Applicants' 160,

7 entitiled Low Power Testing Program, if I could have it so

3 identified. It is included within the bound handout at the

9 back of Mr. Rosenblum*s tercimony.

10 (Whereupon, the document re-

it ferred to was marked for

12 identification as Applicants'
,

13 Exhibit Number 160.)

/'S 14 BY MR. PIGOTT:
V

15 G And with respect to the Low Power Testing

16 Program document, was that prepared either by you or under

17 your direct supervision and direction?

| 13 A Yes, it was,

i

19 MR. PIGOTT: I would move Exhibit Number 160

20 into evidence.

21 MS. GALLAGHER: No objection.

22 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

24 ///

' ($)|

25 ///
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11,139

.

1 (Whereupon, the document previ-

O
2 ously marked for identification

3 as Applicants' Exhibit Number

fT'/ 4 160 was received in evidence.)

5 BY MR. PIGOTT:

6 Q Mr. Rosenblum, could you give us a very brief

7 overview of what is contained in your testimony and exhibit?

8 A Yes, my testimony -- excuse me, provides a

9 brief description of the staffing that will be available

10 fdr performing tests after issuance of a license, and briefly

11 describes those tests we would perform, specifically it

12 describes for activities. They are fuel loading, which is

13 the mechanical process of loading the fuel into the core;

() 14 post core hot functional testing, which is the testing we.

15 perform after fuel loading, but prior to initial criticality

16 for final determination of parameters; initial criticality

17 and low power physics testing, which is core physics testing

18 we perform at a very low power level, typically less than

19 about a tenth of one percent of full power; and finally,

! 20 tests that we would perform above the low pcwer level, but

21 below five percent, specifically two types of natural cir-

22 culation demonstrations and steam plant testing.
(

23 MR. PIGOTT: Unless there are further Board

24 questions, the Witness is tendered for cross.-examination.]~j
25 ///

.
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1(^) CROSS EXAMINATION
V

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 Q Mr. Rosenblum, I understand that you are super-
Ci
\# 4 visor of start-up for Unit 2?

5 A That is correct.

6 0 Who is your immediate superior in this?

7 A My immediate superior is the project start-up

8 engineering supervisor for Units 2 and 3.

9 Q In the event that there would be a development

10 in the low power testing program which was unanticipated,

11 who would be the person that you would report to immediately?

12 A Activities -- hands on activities after the

13 issuance of a license are the responsibility of the licensed

() 14 operators in the plant. They are responsible for taking

15 whatever action is necessary to control the plant, up to

16 and including suspending any of our testing, and returning

17 the plant to a condition they feel comfortable with. There-
,

| 18 fore, my responsibility, as I perceive your question, is not
1

19 direct to the station, and we would simply back off and

20 allow them to do whatever they wanted. At request of the

25 station we could certainly support them in any manner that
i

| 22 they requested.
|

| 23 Q You have outlined the various tests that are

(]) 24 to be done, and of course, they are all very strange and

25 complicated, Would you please give kind of a general
|

|

()

|

|

.. _
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1 overview of the pest-core loading hot functional testing

O
2 program?

3 A Certainly. This is testing which we perform

( 4 after the fuel has been loaded into the reactor, and the

5 reactor has been restore.d. In other words, the internals

6 put in and the head installed. And the purpose of this

7 testing is to determine those parameters which Wo can oc3y

8 definitively measure with the fuel in place. We do that by

9 starting the reactor coolant pumps and using the heat they

10 Put into the reactor coolant system to bring it up to

11 operating temperature and pressure, at which point we per-

12 form our measurements, and these are parameters which can

13 only be accurately, as I said, measured with the fuel in.

(]) 14 Q And would you do the same for the low power

P ysics testing?h15

16 A Certainly. Low power physics testing is per-

17 formed to determine reactor physics parameters without any

18 feedback due to power operation temperature feedback, pri-

19 marily, so they can be considered measurements very similar

20 to what one would perform on a test reactor where there is

21 no identifiable power level, if you will. Typically, in

22 fact, one of our goals during this testing is to test below

23 the power at which we have sensible heat addition. In other

24 words, below the power level where we can detect any heat

25 at all put in from the nuclear reaction.

()

._ ._____ _ __ _
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1 Q M-hmm. On p2ge five of your exhibit, at IV-A,

2 you said after completion of all low power physics tests,

3 management permission to proceed to higher power level is

O 4 granted. By that do you mean up to five percent?

5 A Yes, it would be permission to proceed to our

6 next identified te. sting evolution, which would be the

7 natural circulation and steam plant testing, up to as high

8 as five percent. That testing, however, has identifiable

9 stages. In other words, we wouldn't just arbitrarily go

10 to five percent and sit there. It is perforded in accor-

11 dance with an identified test program that says we go to

12 one percent, two percent, three, three and a half, to per-

13 form these tests. Once those are complete, we proceed to

O 14 four and a half.

15 0 And at the bottom of page six, you say that if

16 not licensed to a higher power level, you perform steam

17 plant testing for about seven days.

18 A That is correct.

19 Q What do you do at the end of seven days if you

| 20 are still not licensed to a higher power?
|

21 A That would depend on the terms of the license.

22 The testing we would have been coumited to performing would
i

23 have been completed, and depending on what the terms of the

24 license said, we might or might not remain critical at that
(-)g%

25 power level.

()

!
!

- . _ .
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'N 1 In other words, the plant would be returned to
.x ,

CS/ 2 the station for normal operations, whatever that might be,
, .

%,
'

;[e|.''' 3 consistent with their license.
;M ;.

0 (_j,j.j' ,4 Q In your exhibit, when you are going through the
1 .

. n, .h > < , . k

?Od 5 different kinds of tests that are done, you have various-

1 .W.i
,) - 'C,0c g amounts of time that are involved, and I tried to add them

~ j.
- 4 "h , 7 all up and they don't add up to the period that I thought I
m ys.

4; $g. N. ;3 understood, about seven weeks for low power testing? I
.

. @v.hE. |3 Londer if you would just go through the exhibit and kind of
,a .y. . .

Nh$[[U clarify the times involved for each of the activities?:10 .

c : * gg , M
..

.|,jh'Ri j 33 A Certainly.>

,_-a p n , <<

.hki MR. PIGOTT: I don't think there is anything
. a. U s %( U82.

J};|''d;$
-

Dyg in our testimony to indicate a seven week period for fuel

:{ g:Q,;i [ 0
:}:v a

jfy 34 loading, low power testing.
.| ,yQn.

753
_

JUDGE KELLEY: Step two is seven weeks, I15g 'u ;c , '
"J , 't h; 16 believe.P

'

37 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Right. That is prior to..
,

e

13 criticality...

19 MS. GALLAGHER: Oh, I see.'

| 20 JUDGE KELLEY: I get sixteen when I add them

21 all up, hopefully.

22 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay, well, that is good enough.

|

| 23 I have no further questions.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Staff?

O
25 MR. HASSELL: We have no questions.

|

.

6
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! 1 JUDGE VELLEY: Off the record for a minute.O'

2 (Discussion off the record.)
5 ///

i-
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-stp2-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.I 1'u)
2 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Rosenblum. A couple

3 of things. At what thermal power is your 10th percent
j%

- 4 power that you mention at the top of page 4, line 1?

5 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's based on 3410 being

6 100 percent full power. So it would be one-tenth of one

7 Percent of 3410, roughly 3 megawatts, I believe.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: And you consider that the heat

9 input from 3 megawatts is negligible compared to your full

10 power?

11 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Yes. In fact, the tenth of

12 one percent is based on previous plants where sensible heat

13 addition, if you will, has never been noticed above about

() 14 two to three tenths of one percent. We try to stay a decade

15 below that.
;

16 JUDGE JOHNSON: In other words, the detectors you

17 use don't pick up that heat contribution.

13 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Correct. We can't see any

19 change in parameters due to that amount of heat addition.

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: How much system testing do you

21 do, can you do before you load fuel?

12 WITNESS ROSRIBLUM. We can and do do significant

23 amounts of system testing before loading fuel. We've been

,; 24 testing San Onofre now for -- well, I've been assigned since''
U

15 1976. Active testing started in 1978. We've performed well

| /%

-

i

|

.
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i over 100 system tests, some 40,000 or so component level

O
2 tests.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: You don't wait until you have

4 the fuel in before you start your system tests?

5 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Oh, by no means. We've

6 expended something on the order of three-quarters of a

7 million man-hours testing so far.

3 JUDGE J'OHNSON: Would it be fair to say that
'

9 about the time the contractor puts his sticker on a -- final

10 sticker on a system you are ready to take it over and see

jy how it behaves?

WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Absolutely. And in fact12

13 that is how we perform our work.

(]) 14 JUDGE JOHNSON: I notice that you do quite a

15 bit of exercising control rods apparently before you take

16 the core critical.

17 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's correct.

, 13 JUDGE JOHNSON: Would you explain how you manage

|
19 to do this?

20 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Certainly. The control

21 rods are what's called magnetic jack drives; that is ,

22 they are operated magnetically through the pressure vender

23 and we have several means of determining their position,

l 24 two redundant sets of switches outside J'e pressure boundary.
1

25 We Perform that testing both at low and high temperature

.

(

:
i

k
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i by pulling the rods out one at a time and then driving them
O

2 bacx in manually one at a time all the way to the bottom,
i

3 then withdrawing them again all the way to the top and
(,
* 4 tripping them in by tripping the reactor. That is single

5 rod , one at a time. We measure the drop time of that rod

6 and insure that it is within the safety analysis values,

7 both cold under flow and hot under flow, so that we are

3 sure that we have the most conservative value and that we

9 are -- they are operable and they are within the tech spec

10 values.

31 We also prior to loading fuel completely exercise

12 the control system to verify that the proper control signals

13 get to those drives in the proper orders and they have the

() 14 proper inhibit and permissive functions.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: I recognize that there isn't

16 and there is not intended to be much detail in your outline.

17 It's hardly even a skeleton. But what monitoring do you do

18 on the core as you load the fuel?

19 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: During fuel loading we have

20 four channels of monitoring. Two of them are the normal

21 plant start-up channels, external to the reactor vessel.

! 22 JUDGE JOHNSON: Fission chamber?

23 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I believe they are fission

24 chambers, yes. And two other set of detectors are what we
)

25 call dunkers, that is, temporary detectors we actually load

()
.

.
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1 into a fuel core location inside the core during the fuci
O

2 loading pattern so that we have the best possible geometery
3 and the statistics. All four of those channels are

4 monitored continuously and, as we lower a fuel assembly in,
5 we monitor them to notice if there would be any large jump.
6 JUDGE JOIINSON: I got that clue from one of your- -

7 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: And prior to the refueling

s machine itself unlatching and goin~g to get another fuel

9 assembly we use all four of those detector channels to

10 confirm the degree to which we are still sub-critical and

11 that we have ne t inadvertantly made a larger loading step

12 than we would have predicted.

13 JUDGE JOHNSON: But it is impossible for you to

() 14 move your control rods during this phase?

15 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's correct. During

16 this phase the control rods are loaded inside the fuel

17 elements and they do not have the drive system connected

18 to them.

19 JUDGE JO!!NSON: So when you are through loading

20 your fill do you have a configurntion that you expect to be
i

Il critical and certain adjustments are made?

22 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: One --

23 JUDGE JOliMSON: So while you are lc9 ling you are

)
holding down your reactivity by control rods _and also by24

; 25 boron concentration, is this correct?

(:)
'

'

;
,
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3 WITNESS ~ROSENBLUM: That's correct.

O
2 JUDGE JOHNSON: How do you verify your boron

3 concentration?

() 4 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: The boron concentration is

5 verified by titration analysis. I don't remember the exact

6 frequency, but it is at least once every eight hours.

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: A sampling from what part in

a the system?

9 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: It is sampled I believe off

10 the shutdown cooling system which is in service. I couldn't

gg verify the exact analysis point.
.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: It is directly out of the primar5

13 system.

() 14 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's correct.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: Not from the makeup tank.

! 16 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: No. It is directly out of

17 the reactor coolant system.

| 13 JUDGE JOHNSON: The fuel elements that will go

19 into this core, are they a standard combustion design?

20 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's correct. They are

| 21 standard combustion engineering, what they term 16 x 16 fuel.

22 JUDGE JOHNSOd: That had been loaded into other

23 reactors in the past.

24 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Yes.

O
25 JUDGE JOHNSON: Essentially the came core con-

.

;

I
!

i
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1 figuration you are intending here?

O
2 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That's correct.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: Let's come back a minute to your

4 in stritmen tation. You are going eventually to something in

5 excess of 3000 megawatts. You are doing your initial work

| 6 at much lower level. You've put in your dunkers and you
|

7 have an integrated control systems test out sometime along

8 the line.

9 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I'm not sure what you term

10 an integrated control system.

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay. I'm sorry. Computerized

12 control system.

13 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: No. We have a computeri=ed

(]) 14 protection system, if that's what you are referring to.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: Sorry about that. At what point

16 in the -- well, do you depend on your dunkers for signal to

17 the integrated protection system during low power test?i

18 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: No. Those dunkers are

19 removed as soon as the last two steps in fuel loading --

20 those dunkers are removed and fuel assemblies are put in

21 their place.

22 JUDGE JOHNSON: Is it necessary to make any

23 adjustments to your normal in-core detectors flat supply

24 your control system and your protection system while you

'

25 are in low power testing mode?

|
'

( ()
I
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1 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: No. It is not. The in-core

2 detector system per se is not on scale at the very low power

3 levels we are talking about. The devices which are used as

4 inputs to the protection system are detectors that are

5 external to the core. We call them ex-cores. They are

6 ranged such that they cover the full range and have logrithmic

7 scales for the purposes of covering that full range.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: So you wouldn't expect your

9 protection system to be challenged during your low power

10 testing at all?

11 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: We will purposely set the

12 level of the high power trip normally set roughly 100 percent.

13 down to 5 percent or so for the purposes of that testing.

() 14 JUDGE JOHNSON: That's what I was fishing for.

15 Thank vou.

16 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: And unless we inadvertantly

17 got to that power level we wouldn't expect it to operate.

Is JUDGE JOHNSON: Do you intend to actually cn
,.

|

| 19 real signal take the output of that channel and put it into

20 the protection system to see whether it will really work?

2i WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I'm not sure I understand

22 'te question..

23 $ JUDGE JOHNSON: Ckay. As you are well aware,
I

24 I'm sure, there are various and sundry ways of checking the
)

25 response of various instrumentation channels, simulated
|

'

r~h
O

:
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i signal, actual source, what hhve you. Do you intend to do

O
2 this on all your --

3 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Absolutely. In fact with

4 the exception of live, if you will, tests, that system has

5 already been completely tested. We have put simulated

6 signals in from the detectors all the way through the chain

7 and have verified overy trip on the reactor protective

a cystem as well as a'll interlocks end test features.

1 p Just prior to fuel loading we will verify the

jo operability of thosa nuclear detectors using the sources

33 to verify that under a live signal they operate properly.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: In other words, you are going

13 all the way back to the chamber.

(]) 14 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Absolutely.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think tha*c's about it. Thank

16 you.

17 ///

1s
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T3, 14 1 JUDGE HAND: Just a very brief question. There

p) 2 were some headlines, or at least some news stories not many
V

3 weeks ago, about a power company that was about to get an

4 operating license, and was having trouble getting reactor)
5 operators licensed. I noticed that you said that you have some

6 licensed operators. Do you 'iave your full quota?

7 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: The operators have not yet
|

{ 8 been given their licensing examination. I believe that is

9 scheduled in the next week or two.

10 JUDGE HAND: All right. That ansvers that'

11 question. Fine, thank Jou.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: I just have a couple of scheduling

13 questions. In looking through the four-step, I believe,s

]i
s

14 pregram, you give various time estimates, and I think I came

15 down to about 16 weeks for the whole time. Are these minimum

16 times?

17 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I would say t hey are not

13 minimum times, but best-expected times under optimal

19 conditions. I an not trying to evade your question.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, but every one of these

21 steps outlined will in fact be performed?

22 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: That is correct.

O'
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Right, it is not that you could

24 skip steps. So -- okay. .

O
25 In your experience, you have indicated in your

.
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T3,2g 1 testimony that you have worked on startups for various

2 reactors, and I assume that it is customary to have at the

3 beginning some estimate of how long it is going to take you to

4 get to the end. Is slippage fairly common?)
6 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I would say slippage from

6 initially proposed schedules is not terribly uncommon. I might

7 add, however, that we tried to take that into account when we

8 scheduled by taking actual durations for verification. In

9 other words, many of the plans we looked at when we tried to

10 verify our schedule scheduled these same activities in eight

11 weeks, but if we looked at how long they really took, they came

12 out around 16 weeks, and so we f actored that into our planning.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, so your number wasn't just an

14 armchair number. You have actually looked at how long it took

15 some other plants to do these things?

16 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Absolutely. We have surveyed

17 about 17 or 18 plants.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: And to what extent is the NRC,

19 or its inspection and enforcement arm, on the critical path of

20 this testing program, and bv that I mean, let us say you do aj

21 certain test, and you have got data showing what the test

22 showed. Then do you have to have a signoff from NRC before you

O
23 can go to th% next step, or can you just keep right on moving

24 without regard to reviews by the NRC? .

-( )
~

25 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: I could not authoritativelys

[
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3 1 answer that. I can by my past experience.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.
Os

3 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: ' Based on my past experience,

pg 4 the NEC does not require signoff on our procedures and our data ,

V
5 Although they certainly have the capability ta come in at any

6 time, and say-- and request us to cease testing until they have

7 verified that they are confident.

8 Our testing data is typically reduced -- turned

9 around in about 24 hours, and then compared to acceptance

10 criteria, which is right in the procedure. So, there is not a

11 great deal of sophisticated analysis involved.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Now, looking down the rcad

13 f rom low power to full power, I am having trouble phrasing this,

14 but what I am trying to get at is, we are concerned with an

15 unnecessary delay. If we have to do something, we have to do

16 something, and it takes what time it takes, and we don't regard

17 that as unnecessary, but we don't like to force plants to sit

13 idle for no good reason. If you are going through low power,

19 and you are up to week 15, at what point do you need to know

20 whether or not you have got a full power license, so that there

21 isn't any significant break between low power testing and going

22 right on to full power? I nean, do you need any notice at -
(-

'
23 all?

24 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: We would need a -- or the .

O"
25 station would need a physical copy of a license allowing them

.-

, n . . - .~- - , , , - . . . .r . __ -. - , , _ ,
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4 1 to go above five percent power before they could ever proceed.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.pJ
3 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: And so they would need it that

e3 4 day, essentially.b
5 JUDGE KELLEY: But apart from that piece of

6 paper, I mean, if you have gone through low power, and every-

7 thing checks out, and as far as you are concerned, you can go,

8 then once you get the piece of paper from the NRC, you could

9 go the next day.

10 WITNESS ROSENBLUM: Absolutely .

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Any redirect?

12 MR. CHANDLER: Mr. Chairman --
.

- 13 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry.

14 MR. CHANDLER: Ne indicated previously we had no

15 questions, but in response to something the Board had, I would
,

16 have one question -- if Mr. Pigott prefes to --

17 MR. PIGOTT: No problems .

18 MR. CHANDLER: Thank you, Mr. Pigott.

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. CHANDLER:

21 0 Mr. Rosenblum, in response to a question by

22 Judge Kelley, you indicated that you would essentially be free

O
23 to proceed through your test program, without any necessary

.

24 intervention by the NRC Staff. I believe that is an accurate .

25 characterization of your statement a moment ago. You were not

.
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5 1 intending to suggest, were you, that the test program has not

2 been submitted, reviewed, and r-Jiewed by the NRC Staff, is that
)

3 correct?

4 A No, that ',ast program was submitted as early as
)

5 1976, and has constantly been under review.

6 0 O ka:* . Thank you.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: I understood that.
\

8 MR. CHANDLER: Okay.

9 MR. PIGOTT: I have no further questions for Mr.

10 Rose nb lum .

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you very much, Mr . Rosenb lum .

12 You are excused.

'
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T4, 1g 1 MR. HOEFLING: We would like to have Mr. Grimes

2 return to the witness table, and as the Board indicated7,

U
3 yesterday, Mr. Grimes has looked at the corrective action plan,

4 and is prepared to comment on it.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that is fine. Let me just

6 ask Counsel now. Mr. Grimes is going to come back and speak to

7 his evaluation of the various steps in the program. It might

8 be logical, then, to go ahead and have the legal discussion of

9 the question of going ahead or wait on FEMA's final report or

10 not.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Could we go of f the record f or,

12 just one moment?

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

O
14 (Discussion off the record)

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

16 Whereupon,

17 BRIAN GRIMES

18 resumed the witness stand and, having been previously duly

19 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified further as

20 f ollows :

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. HOEFLING:

O
\' 23 Q Mr. Grimes, do you have bef ore you Applicants '

24 Exhibit 144, which is the June 26 letter, June 26, 1981 letter

f'i
25 to you from Mr. Baskin, containing the corrective action --''

'

|

!
|
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2g 1 the corrective action which was agreed to between Applicants

2 and FEMA?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Thank you. The Board had requested that you look

5 at that corrective action plan, and compare it with the
'

6 verification which is conducted by the Office of Inspection and

7 Enforcement prior to the operation of a nuclear facility. Are

8 you prepared to do that?

9 A Yes. I think the Board's request was to amplify

10 which of the items might be very straightforward, as compared

11 to those which might require more judgment, and I would like to

12 do that by using enclosure 2 to the letter as the list of

. 13 actions, and draw some analogies to what we do in other parts

14 of the plant review.

15 Enclosure 2 lists seven items with many subitems,

16 gives a f airly complete list of the areas which the licensee

i 17 and FEMA agreed were the significant things that should be

18 workcd on.

I 19 It em 1 is a list of a number of standard operating

|

20 procedures which needed to be developed. These SOPS can be
i
1 21 compared to the procedures to the procedures within the plant

22 which we require to be developed, but which are part of our

(~#
h

I

| \-
23 inspection process, and are not reviewed in the context of our

t
,

( 24 development of the sefety evaluation report, which would look ,

b)'~
15 at the FSAR level of information.

|
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3g 1 We would inspect these procedures in the plant to

2 determine that the commitments and designs provided by the

3 licensee in the FSAR were is. deed carried out, so I think there

gS is a direct analogy of straightforward review of procedures. I4
J

5 chould point out that FEMA does not have a separate defined

6 inspection process versus their plan review process, but they

7 do go into detail in many areas to verify, not that -- that

8 things are just not said in the plan without any supporting

9 means of carrying them out.

10 Item 2 is obtain equipment required to carry

11 out radiation monitoring functions, which consists of

12 surveying the types and quantities of equipment actually'in

13 place, and to initiate procurement of equipment shortages, and

14 there, I think again, that is fairly straightforward in terms

15 of checking whether appropriate equipment has been purchased.

16 There may be some FEMA judgment necessary on

17 whether they believe adequate quahtities in any particular

13 case are purchased, but I think again that -- that that is

19 again an implementation iten.
|
'

20 To give you a forecast, I think all but one of

21 these items are fairly analogous to our inspection process,

22 but I will go through them one by one.

I)'-
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Some of these -- let me just -- the

|

24 equipment you just mentioned, that is radiation monitoring
,

n"
25 equipment?

!

_
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614 1 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. ,

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Now, with the -- in the case of the
)

3 sirens, we got a pretty detailed presentation about them, up to

4
)

their decibel levels they would reach, and the specs and so on,

5 earthquake specs. Is radiation monitoring equipment,

6 radiation monitoring equipment pretty much whatevar you buy?
I

7 WITNESS GRIMES: i cm , there is available equipment

8 that doesn't require a great deal of analysis or development

9 or anything --
!

10 JUDGE KELLEY: That is what I wanted to know.

11 WITNESS GRIMES': Item 3 is develop additional

, 12 communication capability, and that is fairly straightforward
|

| 13 installation of commercially available equipment.m
s

O
; 14 Four is make physical improvements to the EOF.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Does it indicate, on communications

l

16 equipment, does it indicate where that deficiency exists?

17 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, it specifically indicates

18 expanding a phone network to includs certain agency -- provide

19 speaker monitors at the emergency operations center, provide a

20 teletype message system network between all principal centers,

21 and then there is a more general one, provide additional

22 communication circuits, but the others are --

'')
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, thank you.

24 WITNESS GRIMES: Make physical improvements to

O
15 the EOF is item 4. And this is slightly more nebulous,

._.
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5 1 because the -- it is not clear that the -- I didn't hear all

.
2 of the testimony, but from the part I heard, I did not hear

3 detailed discussions of exactly what the improvements would be,

4 but the commitment is just to make whatever improvements are

5 feasible in the physical spaces in the interim EOF, and I think

6 that is not a major item.

7 Five is install sirens, and I believe there has

3 been testimony, as you indicated, as to -- as to that item.

9 Six, relates to training in terms of training

10 programs, training material, and the conduct of training ad

11 drills . This is -- while it requires more evaluation on the

12 part of FEMA, is directly analogous to what we require in

_ 13 other parts of the f acility, in terms of establishing that

J
14 training has been carried out for the people in the plant who

15 are expected to use the procedures that have been written,

16 that people are training in the use of this, and this is part

17 of our inspection proccus in the inplant emergency preparedness

18 area, as well as in other areas.

19 Item seven on the list --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: What were the drills about?

21 WITNESS GRIMES: They would be to assure that

22 individuals had been trained, and there would be a means of

(')'
23 demonstrating that the training had been appropriately

,

24 accomplished. These would not be major exercises, but rather
/'''\

25 focused on a particular subitem.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _
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6 1 JUDGE KELLEY: I think you mentioned -- did y,ou

- 2 mention onsite people?

3 WITNESS GRIMES: I said it is analogous to what we

4 do onsite. This -- these items are for -- I understand are for

5 offsite personnel, but I am saying that the training

6 described here and the verification that the training has been

7 accomplished by FEMA is analogous to what we do in our onsite

8 program.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I just wonderdd whether the - -

10 I don't have the letter in front of me. I am sure I should, but

11 I don't.- I am following your description. The training and

12 drills , does tha letter lay out just who is involved?
,

13 WITNESS GRIMES: The outline does not. There is

i 14 the discussion section also. It covers radiation monitoring

15 and assessment, communications, decision making and coordination

16 regarding protective actions, are the items that are covered

17 by --

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Coordination regarding protective

19 actions?

20 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. The seventh item on the
I

21 list, last item on the list, is one which has no direct anal-

22 ogy in the other parts of the plant, and that is the public

('#)
23 information program. There has been some discussion on the --

'

24 on the record, I believe, on that, but it does require

15 further FEMA review, and I would say that my experience in

I
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7g 1- other cases is that while we do identify improvements, they are

rs 2 generally of the nature that can be specified to be rectified
O

3 in the next revision of the -- or next annual issuance of the
4 material - generally are not things which must bej

t

5 immediately redistributed to the public, or --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: The kind of thing that wouldn't

7 hold up a license?

8 WITNESS GRIMES: That is correct.

9 There is an eighth item, which was brought up

10 during the testimony of the last few days, and that is on the

11 emergency planning zone size. The exact definition of that,

12 and that will require some verification by FEMA with the local

13 governments and with the -- in coordination with the utility,

14 on exactly -- to determine that everyone is in agreement on

| 15 the boundary, that the siren coverages are appropriate. That
!

16 had not been identified before, but FEMA has indicated on the

17 record that this should be easily clarified.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that it?

19 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that is for me at least very
i

1

| 21 he lpf u l . Just your analysis, but also your comparison of

22 these kinds of things to the way Staf f normally handles open

O
23 items.

24 Now, I guess we will go to the Intervenors at ,

/)(__
25 this point? Do you want to ask Mr. Grimes any questions?

i

|

!
I
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9 1 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, just a couple of questions.

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

4 Q What is the extent of your review, your personal

5 review of the San Onofre offsite jurisdiction's emergency

6 plan?

7 A I have not reviewed those plans.

8 0 Would it be f air to state that your knowledge

9 of the plans and the corrective actions is contained in the

10 FEMA findings that have been submitted to you, and the letter

11 that you have been referring to from Mr. Baskin, Exhibit 144,

12 which contains the corrective actions to address those

13 problems that were set forth in the FEMA findings?

(G/

14 A Yes. As amplified by my discussions with FEMA

15 personnel and with Mr. Sears, who has general f amiliarity

16 with the offsite plans in the course of his review of the

17 onsite material.

18 O Can you speak for FEMA with respect to their

19 position on whether or not these various problems that you

20 outlined in the summary of the planning on enclosure number

21 2, whether they believe they are analogous in the ways that

22 you have stated, to the NRC onsite procedures?
O
k- 23 A No, I can't.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: No more questions.

O
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask you a question, Mr.
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9 1 McC lung . Maybe while Mr. Grimes is on the stand might be a

2 good time. Having heard Mr. Grimes' analysis of the various

3 items with reference to whether they are pretty straightforward

4 mechanical kinds of things, as opposed to more judgmental

5 things, and let me just really speak for myself. The Board

6 hasn't even talked about this in any detail, but peaking for

7 myse lf , I would be willing to leave something like siren

3 testing to Staff verification.

9 In my own mind, I don't need to get into that in

i
10 a hearing, and I would be -- if the only question is, will the

11 sirens actually perform as described, I don't think I need to

12 have it cross-examined to decide whether they will.

13 Given the enumeration of these open items, and
*

14 your own review of them of course, what do you find in there

15 that you think ought to be left open for further probing on

16 the record?
(

|

17 MR. MC CLUNG: That is kind of a broad question

18 which I am --

|

| 19 JUDGE KELLEY: Maybe I can leave the . question with

i 20 you. Maybe you can give me a reaction later in the day, if

21 you would prefer to do that.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: I would prefer to be able to

O)>
''

23 study the action plan --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But I think we would like

O
25 to have your statement as best you can before we quit here on - -

|

--
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10 1 MR. MC CLUNG: I can tell you one thing.

_ 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes?
~J

3 MR. MC CLUNG: The sirens is an easy case, you

4 know, whether or not they cover the area that they are

5 supposed to cover, okay.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: But if you look at the enclosura

8 number cre, and if we focus on that enclosure instead of

9 focusing on the list of SOP's and various things that are

10 contained on enclosure 2, to 144, we have more subjective and

11 more important base problems that FEMA has said have to be

12 addressed. And they -- the testimony is they said we don't

13 care how the Applicant and the local jurisdictions address

O
14 those things as long as they are addressed adaquately, and the

15 testimony has been that in order for them to find out whether

16 they have been addressed adequately, they are going to have to

17 review the submission, and this submission on enclosure number

13 2 is a tentative one, that they okay, this might work, but I

19 think that the crucial questions are the ones that are outlined
|

20 in the areas one through seven on enclosure number one, and'

21 those are the more important decisions, and they don't look

22 specific, lixe sirens and things like that.
- (~')- 23 JUDGE FELLEY. Excuse me. Are these items other

24 than those Mr. Grimes just went through?

> 25 MR. MC CLUNG: No. They are the concerns of FEMA,
1

i

|

~
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11 1 the basic concerns. The items on the number 'to are a proposed

2 method by Applicant to take care of sone of those concerns.

3 The testimony is we don't know whether that is necessarily

4 going to take care of the concerns on the enclosure number one.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I thought there was a record

6 basis for the conclusion that if the proposed steps were done
t

7 as described, that would satisfy things?

8 MR. MC CLUNG: If they were done adequately to

9 satisfy one through seven on enclosure number one.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Maybe I am at an inherent not'

11 overcomeable disadvantage in not having the paper in front of

12 me. I do want to get clear what I am talking about. It is

]? my f ault for not having this earlier.

14 Okay, now Mr. Grimes went through 1 through 7,

15 right?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Of enclosure one?

18 WITNESS GRIMES: Of enclosure two, which.are_the

19 detailed areas which --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, but they correspond --

21 WITNESS GRIMES: h- which FEMA has agreed there

22 will likeay fix the enclosure 1 concerns. In other words,
O.
\#

23 there is a FEMA concern and recommendatior., a response by the

24 utility, and an explanation of how that response will be ,

O
'#

25 carried out in enclosure two.

._
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12 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, now I understand. And --

2 WITNESS GRIMES: And FEMA in their July 14 letter

3 then endorsed this course of action as likely to result in a

4 favorable correction of the item.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Did FEMA endorse not merely the

6 generally-worded response, but also the detailed descriptica

7 of the response in enclosure two?

8 WITNESS GRIMES: I will have to get the letter --

9 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, and I believe it is Exhibit 144,

10 144 and 146 are the two Exhibits I think go together to arrive

11 at that conclusion.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: 144 is which, and 146 --

13 MR. PIGOTT: 144 you have in your hand. 146 I

14 think is the -- is a letter responding or more or less

15 affirming that situation, that enclosures 1 and 2 are the
|

16 agreed-upon approach to the corrective actions.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that the Nauman additional
|

|
!

18 statement?

19 MR. PIGOTT : No.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: No.

21 MR. PIGOTT: No, I think it is a memorandum. It

12 is either a memorandum or correspondence from FEMA to Grimes,

f
23 I believe. .''

2J ,

O
%-) gg

_ ._
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T5 kl
1 WITNESS GRIMES: July 14th memorandum from

O
2 Robert Jasky to myself --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, I remember that.

( 4 MR. PIGOTT: I believe that is 146.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Maybe for the purposes or.the

6 record, if there is just a sentence or two that makes the

7 Point you could read it.

8 WITNES'S GRIMES: We have confirmed with FEMA

9 region nine that enclosures one and two of tnis letter

10 represent agreed positions concerning FEMA's'ajor concerns,m

11 what needs to be done to correct them, and SCE's proposed

12 actions (including training) to assist in correcting the

13 deficiencies.

(') 14 JUDGE KELlET: Thank you. Well, okay. That
%s

15 language to me is fairly clear. Let's move on for now with

16 the understanding that we would like to know from the

17 Intervenors before we stop today what areas in these pro-

18 posed responses seem to them to be the kinds of things that

19 need to be explored further after -- on the record after

20 the Applicants'- proposed actions are complete. I think that

|

21 is it for us. Now, did you want to ask --'

22 MR. PIGOTT: One clarifying question, looking

23 at item number one -- item number four on enclosure one,

24 Mr. Grimes, having to do with the EOF, to further clarify

O
25 that, although I think you characterized it nebulous, it is

()
|
r
i
l

L .
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k2 1 having to do with an interim EOF, is it not?
O
#

2 WITNESS GRIMES: Are yor referring to item num-

3 ber two on enclosure nur.ber one?

() 4 MR. PIGOTT: Item number four, I believe. Just

5 one second. That would be number two on enclosure one.

6 WITNESS GRIMES: Could you restate your ques-

| 7 tion?

I
8 MR. PIGOTT: That the' physical concerns with the'

9 EOF are concerns with respect to an interim EOF, and in

10 fact that will be superceded-by a permanent EDF in the not

11 too distant future, is that not correct?

12 WITNESS GRIMES: That is correct.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you have --

({} 14 MR. PIGOTT: I have no further questions. Thank

15 you.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, well, I think this is help-

17 ful background. Not just background. It is helpful testi-

18 mony and it is a backdrop, if you will, on the basis of

19 which we can hear argument on whether we should close the

! 20 record out here now, or whether we should -- just as a
|

21 little more backdrop, there are all sorts of -- not all

22 sorts of, but titere are various things one can do. Maybe

23 it's the bounds of a lawyer's imagination. But just for

pg purposes of this discussion, we could close .the record,24

~

25 say, "That's it, and we're going to decide this case on

'

c:)

t
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I
$ this record and nothing else.' Always subject to some

2 motion to reopen based on some argument or other. I suppose

3 alternatively we could leave -- knowing what we know Mout

' 4 the FEMA review and when it's likely to be available, we5

5 might conclude that it's prudent for us to leave the record

6 open for receipt of that report and consideration of it.

7 And if one could fairly do that without more,

8 then it's kind of hard to find a good reason not to. But

9 the problem for me at least -- but then there's the question

10 whether, if you receive a further report with all kinds of

II conclusions that people may wan t to ask questions about,

12 do you then need a fu2.ther hearing on the record to go

13 over the report, and where does that take you?
,Q

14g You end up reopening the whole thing and having

15 some sort of second hearing. It seems to me that that need

16 not be the case, if we were to keep it open, receive the

17 report. On the face of it it doesn't seem that we would

II have to have any more presentation of witnesses except

19 perhaps FEMA witnesses who would explain why they reached
20 the conclusion they reached.

21 Certainly we're not going to hear another 30

22 witnesses on all aspects of this plan.

23 So all I'm suggesting is that if you decide to

24 leave it open, it doesn't mean it's open for.all purposes

25 and we'll come back here for'some full-blown trial in
'

O

1

l
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4 December but for some more limited purpose. I suppose-

)
2 thirdly you could close the record and simply acknowledge

3 that when the , report comes the Board is going to r ead it.
O 4 It's kind of hard for us to accept the idea that if we're

5 in the process of trying to decide the case we can't even

6; read a FEMA report.

7 Now, it may cause us to reopen the record sui

|x 8 spondi, or it may not. But with those kinds of considera-

9 tions in mind, and knowing what we know about what the

10 problems are with the plans, Mr. Pigott, do you want to

11 lead off?

12 MR. PIGOTT: Well, do you want the full discus-|

!
13 sion at this time?;

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure. Are you ready to give it?

15 MR. PIGOTT: Certainly,

l

|
16 JUDGE KELLEY: You're excused. Thank you.

|

17 ONitness excused.1

| 18 MR PIGOTT: Let me say first, just preliminar-

19 ily, with respect to your Item No. 2, where it suggests the

20 possibility of leaving the record open in the contemplation

21 that the worst that would happen is that we'd come back for

12 a few days for examination of FEMA witnesses after a

23 subsequent finding, the first thing I'd point out is that

24 it would seem like the reason we''d be back would be because
u.

25 of further negative findings, Positive findings, I frankly

1 -

!

._ .
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B 1 would not think would lead to a great need for further

'

2 hearing. And if in fact you're back on negative findings

3 you'd have a hard time keeping Applicant witnesses off the

/~')U 4 stand, I think.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: So stipulated.

( 6 MR. PIGOTT: It would go far beyond listening
|

l 7 to one or two FEMA witnesses. So on that basis I would say
1

8 that you really cannot predict the scope of the kind of a

9 hearing you'd be leaving yourself open to. You may be back

10 into a position where you're cotapletely relitigating a FEMA

j; finding. And I would think that that is something that

12 should be done only if absolutely necessary and it's some-

13 thing that the rules would provide for after the closing

O 34 f a rec rd, if the Board thought it was necessary on their

| 15 wn motion, or if one of the parties, on their motion,

i
16 felt there was such significant new information that the'

17 record had to be reopened, they would have procedures

18 available to them to do that.

19 But in any event, that was just commenting on

| 20 one of what you correctly set forth as a numbef of ways

21 they could approach it.

| 22 JUDGE KELLEY: Why rouldn''t we be possibly

23 coming back on a favorable finding in the sense that FEMA

q 24 at this stage hasn't made any finding with respect to
(s

25 certain things, and Intervenors might think that their

--
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I
B ultimate report in favorable terms is -- they don't under-

2 stand it, ambiguous, it's unsupported, and they want to

I
cross-examine for that reason?

( -) 4
MR. PIGOTT: All right. First of all, it's

5 our position that FEMA has made a finding. FEMA has made
6

a finding in their letter of June 3. The regulations do

7
not require total FEMA, affirmative FEMA findings on all

8 portions. There is no requirement of a second FEMA finding.

9
So as far as the regulations are concerned, I think they are

10 satisfied now by the letter of June 3, if we're talking

II simply of the extent of FEMA involvement in rendering

12 assistance for these kinds of proceedings.

U What we have heard -- and I would further go to

34(]) say that the Board is to take'that report card or letter of

I4 June 3 as it then exists -e and I'm purposely nebulous

16 with respect to characterizing that letter of June 3

I7 because it is not a finding in the sense that some people

18
would like to use that term within this case. I think Mr.

I' Nauman testified that the only finding even contemplated

20
by the FEMA regulations would de a finding under 44 CFR

21 Section 350 having to do with overall state and local plans,

22
and that's a very regimented system commencing, I believe,

23 with a submission of approved documents from the governor

24 of the affected state.
'- 25 Not only is that scheme far different, that

O

.

e . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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7 I review scheme.far different from what we are doing in this

2 proceeding, the regulations under which it would proceed

3 are not final, have never been formally adopted. And I

O 4 think what led to much of the confusion is that when FEMA

5 undertook the review that we have before us, it patterned

6 its procedures after the proposed regulations in 44 CFR 350.

7 I think you'll find that reflected by the fact, for instance ,

8 that the RAC review, for reasons which would be otherwise

9 inexplicable, was forwarded to Mr. Cunningham, the head of

10 the State OES.

II Now, at the end of this proceeding we can see

12 that State OES had very little or anything to do with

13 preparing findings for purposes of going to the licensing

O i4 heering before ehis 80 erd. tikewise I think you w111 find

15 that some of the other documentation, when it came out,

16 didn't come back to Applicants or the jurisdictions or even

17 the NRC, it was funneled through the State Office of OES.

18 And I think what that reflects is, as Mr. Nauman

19 testified, that they attempted to pattern this review under

20 the procedures they expect to be following under 44 CFR 350,
21 So we have a strange mix of the procedures to be followed,
22 and it's resulted in what I think is rather a confusing

23 procedure. What ultimately came about was the report

24 card or the letter of June 3 in direct response to the NRC's

25 request for the kind of assistance and status report

O
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I@ p contemplated under the memorandum of understanding.
v

2 Now, as of the date that was issutd, June 3,

3 1981, I would concede that the Board when faced with that

N 4 document had before it something which was presumed to be

5 accurate and :orrect and the appropriate state of affairs

6 at that time. It is, however, whatever you want to call the

7 document, rebuttable. And it is not only rebuttable, but

8 I think given the ongoing nature of the whole project, it's

9 also subject to being shown to be superseded by subsequent

10 actions by the local jurisdictions and by the Applicants.

11 And that's of course what we have done.

12 We have not spent a great deal of time rebutting

13 the FEMA letter of June 3. There was an element of that

O i+ throughoue the course of the grocee< tines, eegecie11v the

15 local jurisdictions disagreed with the findings and evalua-

| 16 tions that FEMA had made and said so both on the stand and

17 in what is now, I believe, Exhibit, around 150 cr so,'the
i
' 13 responses that we got from Mr. Nauman/ But the thrust of

19 Applicant's case has not been to show that the letter of
20 June 3 was wrong and should not -- and the conclusions

21 therefrom should be accepted, rather we went from the

!
22 basis that, let's take it for what it was on that date,

23 let's show what's been done since then, and given our

24 interpretation of the regulations, the Board., at the end of
25 this case, will then have a record developed as of the first

O

.
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0 1 of October from which it can determine whether or not the

n)(_.
2 deficiencies can and will be rectified within the time

3 Period before full power operation, and therefore they can

D)(- 4 make the kinds of conclusions that they are required to

5 make, excepting that they will have to require some ongoing

6 regulatory watch that the corrective actions are in fact

7 completed.

8 And if'for some reason the bottom dropped out

9 on some particularly significant corrective action, obvic ./

10 we wvald expect that that would have to be corrected before

11 moving forward.

12 It is therefore our feeling that as we sit here

13 towards the end of this proceeding that the Board is charged

() 14 with making the final determination, that I do not believe

15 it appropriate. It may desire a last word from FEMA, but

16 I do not believe that that's its charge under the regula-

17 tions. I think given the posture of this case, this Board

18 has a responsibility to render a decision on the record that

19 has been providea.

20 We have also had the benefit of the NRC Staff's

| 21 review of the deficiencies and the corrective actions that

22 are required. I was going to go into each of those items.

23 I had them listed before Mr. Grimes took the stand. I

3 24 would note that of the seven three in fact are -- I won' t
x)

25 say redundant, but they are elements of the same problem,

()

,
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1r ^ 1 the radiological assessment and monitoring problem. I

2 would note that there is an alternate ground with respect

3 to that particular deficiency, as tesified by Mr. Sears

4 yesterday; based on their review of the on-site capability

5 of the Applicants to do off-site monitoring in the event of

6 an accident, I would question whether, even if any further

7 corrective actions were taken, that that capability is

8 sufficient to assure public health and safety.

9 And we will of course address that more fully

10 in the proposed findings and briefs, but I think that in

ij itself potentially takes care of three of the seven items

12 that have been identified for corrective action.

13 The other four items, one is sirens, which we

14 have discussed fully, the EOF situation which is in largeQ
15 part a hardware type of problem and is also of an interim

|

16 nature. I don't think it's the kind of thing that one'

17 should leave a record open, just to. find out if physical

is changes have been made. The informational program, I

19 frankly think that the Board is in a better position to

| 20 evaluate that than either NRC or FEMA right now, because I
|

21 believe the Applicants put on the fullest presentation of

22 that particular issue through their witnesses in this

23 proceeding, and without any reflection on FEMA or NRC

24 Staff, I would doubt that they have had the opportunity to

'
25 fully examine and reflect on the program as it was set forth

|
|

l
'

|
l
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1.' I by Applicants in this case. So I would think that that one

2 is well before this Board in order to make the final

3 decision. And the last item would be the delivery of

4 monitoring hardware to locals. And I would submit that

5 not only is that one easily monitored, at a subsequent

6 date, if one is to look to Applicants for interim monitcr-

7 ing off-site based on their on-site capabilities, one would

8 wonder whether or not that particular requirement isn't

9 somewhat moot.

10 We're not saying that all these things won't

II be done and that the local jurisdictions will in fact be

12
; brcught up to a more than minimally adequate capability.

13 That's not our goal. I think I started off our hearing here

O by saying that we're committed to more than simply meeting'*'

15 regulatory requirements, we're going to have an excellent

16 system. And that will proceed. However, I think that we

17 have shown that we are well under way and that based on

18 what has been done, what will be done and what can -- and

19 that those future actions can be easily monitored and

20 regulated, we see no real reason to keep this record open.

21 We think that the Board does have a record on which it can
i

22 make a decision.

23 We think we have a set of regulations and some

24 inter-agencies agreement which point towards the Board
O 25 being expected to make this kind of a determination. And

.
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31 2
1 1 although I started with it, I think that it is not the best '

2 approach to any proceeding, either from efficiency or

3 certainty, that it be left open for'further developments

() 4 as they may occur. If in fact we have a record that is

5 sufficient to make a decision, a decision should be made.

6 And if there is some fact or some occurrence that makes that

7 decision subject.to question, then there are procedures to

8 go back on it.

9 And I think that's the approach that should be
,

10 followed.

11

12

13

() "

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
i

24

O
25

( ()
:

I
!

!
i
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t 1 MR. PIGOTT: I would have no objection, nor
O

p6-1

2 would I have any -- nor would I expect anything except

3 that when FEMA mckes its next report in the form equivalent'

~ O 4 to the letter of June 3 that this Board and parties will

5 review it in the light of whether or not the record has

6 been so affected that further activity must take place.

7 But I really don't see that it is efficient or serves any

a good purpose to leave the record open, assumin" that some

9 kind of a result will come from FEMA requixing lurther actior,

to on the record.

11 So for that reason we would strenuously argue

12 that the record be closed at the end of this case and that

13 should FEMA come up with a FEMA report require reopening

O i4 thet ehere ere groceduresthae wou1d attow for thce.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: So I think we could all agree

16 that -- let's assume we do close thc record, as yoa wish

17 us to do. Certainly the Board when the FEMA report comes

la along would read the report.

19 MR. PIGOTT: I have nc illusion but that the

20 report would be read by everybody affected by it, yes.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think we are under a duty

22 to read it in these circumstances.

23 MR. PIGOTT: I think so.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Then is there any. legal difference
[}

25 between leaving the record open for that report on the one

()
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i hand and closing the record in the expectation you will read
O,

2 the report later? Is there a legal difference other than

3 arguably at least there in a higher standard for reopening
-

\ 4 a record once you close it? I mean you close it and you

y stick a few nails in it and then it takes something pretty

6 big to open it up.

7 MR. PIGOTT: There is one other difference that

8 I think is significant and may have an impact on the schedule

9 of the licensing proceedings, and that is the findings of

10 fact and conclusions of law are supposed to be based on a

33 closed record; that if a record is left open one is in a

12 quandry as to whether or not when a FEMA report cor.es in

13 and becomes a part of the record is that then something upon

(]) 14 which findings and conclusions must be based.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Thr.t's a quandry I think we could

16 solve. I understand your point, but -- go ahead.

17 MR.PIGOTT: There is that from the purely techni-

13 cal standpoint. Do we go ahead and brief it and can we put

19 the mattar in a submitted situation such that decisions can

20 be made or what precisely do we have to do with that FEMA

21 report for purposes of arriving at the final decision.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. I understand the

23 Point. I think it is curable, but I understand the point.

24 Who's next? Preferences, Mr. McClung? What _do you think

25 we should do?

r~% '

U
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1 MR. MC CLUNG: Can we wait just a second so that
O

2 Mrs. Gallagher can leave?

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure. How about a short coffee

4 break here.

5 (A brief recess)

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Back on the record. We

! 7 have heard from the Applicants on the question of whether

3 we should close the record now or whether we should hold it

9 open for the FEMA report. Now we will hear from Mr. McClung

10 on behalf of the Intervenor GUARD.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, as is typical in situations

1; like this, I guess, we disagree with the Applicant and we

13 believe that it is vital and important to in some way

()'

t e. accomodate the FEMA findings, the further FEMA findings into

15 this process and into this licensing proceeding. I'm not

16 in a position right now to set forth a structure for how

17 ve should keep the record open, but I do think it should

13 be part of the record in this proceeding and the logistics

19 of that can be worked out. I'll just go through a few --

20 sketch my reasoning on this.

21 We have taken the position, the Intervenors have,

22 that there has been a finding and the Applicant has said that

23 the June 3, 1981 is the FEMA finding which is discussed in

/~N 24 the memorandum of understanding between FEMA.and the NRCO
25 dated November 3, 1980. And we take it to be that finding.

()t

|
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1 That memorandum of understanding indicates that notwithstanding

O
2 the procedures set forth in 44 CFR 350 for requesting and

3 reaching a FEMA administrative approval of the state and

4 local plans that findings and determinations on the current

5 status of emergency preparedness around particular sites may

6 be requested by the NRC through the NRC-FEMA Steering

7 Committee and provided by FEMA as needed in NRC licensing

a process. We think that the June 3, 1981 finding was that

9 finding and determination discussed in the memorandum of

10 unders tanding.

11 It is our position that the further testimony

12 from the FEMA witness has not been a renewal or a new

13 finding and I think that was stipulated and has been part

() 14 of the record, so that we are left with the finding of June
,

15 3. Now we believe that that finding of June 3, 1981 is the

16 same findings and determinations that are discussed in 10

17 CFR 50.47 A(2) , which states that the NRC will base its

18 finding -- meaning its finding on adequacy -- on a review

! 19 of the Federal Emergency Management Agency findings and

20 determinations as to whether or not the state and local

21 e-nergency plans are adequate and capable of being bnplementec .

12 The same language is used there as is used in the memorandum

| 23 of understanding.

24 So I think we are talking about one set of{)
25 findings and determinations -and those are the ones on June 3.

(?)
'

v

|

/
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3 Now that provision in 10 CFR 50.47 goes on to state that the

2 FD1A finding will constitute a rebuttable presumption. Now

3 we believe that the June 3 finding is such a finding and does

O 4 constitute a rebuttable presumption.

5 Now the Applicants have chosen to proceed with

6 the case and to keep working on the plans at the same time.

7 I think that was a laudable thing to do. But we think that

3 it is their burden in this case i;c 'cebutt specifically all

9 of the findings and determinations that are contained in the

to June 3, 1981. We are on record as being again'st the attempt

31 to use FDIA to interject a new set of findings through the

12 various letters to Mr. Grimes that we have discussed and I

13 won't bring that up here.
'

O 34 But we feel th t at the present time the Appli-

15 cants have not rebutted certain of the findings and determin-

16 ations contained in the June 3 letter and that is because

17 -- and I will be specific at this point -- the main ones

13 that we are cencerned with are the ones that pop up in the

19 Enclosure 1 to Exhibit 144 at Items 1, 3 and 6 and they have

20 to do, as has been characterized by the Applicant, with

21 radiological monitoring and assessment. They also have to do

! 22 with radiological response training -- and that refers to

23 more than just the monitoring aspects. It refers to how

24 people are going to make decisions on protective responses.

25 To Intervenors, that ties in with our Contention No. 1,

3
(O

r
'

!
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1 having to do with whether or not adequate protective measures,

O
2 can and will be taken. It also ties in with our Contention

3 No. 2 (g) , which deals with radiological emergency response

()'

4 training, 2 (h) , which deals with the methods and staffing

5 and equipment and systems for radiological monitoring off-

6 site, and also 2 (j) , which also deals with radiological

7 monitoring off-site.

a We believe that specifically those determinations

9 hs to whether or not there is adequate capability to both

to monitor and assess the radiation off-site and 'to make some

11 kind of a valid protective action decision on that assess-

12 ment are crucial and that the fact that the Applicant may be
i

! 13 working, that the Applicant's contractors may be working in

(]) 14 development of training programs and SOP's, is not the same

15 as having FEMA representatives sit in on the training ses-

16 sion and check out the SOP's. We don't believe that their

17 statement of what they are going to do in the future at this

18 point on this record has been sufficient te rebutt that

19 finding.

20 This Board has expressed an appropriate unwilling -

21 ness, I believe, to make a detailed review of the SOP's and

22 the training manuals and the other material prepared by the,

|

23 Applicant and the Applicant's contractor in response to the
I

24 FEMA findings. Mr. Nauman, the FEMA representative, hasg)
t,

! 25 testified that FEMA must review these corrective measures in

()

i
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1 order to determine whether they are adequate. They set forth

2 a proposed list of things to do, but this is something that

3 needs to be reviewed and further review and drilling may
g

(m/ 4 turn up other kinks in the system. But they must be deter-

5 mined.

6 Prudence would seem to dictate that the Board

7 should not make its determination of adequacy based on what

3 the Applicants say that they are going to do or what they

9 will do, but on an actual review of what they and the local

10 jurisdictions have in fact done. Intervenors~ feel that the

13 FEMA finding of adequacy is crucial to the licensing of

12 the plant. If that means conditioning the license on a

13 favorable finding of FEMA in the alternative to keeping the

([) 14 record open for the FEMA findings, that might be one way

15 to approach that issue.

16 Intervenors do not believe that the regulations

17 and the requirements explicitly require a favorable FEMA

| 13 finding of adequacy in order for this Board to make its

19 decision, but we believe on the record of this case that

20 it would be necessary and quite helpful for the Board to

21 obtain a favorable FEMA finding and to resolve some of these

12 crucial issues on the record so that the Board is not in a
,

23 position where it has to make a review of underlying docu-
i

| 24 ments and the adequacies of some of the Applicant's contrac-()
| 25 tor's proposals.

'

(2)

;

[ -
.. .
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1 It was improper, we believe, to allow the FEMA

O
2 testimony which tended to rebutt the Junc 3 findings and

3 determinati6ns. Maintaining of an open record for the
3

4 future FEMA findings would probably take care of that pro-

5 blem that we had raised an objection to before. It has not

6 been demonstrated that this prudent course of allowing a

7 FEMA finding would necessarily prcduce delay which is greater

8 than the benefit we would have and this Board would have by

9 allowing that finding to come into the record.

10 That's all I have to say.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you,11r. McClung.

12 Mr. Chandler?

13 MR. CHANDLER: Mr. Chairman, I woul ate that

() 14 as a general proposition the Staff would agree with cer-

15 tainly the bottom line that was expressed by Applicants'

16 counsel a few moments ago with respect to a way of proceedinc

17 from this point on.

Is I think the first thing we have to recognize is

19 the charge of this Board, and that is to resolve first and

20 foremost those matters in controversy. I think a record

21 has been developed over the past three and a half weeks and

12 approximately 4000 pages of transcript which will indeed

23 permit the Board to do so. We start with the June 3,1981'

24 document, identifying deficiencies in the Applicants' state{)
25 of emergency preparedness including the state of preparednes s

|

|
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1 of the local jurisdictions.

O
2 From that there arc several considerations or

3 at least two. The first recognition is that the Board is

} 4 charged with basing its findings on the FEMA findings, and

5 indeed the Board can do that, at this point, with the

6 record that is before it. The June 3 document I believe we

7 all recognize constitutes an appropriate set of findings

a within the contempl'ation of the Commission's regulations

9 and we can proceed on that basis. It has made in certain

to aspects favorable findings and in other regard's it has noted

11 deficiencies.

12 The Commission through initially its Atomic

13 Safety and Licensing Board is the body charged with the

(]) 14 overall determination of reasonable assurance that the public

15 health and safety will not be endangered by the operation of,

| 16 in this case, the San Onofre facility. The Applicant, in

17 support of the finding along those lines, may rebutt the

18 presumption, may cure deficiencies, and with regard to the

19 deficiencies under 50.47 (C) may do so in several different

20 ways.

21 I think along those lines the Applicant, as

|
12 evidenced by the voluminous testimony in this proceeding,

23 has undertaken to remedy the deficiencies. We have had a

24 great deal of discussion of the proposals made to do so.
r-)3\.

25 Mr. Grimes this morning has characterized on h

()

. _. _ - ._.
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1 behalf of the Staff our perception of the deficiencies as

O
2 they pertain to the issues in controversy, the matters in

3 controversy. We would anticipate -- and I don't in any way

4 wish to understate the significance of future FEMA actioni

5 in this proceeding -- but we would anticipate that, based

6 on the understanding we have of the deficiencies, which are

7 a part of this record, and the proposed remedies for these

8 deficiencies, which are a part of this record, that the

9 future findings from FEMA would be in essence confirmatory

10 documentation of the future state of affairs. FEMA has

11 indicated its position in its July 14, 1981 memorandum from

12 Mr. Jaske to Mr. Grimes, I believe that is Applicants'

13 Exhibit 146, indicating its at least initial reactivn that

([) 14 these are appropriate ways of resolving the deficiencies

15 that it has noted.

16 FEMA has further, through the supplemental

17 testimony of Mr. Nauman and through the conclusion of Mr.

18 Grimes of the Staff, the Staff has indicated that it would

19 anticipate that if these deficiencies are resolved as pro-
|
| 20 posed by the Applicants and those measures are completed

21 that we will be in a position to make that favorable finding

12 of reasonable assurance.

23 Mr. Grimes has characterized these deficiencies

24 as being rather straightforward items, that they don't
)

25 involve new esoteric matters which are novel and require a

l
-

1 -rs
| k_)

|
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1 great deal of independent judgment, if you will.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: What about the coordination of

3 protective actions?

(~)/N- 4 MR. CHANDLER: Well, I think Mr. Grimes spoke

5 to that and that was his general reaction to it, Mr.

6 Chairman.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: That doesn't help me very much.

8 MR. CHANDLER:. Well, all I'm suggesting is that

9 certainly we must have a sign-off, if you will, a favorable

10 determination from FEMA. And I am not suggesting to this

11 Board for a moment that it shouldn't have that before it.

12 We certainly will provide that very promptly to the Board

13 at such time as it is obtained in or about the November 1,

(]) 14 1981 timeframe.

15 But 1 the same time, I don't believe that need

16 be a barrier to proceeding from this time to closing the

17 record, going forward with the submission of findings of

18 fact and conclusions of law. As I indicated a moment ago,

19 I would believe the FEMA findings, if you will, or future

20 status report from FEMA on this -- I believe they will be

21 in the nature of findings based on the FEMA statement of

22 July 14 -- will in essence be confirmatory of measures

23 which have been laid out on the record of this proceeding.

24 Certainly if something new develops we may be in a very

[ 25 different posture than we are today. Certainly that would

()'

_. . . .
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1 be something that is currently unforeseen. So far we have

O
2 before us deficiencies which are identified and measures

3 wr.ich are intended to address those deficiencies. We believe

) 4 the Board can go forward from this time and -- with the

5 decisional process.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: What are the practical disadvan-

7 tages that you apprehend in leaving the record open for the

3 FEMA report?

9 MR. CHANDLER: I think certainly one way of doinc

10 it would be -- could be to close therecord for all matters

il except for the receipt of this further FEMA report. My

12 first question then would have to be, though, of what proba-

13 tive value would that be. Evidence is supposed to be

(]) 14 reliable and probative, Mr. Chairman,

15 We have heard what the deficiencies are and we

16 have heard what the fixes are. And as I indicated a moment

17 ago, we woald, assuming -- and I would have to underscore

18 assuming -- that the fixer, if you will, are carried out as

19 proposed that what we would receive from FEMA would be a

20 rather brief conclusion of acceptability, merely confirma-

21 tory of the . position that has been articulated previously.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's suppose that you do get

13 such a document, it comes back and it says we have looked
|
| 24 at those seven items and they have all been done and it is

25 okay. Then presumably that would be that.

(2),

I

l

,
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1 MR. CHANDLER: That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: So there is no disadvantage.

3 MR. CHANDLER: None whatsoever.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: If that's the way it unfolds.

5 MR. CHANDLER: That's correct. And certainly,

6 as I suggested a moment ago, if we receive this document

l 7 and it appears to have some probative value in this pro-

8 ceeding we would accompany our submittal of that with a

9 motion to reopen for the receipt of this document. But I

10 don't think we ought to necessarily assume such value sittinc

11 where we are today.

12 We will in any event provide it to the Board and

13 parties, of course.

(]) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Is it the Staff's legal position

15 that the June 3 interim findings are entitled to a rebuttal

16 presumption of correctness?

17 MR. CHANDLER: Yes , sir.- We would consider those

is findings to be entitled to that treatment.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Mr. Perry, can you
|

20 help us on this question?

21 (Pause)

22

23

rm 24
(_)

25

'

()
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T7,1c 1 JUDGE KELLEY: I wanted to ask you a few

2 questions if I may. But go ahead. Can you state a FEMA

3 view on how we ought to proceed?
G
~# 4 MR. PERRY: Well, I don't think it's appropriate

5 for FEMA to suggest an interpretation of NRC procedures.

6 I think I should reiterate that our role, I think, as the

7 agency views its role, both under the regulations and the

8 MOU, is to provide the NRC Staff,'which in turn provides

b these Boards, with our best professional judgment on certain

10 issues.

11 That is what we are in business, or in this

12 business, to provide. And that is what I think we try to

13 provide. And I think how those findings or views are used

() 14 by the Boards is something that they must determine. I'm

15 reminded of a famous New Yorker cartoon which has the client

16 sitting apprehensively in front of his lawyer, and the lawyer

17 is looking at the client and saying, "Tell me, Mr. Smith,

18 just how much justice do you think you can afford?"

19 We are here to provide interpretations and

20 understandings of emergency preparedness. We do that, and

21 I think it's up to the Staff of the NRC, the Board and the

22 other parties, as approriate, to interpret how that material

23 is used.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Let me ask you this. I(}
25 asked Mr. Nauman yesterday from his perspective as an

()

- - -_ - - - - - _ - _ ___ __ ___
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- 2 1 expert emergency planner, not from a legal perspective

2 but from the expert perspective, whether he thought it

3 would be prudent for the Board to wait until they had the

4 final FEMA evaluations in hand before closing this case.

5 And he expressed a personal view that it would be prudent

6 to do that.. That was a personal view, as I understood it.

7 Do we have a FEhA view on that question?

8 MR. PERRY: No, sir, there is not a FEMA view,

9 official view on that question.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. And just closing

11 this subject, we will be getting a letter?

12 MR. PERRY: 'les,. sir, you will, I assure you.

13 JUDGE KELL'EY: Okay. Well, I think we've heard

O 14 fr m al parties n this question --

15 MR. PERRY: Well, sir, I believe we also owe

16 you an affidavit on medical services.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, right.

18 MR. PERRY: And that also is in the mill, and

19 you will receive that.

20 JUDGE KELELY: Okay, we'll hold the record open

21 for that.

22 MR. PIGOTT: Please don't.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we've massaged this one

24 pretty thoroughly, I think. The Board will consider it and

25 will decide what to do.

'

O

. .
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'
O " " " '"" c " * ' ""** "* '"*r --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

I MR. McCLUNG: This is not a lengthy statement,
O ,

but I just thought I'd add that from the Intervenor's

5 perspective, allowing them to come in, "them" being the

6
future findings, might resolve certain issues from our point

of view. And it might get rid of the necessity of having

8 the Board make certain decisions which might be difficult

'
ones. Imd that's really what I think the value of the FEMA

10 findings are in this proceeding.

II JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Now, we also indicated

12 some interest in discussing the Commission's Diablo decision

I3 a little bit, but for now, let'c get on with the witnesses
OV 14 and we'll get to that as and whm, we do.. It's less

15 important.

II MR. PIGOTT: Call Applicant's next witness,

II Mr. David Buttemer.

II Whereupon,

I' DAVID R. BUTTEMER

0 wac called as a witness, and after being first duly sworn,

21 was examined and testified as follows: i

22 DIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. PIGOTT:

2*O o wou1a vou state your ru11 name for ene recora,

25 please?

O
'
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4 1 A David R. Buttemer.

O
2 Q Mr. Buttemer, do you have before you a copy of

3 the document entitled, " Direct Testimony of Mr. David R.

4 Buttemer" consisting of 12 pages of questions and answers

5 plus a Figure DRB-A, " Summary of Accident Analyses, SONGS

6 Unit 2 Low Power Testing Program"? Do you have that before

7 you?

8 A Yes, I do.

9 Q If you were asked those questions today, would

10 your answers be the same?

11 A Yes, they would.

12 Q And do you have any corrections that you would

13 desire to make in that testimony?

() 14 A None.

15 Q You adopt that testimony as -- that document as

16 your testimony in this proceeding?

17 A That's correct.

18 MR. PIGOTT: I'd ask that the direct testimony

19 of Mr. David R. Puttemer be copied into the record a s

20 evidence.

| 21 MR. HASSELL: No objection.

22 MR. McCLUNG: No objection.

2$ JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

24 (Whereupon, the document referre.d to was bound
|

25 into the record following this transcript page.)

O
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1 TESTIMONY OF DAVID R. BUTTEMER

( )2
.

3, Q. Would you please state your name?'

4 A. David R. Buttemer.

! 5 Q. By whom are you presently employed?

6 A. I am employed as Senior Consultant by Pickard, Lowe and

7 Garrick, Inc. (PLG) , a consulting engineering firm

8 specializing in reactor siting, safety, and accident

9 analysis.

! 10 Q. For what purposes han PLG been retained by the Applicants in
,

11 this proceeding? -

12 A. PLG was retained by the Applicants to assess the response of

13 the San Onofrc Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 (SONGS 2) to

14 a range of postulated accidents which might occur during low

O15 power testing.,

|

| 16 Q. In what manner have you been involved in the work conducted

17 by PLG for the Applicants?

18 A. I have bec-n involved in performing a variety of safety

19 analyses of potential low power accidents at the SONGS 2

20 plant. During the course of these studies I have been in

21 direct contact with the engineering staff of the nuclear

22 steam supply vendor for this plant, Combustion Engineering,
!

-

| 23 Inc., and obtained detailed information regarding the reactor

24 coolant system. The results of my anaylses are set forth in

( )25 ////

26 ////

! (:)

1
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1 Exhibit DRB-1, " Analysis of Postulated Accidents During Low

)2
Power Testing at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,

3 Unit 2".

4 Q. What are your pertinent professional affiliations?
O 5 A. I am a registered Professional Engineer in the State of

s

6 California with certificates in both mechanical and nuclear

7 engineering.

8 Q. Please describe your academic qualifications pertinent to

9 reactor accident analysis?

10 A. I graduated in 1960 from San Diego State University with a

11 Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering. I

12 received'a Master of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering

13 from UCLA in 1965. In the summer of 1976 and 1977, I was a

14 lecturer at the Fast Reactor Safety Course given at the

O15 Masschusetts Institute of Technology.

16 Q. What professional experience have you had in the field of

17 safety and accident analysis?

18 A. During the period 1960 through 1977, I was employed by the

19 General Atomic Company. From 1960 to 1965, I was principally

20 involved in the mechanical design of the reactor core of an
i

21 experimental reactor. From 1966 through 1968, I was

22 principally involved in the analysis and design of major High

23 Temperator Gas-Cooled Reactor components including the

!
24 reactor core, steam generator and pre-stressed concrete

O
25 reactor vessel. From 1969 to 1977, I was responsible for the

26 safety and systems analysis of the gas-cooled fast breeder

O

-2->
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reactor (GCFR) in the ccpecity of Branch Mentger. This work
1

entailed a wide range of accident analyses, including
(32
U analytical methods development and analysis of accidents well

3
beyond the so-called design basis. In 1973, I spent six

() months in Germany as a consultant to a German reactor
5

manufacturer, Kraftwerk Union, and to the German national !
6 1

' laboratory at Karlsruhe training their staffs on the use of |7 '

large accident analysis computer programs I had developed
8

while at General Atomic. From 1977 to 1980, I was employed
9

by Helium Breeder Associates ("HBA"), a firm responsible for
10

providing utility industry uanagement and financial support
11

to the GCFR program. While at RBA, I was the Technical
12

Director and was also the Manager of the Technical Division.
13

|

In this capacity I was responsible for the overall technical |
,

() direction of the program, working closely with the U.S.
15

Department of Energy in establishing priorities and
16

coordinating work being done by General Atomic, several U.S.
17

national laboratories and several architect / engineering
18

firms. The U.S. Department of Energy discontinued financial
19

support of the GCFR program in 1980 and I joined the 1

20
consulting firm of Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. , ("PLG")

21
in December of 1980. At PLG, I have been primarily involved

22
in the area of probabilistic risk assessment.

23
Q. Have you previously submitted expert opinions in the area of

() cafety analysis?

25
////

([)
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A. Yes. In the time period of 1971 to 1975, I made numerous

presentations on GCFR safety and licensing analyses to the'

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff and the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safety.,

5
Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

6
, A. My testimony is in support of Applicants' Alternative Motion
l,

7
| For a Fuel Loading and Low Power License For SONGS ?.. My

8
testimony demonstrates that even extremely unlikely accidents

9 well beyond the design basis for SONGS 2, would progress very
10 slowly under the low power test program restraints. In

11 conjunction with the testimony of Rosenblum and Pilmer, my
12 testimony will show that such accident sequences progress

13 sufficiently, slowly to allow taking effective action to

14 prevent serious accidents or tc take offsite protective

15 actions.
-

16 Q. Would you describe how you have used the concept of " risk" in

17 performing your evaluation?

18 A.. Yes. My studies were made to evaluate the risks associated

19 with fuel loading and low power operation relative to those

20 associated with full pcwer operation. In this context risk

21 '

| is comprised of two principal components. First, the

22 probability, or likelihood, that a giver accident sequences

23 will occur, and, secondly, the public consequences associated

24 with that sequence.

O25 Q. Please describe the factors affecting potential public

26 consequences which you consider could conceivably occur

.

-4-
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during low power testing as compared to full power

('32
-

operation?

J A. A major factor affecting public consequences is the
,

!
3 |

inventory, or amount, of radioactive nuclides available at

( s4_) the plant. In a reactor facility which has been operating at
S

full power for an extended period of time, by far the largest
6

radionuclide inventory is in the reactor core itself,
7

although significant inventories also exist in the spent fuel

located in the spent fuel storage pool as well as in the
9

radioactive waste systems and activated corrosion products.
10

During the planned SONGS 2 low power test program there will.

11
he no spent fuel, very little radioactivity in the

12
radioactive waste systems and essentially no activated

13
corrosion products.

|h Because of the low reactor power levels and short
15

operating times planned in the low power test program, the
16

fission product inventory within the core itself is a small
17

fraction or that which would exist during normal operation.
18

Short-lived fission product inventories would be about 1/20th
19

of that which would occur during normal operation. The
20

longer-lived fission product inventories would be less tha.n

21
1/20th of that during normal power operation.

22 -

The substantially lower core fission product

inventories represent a much lower radionuclide source term
|

($) in the context of accident dose, more importantly,

represent substantially lower fission product decay heat

'

c:> 25
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levels. In the event of an accident, the lower decay heaty

results in very slow heat up rates providing substantial time

C:)2
for mitigative action. At 54 power the core temperatures are

3

much lower than at full power, the stored thermal energy in

O' the core being about 5% of that at full power. These factors
5

provide much greater thermal margins to the design limits,
6

which are established based upon full power operation.
7

Q. Have you identified any factors peculiar to low power
,

testing which would increase the potential accident

consequences relative to full power operation?

A. No.
11

Q. How do the probabilities of severe accident sequences during
'

low power testing compare to those at full power?

A. The probability that an accident will be initiated during -

gl4
low power operation should be about the same as during full

15
power operation. Bear in mind that probability expresses the

likelihood that a given event will occur during a given
17

period of time. The SONGS 2 plant will be at power greater
18

than 0.1 percent for only about two weeks during the low
19

power test phase. From the Reactor Safety Study, The Wash
20

1400 Report issued by the AEC in 1975, accident initiators
21

are grouped into two broad categories - loss of coolant
22

accidents ("LOCAs") and transients. Since the low power
23

tests are conducted at full pressure and at coolant

O24 temperatures comparable to those at full power, the
25

probability of a LOCA would be about the same during low

c] 26
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1 power' testing as at full power. Transient accident

2 initiators are caused by a wide range of events, many of

3 which are associated with operator error or failures in the

4 turbine generator portion of the plant. The low power test
O

5 will be conducted under strict procedural controls under the

6 direct scrutiny of engineering and technical supervlaors.

7 Also, during low power physics and natural circulation tests,

8 the turbine generator system will not be operating, feedwater

9 will be supplied to the steam generators by the safety grade

10 auxiliary feedwater system and the steam produced in the

11 steam generators will be condensed in the main condenser.

12 For these reasons, the likelihood of a transient accident

13 initiator would be lower than during full power operation.!

|

| 4 Q. Have you identified any factors which would increase the

likelihood of accident initiators?15

A. Yes. Because of the newness of the plant, somewhat higher16

17 equipment break in failures are possible, and some

18 uncertainties in integrated system performance exist.

However, the plant systems have been rigorously tested over c19

peri d of several years as part of the system and hot20

functional test programs. Although the maintenance,3

| operating, and emergency procedures have been utilized in theg

startup program, some further refinement may be required.23
l Q. What is the net effect of the.above factors on the likelihood'

( 24
of transient accident initiators?

26

|

,
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All in a11, I would expect that the likelihood of transient1 A.

2 accident initiators would be about the same for either low
0

3 power or full power operation.

4 Q. You have discussed the relative probabilities of initiation
Os of an accidene. Assuming an inteiator has occurred, wou1d

6 the accident progress differently at low power than at full

7 power?

A. Yes. All of the safety systems which are designed to8

9 accommodate accidents from fuu power operation would be

n, if needed, during the low power testingava a e ra10

phase. These safety grade systems would be expected to

automatically start and avert excessive core temperatures
should an accident occur. If for some unforeseen reason
these systems shou 1d malfunction, excessive core temperatures

* ** * ** * * " "' '" I5

allowing amp 1e time for diagnostic and corrective operator
action.

17

Q. What is the net effect of these factors on the likelihood of
severe accident sequences?

A. For the above reasons, I expect that during low power

testing, the probability of accident sequences leading to

core melt would be lower than at full power operation.
Q. Having examined both the probability and consequences of

severe accidents during low power testing relative to full
O eower overation, what is your assessment of the relative risk

25
of low power testing?

26

O
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E

i

1 A. Because both the probability and consequences of core melt

2 accidents are smaller during low power testing than at full
O

3 Power, I conclude that the risP is also much lower.

4 Q. Your Exhibit DRB-1 " Analysis of Postulated Accidents During

5 Low Power Testing at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,<

6 Unit 2" presents a detailed analysis of various accident i

7 scenarios. Can you summarize the significant conclusions-of
,

8 that evaluation?

9 A. Yes. At the time these analyses were begun, the detailed low
|

10 Power testing program was not available. Therefore, I

11 assumed continuous operation at 54 power for time periods of

12 two and a half, five and ten days. I considered three

13 classes of accident initiators: (1) a litrge LOCA, (2) an

14 instantaneous loss of the steam generator as a heat sink with

O
15 the safety valves remaining open, ar:d (3) an instantaneous

16 loss of the steam generator as a heat sink with the safety

17 valves maintaining reactor coolant pressure at'the 2500 psia

set point. In the loss of steam generator heat sink18

19 accidents, no credit was taken for boiloff of the secondary

water in the steam generators themselves. The reactor was20

assumed to be shut down after the accident but it was assumed21

| that the active safety systems, mainly the auxiliary22
|

| feedwater and emergency core cooling systems, were not23

operational. This is an extremely conservative assumption,g

i in that these analyses apply to accident sequences which have

an exceedingly small probability of

O

-9-
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1 occurrence. The core decay heat and integral decay heat were
2 evaluated as functions of time after scram for the threeO
3 operating periods assumed. Next, a thermal-hydraulic model

4 of the core iri the steam cooling phase was developed. This

5 is the phase when the .<ater level in the reactor vessel is in
)

6 the active core region. For the large LOCA analysis it is
.

7 important to determine how much of the water initially in the
g rea.ctor ecolant system and in the safety injection tanks

9 (" SIT") is available for boiloff. The water level cannot be
10 above the reactor vessel nozzles since it would spill out the
11 severed pipe. For certain classes of LOCA's, it is possible
12 that residual nitrogen gas pressure in the safety injection
13 tanks can displace water out of the vessel leak an it is

'

vented. This factor was taken into consideration. In the

O(g
3 loss of steam generator cases, steam pockets can form in the

16 upper extremities of the reactor coolant system and displace
g water out of the safety valves located on the pressurizer.
g This factor was also accounted for. The residual water will

g then be heated up and boiled off by the heat generated in the

well as by any stored heat remaining in the reactorCore SS

vessel and its internals after the blowdown-SIT injection-
phase has ended. The core temperatures will gradually

increase as the water level recedes and the time when
'

excessive core temperatures are reached is of interest. This

25 temperature has been conservatively selected as 1,560 degrees

Farenheit, the temperature at which significant metal water
b_26

- 10 -
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1 ;> reaction would begin. These times are indicated in Figure
2 DRE-A, " Summary of Accident Analyses--SONGS Unit 2, Low PowerO'

3 Testing Program" for the three accident initiators considered
4 as a function of the days of prior continuous operation at 5%
5 power. As can be seen, these times are very long. The large

6. LOCA is thu most limiting accident. With 10 days prior
; 7 operation it can be seen that excessive core temperatures are

8 not reached for 22 :nours. For the loss of steam generator
9 heat sink events, excessive temperatures are not reached for

t 10 several days. Also shown in Figure DRB-A are the water make

11 up rates which would avert excessive core temperatures.

12 These make up rates are very small. The very long times

;13 before the onset of core damage and the small water makeup
14 requirements allow for adequate corrective action to be taken

15 to arrest the accident sequence.
Q. Your analysis assumed no corrective action is taken up to the16

g point that excessive core temperatures are reached. What

happens if no corrective actions are taken subsequent to18

19 reaching such excessive core temperatures?
A. As the temperature in the core heats up past 1560 degrees

Farenheit, an oxidation process begins to occur between the
-hot cladding and the steam. This chemical reaction, referred

3 to as a metal-water reaction, produces hydrogen as one of the
reaction products. Since hydrogen is a combustible gas, one24

O
:25 is concerned with the rate at which it accumulates within the

containment building. A hydrogen / air mixture will burn,26

0

.

- 11 -
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1 extensively (but will not explode) when the hydrogen reaches

'N2 about 8 percent by volume. The hydrogen generation rate was
(G

3 conservatively evaluated for the large LOCA case assuming 10 '

4 days prior operation. This analysis shows that an additional
O

5 17 hours of oxidation is required to produce 8 volume percent
.

6 hydrogen within the containment. Therefore, this will occur

a total of about 40 hours after the accident is initiated,7
,

8 assuming no containment sprays or hydrogen recombiners

9 operate. Additionally, the resulting calculated peak

10 pressure after hydrogen burn is less than the pressure at

which containment structural integrity is jeopardized andyy

therefore no release of radioactive material would be12

contemplated.
13

"

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

[])24
25

(2)26

i
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R2 actor Power History

2.5 days continuous operation at 5". powero

O
5 days continuous operation at 5% powero

o 10 days continuous operation at 5% power

tulated Accidents (all active . systems assumed to fail)

o Large loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA)

. o Loss of Steam Generator Heat Sink Accident -'

Safety valves remain open
!

o Loss of Stcam Generator Heat Sink Accident -
Safety valves maintain pressure at 2500 psia

Times for Excessive Core Temperatures and Water Makeup

; Time When Water Makeup'

Significant . Required To
Accident Days Prior Ciad Metal-Water Prevent Excessive

(]/ nitiator Operation Reaction Begins Core TemperaturesI
(TCLAD > 1,5600F),

LOCA 2.5 47 hrs 0.8 gpm
5.0 28 hrs 1.5 gpm

- 1,0. 0 22 hrs 2.2 gpm

LOSGHSA* - SVs 2.5 11.0 days 0.2 gpmremain open 5.0 5.6 days 0.6 gpm
10.0 3.7 days 1.0 gpm

. _

LOSGHSA - SVs 2.5 12.2 days 0.4 gpm
Maintain Pressure 5.0 5.8 days 0.8 gpmat 2,500 psia 10.0 3.9 days 1.5 gpm

.

*g3HSA is loss of steam generator heat sink accident. SVs are safety valves.

OO
Figure DRB-A: " Summary of Accident Analyses - SONGS Unt! 2

Low Power Testing Program"
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5 1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

O '

2 Q Now, Mr. Buttemer, I believe you are also
1

3 Sponsoring an exhibit in this proceeding, is that correct?
'

4 A Yes, it is.4

5 MR. PIGOTT: I would identify that as Exhibit ;

6 No. DRB-1, which would be Applicant's No. 161, entitled, .

7 " Analysis of Postulated Accidents during Low Power Testing

3 at the San Onofre' Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2". ;

9 BY MR. PIGOTT:

10 Q Mr. Butterer, was; this document p'repared either

11 by you or under your supervision and direction?

12 A Yes, it was. -

g MR. PIGOTT: I would move Exhibit 161 into

0 i4 eviaeace-

15 MR. HASSELL: No objection.

16 LIR. McCLUNG: No objection.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

18 (Whereupon, the document was

19 marked Exhibit No. 161 for

identification and received20

into evidence.)21

22 BY MR. PIGOTT:

23 Q Mr. Buttemer, have you prepared an overview

-- 24 of your testimony today?

25 A I have.

!

O
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'6 1 Q Okay. Would you proceed with it, please?
O

2 A Yes. Before we proceed, I think there's a

3 couple of typographical errors on my exhibit.

O 4 Q Sorry. With respect to Exhibit 161, you have

5 some corrections to make?

6 A That's correct. They're minor, they don't

7 really affect the conclusions, but I think for completeness

8 perhaps we should go over them.

9 Q Please proceed.

10 A On page S, Equation 3, the bracket which is

11 shown to the right of the G(T) term should se to the left

12 of that term.

13 Q' Is this the --

O i4 A Yes. It wou1d be the second -e (T+T, infinier) ,
t

15 the bracket should be after that term.

I 16 Q Lut before the "X"?

17 A But before the multiplication sign, yes,

t

i 18 Q Multiplication sign. Okay.

19 A And -- sorry, I should have caught this earlier.
|
i

| 20 Okay. And on page 9, the lowest number on the ordinance

21 scale is .01. The point diun't show up on the reproduction.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: I believe you just took away

23 Mr. McClung's best questien.

24 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I hope not. Sorry to get so

25 detailed here, but -- the equations on page 39, r.nd beyond,

_
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7 1 are -- the numbering sequence is not right, but I don't
O
~'

2 think it's worth changing those. I think it's apparent what

3 is being discussed there. And lastly on pages 45 and 48
!

s 4 there were some corrections made on the original document

5 that were -- the original numbers were Snowpaqued out and
i

6 new numbers were written in. Those new numbers are correct.

7 So all the copies which people have should have the correc-

8 ted numbers, as you can see.
| 1

9 BY MR. BUTTEMER:
I

10 Q For the purpose of the record, on'page 45, I

11 identify four changes. That second equation from the

l 12 bottom, in one of the numerators, a "100" looks like a --

13 A That's correct.

() 14 Q Then in the result, 53, is that correct?

15 A That's correct. I

1

l

16 Q Then in the third from the bottom line, 89 PSIA? !

I 17 A That's correct.

18 Q Or 74.3 PSIG?

|

19 A That's correct.

20 0 And on page 48, dbd you say that that --

21 A The next to the bottom line.

12 Q All right. And there the correct number to

23 appear should be 74 PSIG?

24 A That's correct.

25 Q Does that complete your corrections?
;

I

O

I
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8 1 A Yes, it does.

2 Q Would you proceed with your overview, then? ;

i

3 A Sure. I'd like to first point out that the :

O 4 work that was done was done primarily with hand calculations, .

5 A programmable calculator was used, but a computer program

6 was not used to do this work. I believe all the derivations ,

7 the input data, the assumptions and all that related matter

8 is contained within this report. ~ So hopefully it should

9 present the information that's needed and all the assump-

10 tions should be rather visible.

11 When the evaluation was begun last July we did

12 not at that time have a specific operating history for the

13 low power testing phase. So what we did in this particular

O 14 analysis is assume a continuing operating period at 5 per-

15 cent power for periods of times of 2.5, 5 or 10 days. And

16 since this work was done, and as Mr. Rosenblum expressed

17 this morning, there is a -- a fairly complicated power

18 history planned for low power testing.
'

19 The important part from an accident point of

20 view is this longer period of time operating at about 4.5

21 percent power. As this indicates the 10-day assumption in

22 my particular analysis pretty well encompasses the, if you

23 will, full power days of planned operation. So these results

24 should encompass the planned operating history for the

25 plant.

O
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9 1 The -- in order to accomplish these calcula-

2 tions, one needs to know how much power is being generated
3 in the core af ter it *s s crammed, So a series of both

4 power level and integral power level calculations were

5 generated that are indicated in the report on page 9. for
6 the 2.5, 5 and 10-day operating periods at 5 percent power,
7 The actual decay heat rates are shown here as

8 a function of time after scram, and the integral decay
9 heats, that is, the total amount of energy given up by the

10 core, after it is scrammed, is shown by these lower families

11 of curves,

12 It's interesting to point out that there is a

13 significant difference between the planned or the assumed

() 14 10 days operating period in my analyses in what one would

15 get if they assumed the plant had been operating very long
16 periods of time as indicated by this top curve here,r

17 So to perform the analysis, one needs to have

18 a substantial amount of design information related to.the

19 plant,

20 I'll briefl-f describe the plant configuration

21 and hopefully it'll give more insight into what I'm going
22 to talk about in a few minutes. The reactor core is

23 included in the reactor vessel, Here's two steam generators.

24
) There are what are called hot legs, which are large diameter

25 pipes going from the reactor vessel to each of the two

()
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10 1 steam generators. And there are what are called cold legs

2 which return water from the steam generator through a pump

3 which is hidden behind this hot leg pipe, return it back

() 4 into the vessel. There's four cold leg pipes.

5 These volumes here are important for some of

| 6 the energy balance work that is done later. It's also
|
| 7 important when evaluating accidents for low power operation
|

| 8 to correctly model the structures and components located

; 9 inside of the reactor vessel. The accidents which I will
!

10 come to in a minute here relate to breaking -- certaina

| li classes of accidents which I evaluated -- relate to breaking

12 of these either hot or cold leg pipes, which take water from

13 or deliver water to the reactor vessel. So what's important

() 14 is the amount of material which is located below these

15 inlet or outlet nozzles.

16~ And there's core barrels, there's large support

17 structures in here, and there's support structures on top

18 of the core that have to be included, because the energy

19 content in those structures will affect the -- the timing

20 associated with the accidents which were evaluated.

21 This next viewgraph identifies the reactor

12 power history, which was assumed as I indicated, 5 percent

23 power at 2.5, 5 and 10 days. Irave evaluated three differ-

24 ent classes of accidents in my analysis, and I should point
p).(_ ,

| 25 out that in everything that I have done I have essentially |
!

I |

i |

)

| |
|
t .
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I11 neglected the successful operation of any of the active

2 safety systems, which are in place and in operation at the

3 plant during these tests. So should any of these accident
b3 4 initiators occur, one would expect that the large multitude

5 of active safety systems would come into play and avert
,

1

6 any sort of accident consequences whatsoever.

7 So what I have assumed here is that all of these

8 active safety systems malfunction, and in no way should it

9 be misconstrued that we really expect this to occur. The

10 three different classes of accidents which were evaluated

II is a large loss of coolant accident, or sometimes referred

12 to as a LOCA; the second class is the loss of steam

13 generator as a heat sink accident, whereby the safety valves

OV 14 which a re . located on the pressurizer remain open, Basically

15 the system pressure will gradually decrease down to contain-

16 ment pressure. It's similar to what might be referred to

17 as a small LOCA. And the third postulated accident which

18 was evaluated was a loss of steam generator heat sink

19 accident wherein the safety valves maintain reactor coolant

20 pressure at 2,500 psi.

21 The results of these analyses are indicated in

22 theLtable at the bottom here, and again they're presented

23
| for each of the three accident initiators for each of the

() three operating periods which were assumed. Given on this24

25 table are the times when one would expect significant clad

-

! ov
|

| .

I 1

t
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n''' 12
1 metal water reactions to begin -- and I'll get to that in

2 a minute -- and secondly, it indicates the water makeup

3 requirements which, if made available to the reactor vessel,

' L# 4 prior to the times indicated on this table, would avert

5 excessive core temperatures altogether.

6 .Now, the results as shown here indicate that

7 very long periods of time are available before these

8 excessive core temperatures are reached, and that the water

9 makeup requirements to avert problems are quite small.

10 Q That completes your statement?

11 A Yes.

12 MR. PIGOTT: The witness is tendered for cross-

i 33 examination.
1

i( ) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

15 Mr. McClung?

16 MR. McCLUNG: Yes. Good morning if it's still

17 morning.

i

18 CROSS-EXAMINATION'

19 BY MR. McCLUNG:

20 Q Mr. Buttemer, I note from your statements

21 about your qualifications that you've do. .ansive work

22 with gas-cooled reactors.

23 A That's correeP..

24 0 What is the extent of your work dealing with
)

j 45 the PWR type reactor?

4

-
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13 1 A Working directly with PWRs, my background is
2 rather limited. I might add, however, that in dealing with

| 3 gas-cooled reactors, I was responsible for developing() 4 analytical methods and performing analyses on the overall

5 system response of these reactors. These reactors had a

6 once-through steam generator design, which of course used

7 water. It had multi-phase analysis characteristics

8 associated with it. So in that regard I have had consider-

|
9 able experience in dealing with water as a working fluid

| 10 as well as gas as a working fluid.

11 Q Would you characterize your analysis in your

12 testimony as a risk assessment in any way, or -- what would

13 you characterize, for instance, the results of te graph

() 14 that you just, at the end of your presentation, prepared

15 presentation, had on, which is on the last page of your

| 16 direct examination? Could you explain to me, what kind of
l

17 analysis is that?

18 A Okay. Basically I think it would be classified

- 19 as a deterministic analysis, in the sense that it has not

20 attempted to address the question of probabilities but

21 rather the behavior of the reactor plant should these

12 accidents occur. So in a sense it is attempting to estab-

23 lish a time frame for these particular accidents to allow

3 24 one to make assessments of whether time is available for
(s.J

j 25 corrective action.

)

|
|

|
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14 1 Q So in your testimony you didn't make any

O 2 analysis from a probabilistic standpoint of what types of

3 accidents might happen at San Onofre?
'

4 A In a quantitative sense, no, however, in my

5 direct testimony there are some qualitative observations

( 6 which I made which are indicated.
|

| 7 Q Now, as basis for those qualitative statements
|

|

8 that you've referred to, did you make a site-specific

9 analysis of the San Onofre plant?

10 A No.

11 Q Did you make any analysis of the consequences

12 of these various accident sequences that you've outlined?

13 A How do you define consequences?

14 Q Well, let me go back a step. I'm familiar withQ
15 basic, you know, probabilistic risk models --

f 16 A Yes.

17 Q -- consequeunce models, and they generally

| 18 start with a probability type analysis and they go into the

19 consequences using site-specific data.

20 A Yes.

21 Q And I was wondering if you, as part of your

22 analysis, did any investigation into the consequences

23 which might result from these various accident sequences

24 that you've outlined.

25 A No --

|

_- . . _ .
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15 1 MR. PIGOTT: I'd object to this question as
O

2 going beyond the scope of the direct and beyond the scope

3 of the issues that are presented in the low power portion

O 4 of the proceeding.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you restate it, please?

6

7

8

'

9

l

1(#

11

12

13

O i4
,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
,

23

*O'

25

'

O

|

.
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tp8-1 1 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.
7-(>

2 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

3 Q As part of your testimony and as part of your.

4 work did you make any analysis of the site-specific conse-

5 quences of any of these accident sequences that you have

6 outlined?

7 A No.

8 JUDGE K'ELLEY: The answer is no.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q Okay. Now I'd like to turn you to page 5 of

11 your prepared testimony, if you would, just for a brief

12 moment. And in the answer to a question of comparing low.

13 Power to full power operation in the second paragraph there

() 14 you outline percentages of both short-lived fission product

15 inventories and long term. Is that based on the assumption

16 that you -- would that change over time, these numbers,

17 these percentages?

18 A These fractions?

| 19 Q Yes.

|

20 A The longer period, well the numbers are based

| 21 upon primarily two things, the power level and the duration
|

l 22 at that power level.

23 Q So for those particular percentages or, you know

{} -- yeah, I guess the fractions that you have . outlined there,24

25 do they refer to an assumption of a ten-day operation at

'

CE)
:

:

9

|

|

, __ _ . . . . . _ _ . - . . . _ . . - -
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1 less than 5 percent power?-
,

U
2 A Well, they don't pertain to anything specifically;

3 however, the short-lived fission product inventories would

| / 4 be about one-twentieth of that -- one-twentieth being of

5 course 5 percent power -- would imply that the half-life of

I 6 that particular fission product species is small in compari-

7 son to the operating period. Again, on the longer-lived
,

|

8 fission product inventories the reverse would apply. Namely,

9 their half-lives are longer in a relative sense to the'

|

| 10 operating period.

11 Q Well, what I'm trying to understand -- and

| 12 excuse me because I don' t have a technical background in

|

| 13 this area -- would not the fission product inventories go

O i4 ug over time?

15 A But they would never go up above this one-

| 16 twentieth number.
|
,

| 17 Q But in order to mtke that kind of comparison

18 are you saying given a full power operating plant that is

19 operated the same amount of time as the low power operating

20 plant, is that the assumption that underlies that one-
,

21 twentieth?

12 A No. No. The one-twentieth is simply based

23 that the power level is one-twentieth of full power. Five

24 percent. So the production rate of fission goducts is one-

25 twentieth of what it would be during full power operation.
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i The accumulation of course, is ^ ime dependent.

O
2 Q Okay. So this e.,e o. .tieth number is referring

3 to the production rate.

4 A That's correct.

5 Q It's not necessarily referring to the actual

6 inventory.

7 A No. It is related to the actual inventory.

8 Q But here in your testimony you are talking about

9 rates of production.

10 A No. I'm talking about inventories. If you

11 operate a plant at full power for a given period of time

12 nd you take that same plant and operate it at 5 percent

13 Power for the same period of time, all of the fission pro-

(]) i4 ducts will be 5 percent of what they would have been if you

15 were at full power.

16 Q Yeah. That's what I thought I asked you. I

17 understand now. Thanks.

13 A Yes.

19 Q You are familiar with NUREG 0654?

20 A Not specifically.

| 21 Q Could then you tell me, give me a few examples
|

22 of a short-lived fission product?

23 A Is this relevant? I can, yes. But --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you want to know what a fission{)
25 product is?

._ - - - - _ - -
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1 MR. MC CLUNG: No. I believe I -- you know,

.O
2 I'm not that far off'. I just wanted to get some examples

; of a short-lived versus long lived.
rm
k- 4 MR. PIGOTT: And even though it may not be

5 relevant, I'll confer with you later on that.

6 HR. MC CLUNG: I think it is relevant. I'm
:

7 testing the witness' knowledge of his testimony.

3 MR. PIGOTT: I felt that it uns probably easier

9 and quicker if he gave them the answer to a rather basic

10 question than interposing counsel.

11 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I don' t believe I -- I did

12 not bring that information with me because it is not really

13 contained within my testimony. I believe iodine 131 in the

() 14 context of the operating periods that we are at here would

15 be longlived. I believe. I would have to look at the work

16 that I did. And I think tulurium is also, one of the tulur-

17 ium isotopes is also long-lived.

13 Essentially it is a relationship to the operating

19 Period in the half-life of that particular isotope.

20 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

21 Q Now you have testified that you didn't take any

22 site-specific aspects of San Onofre in formulating a risk

23 type analysis in your testimony. Would it be fair to say

,r ' 24 that you didn't consider whether or not the on-going construc-
U)

25 tion of Unit 3 would enhance the risk-of accidents at Unit 1
.

(.)

_ _ _ _
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1 -- Unit 2, I mean?

CJ
2 MR. PIGOTT: I'm going to object to that as

3 going far beyond the scope of the issue and without any

4 relevance to what we are dealing with here.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Sorry, Mr. McClt'ng. Can you

6 give me that again?
,

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. The question concerns

a whether or not the witness considered whether or not the

9 on-going construction at Unit 3 would increase the risk

10 of an accident at Unit 2 during low power.

IT MR. PIGOTT: If I might comment, it is the

12 reverse of the issue, trying to get the other neighbor

13 into the issue that he was unsuccessful of getting into

() 14 when we were formulating the issues. We denied an issue

15 worded almost exactly the same with respect tc Unit 1 and

16 now we are getting the same questions with respect to

17 Unit 3 and I would submit that that is beyond the scope of

18 the issue and is irrelevant to this proceeding.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: You did indicate earlier that

20 you would be speaking to personnel and whether personnel

21 from one -- and I am paraphrasing you from a while back, but
'

12 I just want to be sure I'm straight. Do.youknow what I am

23 referring to?

24 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, I do. And that would be thei

p%)
.,

;

25 testimony of Mr. Pilmer when he receives ic. This gentleman

b

1
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1 is for the limited purposes of the calculations and dis-

O'
2 cussion in his testimony.Ns

3 JUDGE KELLEY: These are strictly calculations |

() 4 based on what one would expect from the kind of equipment

5 that is in Unit 2.

6 MR. PIGOTT: In Unit 2 and the kinds of opera-
,

|
7 tions that have been contemplated according to Mr. Rosenblum' s '

8 testimony.

; 9 JUDGE KELLEY: I'll sustain the objection. I
(

10 think it is beyond the scope.. It is beyond the scope of

11 this witness' testimony. If I may just ask, chere was an

12 earlier question about whether you considered site-specific l

13 cons'equences. Am I correct that your exhibit and your

14 testimony and the thrust of your presentation would be(])
15 something that you would have done? It is office-type

; 16 analysis, right? It's not field work.

17 WITNESS BUTTEMER: That's correct. It is office

15 cype .
I

; 19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Thank you.

20 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

| 21 Q Okay. If I were to take a particular radionuc-
i

12 lide, say iodine 132, would that particular radionuclide

23 reach inventories of one-twentieth of that it would in the

24 full power operation, given the same period of time under

O
25 low power operation?

.

O
.

I

s 1
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,y 1 A As I indicated earlier, I did not bring that-

U
2 material with me. One could look at production and destruc-

3 tion rates related to the half-lives of the particular iso-
(~s
\- 4- tope, the operating period, and one could determine the

5 fission product inventory of each and every isotope at the

6 end of the operating period. But I don't have that specific

7 information with me right now.

8 Q Jid you do that type of a study?

9 A No. I have done that type of study,but not

10 for this particular plant.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Could we have some showing from

12 counsel as to the relevance of this direction of questioning?

13 I Perceive a basic misdirection in the lines of questions.

O)(, 14 I am reluctant to object, if they are introductory to getting

15 to some other, some main essential point, but I fail to see

16 where they are going.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: That's a reasonable request, I

18 think.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. The testimony refers to a

20 fraction core inventory that would be there under low power.

21 I am trying to exp.' 7re the basis for that fraction. I

12 personally could divide five into 100 and get one-twentieth ,

23 for 5 percent of 100 percent. I am trying to figure out j

24 whether anything else was done besides that particular I
(~)'s%

25 calculation by this witness in coming up with that particular

|s

(~% |

b

,
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1 number.
O

2 MR. PIGOTT: I can understand that as a legiti-

3 mate line of questioning. I guess I just don't see how the

p/
4 questions lead toward that.

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, I was asking him questions

6 about specific radionuclides and trying to see whether or

7 not they particularly would be one-twentieth and whether he

8 had done an analysis to see whethe'r they would be one-

9 twentieth under low power operation.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, is the question whether,

11 given an accident and given a release one-twentieth the

12 size of what you might get at full power, would there be

13 the same proportional release of various radionuclides?

(]) 14 Is that the thrust of it?

15 Jih . MC CLUNG: I'm not sure I understood what

16 you just asked.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: You don't understand my question

18 and I don't understand yours.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: The thrust is what is in the core

20 on low power.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. He has spoken to a quantity .

12 He said it is one-twentieth of full power, right, and now

23 you are looking for the contents?

24 MR. MC CLUNG: No. I was looking.for the question

25 -- I was trying to figure out where that quantity came from,

O-

. . .
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i the value.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Maybe it would be better

3 if we -- I think the witness will probably do better than I

() 4 am. Give it a little more perspective in where we are going,

S Could you answer the question?

6 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Sure.

7 MR. PIGOTT: May we restate the question so we
'

8 know exactly what it is? I'm not sure if the question has

9 changed as a result of --

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't thinkwe have a pending

yy question, or do we.

MR. PIGOTT: I'd prefer to think we don't.12

13 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

(]) 34 .Q Perhaps you could tell us how you arrived at

15 the one-twentieth fraction number.

16 A I thought I already did; at least I intended to.

17 The one-twentieth, of course, is 5 percent -- as you

is indicated -- I am looking at 5 percent operation and the

19 fission product inventories will be one-twentieth or less

20 of what they would be during long term full power operation.

21 I think your questioning about half-lives and things such

12 as this applies to the "or less" part of my particular

23 statement.

( 24 Q Did you do any analysis of specific radionuclides
(-

25 to determine what their makeup would be in this core that

()
|

|

- . .- . _ _ . . - _ . . ..
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1 we are talking about?

O 2 A No.

3 Q Is it possible that specific radionuclides in

() 4 that one-twentieth fraction of a full power core, there

5 would be more of them under low power as a proportion of

6 that low power core than there would be under full power?

7 A Are you asking whether there could be more than

8 one-twentieth of what you would ha' e at full power?v

9 Q No. Let me try to rephrase it.

10 A I don't understand.

11 0 The make-up, the make-up of the core inventory

12 in terms of radionuclides.

13 A Yes.

(]) 14 Q Is it your testimony that that make-up will be

15 essentially the same as under full power operation?

16 A I don't make any statements to that effect, no.

17 The only statement that I have made in my direct here is that

18 the fission product inventories would be one-twentieth or

19 less of what they would be during long term full power opera-

20 tion. That's the extent of my statement.

21 MR. PIGOTT: Perhaps the witness could just

22 explain the basis of that statement. I think that's what

23 we are driving at in a long way around. If I might suggest

24 a question, that being what is the basis for .saying the longe r
,

\J
25 lived fission product inventoriec would be less than one-

O

4

-.
'

_ .
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- 1 twentieth of that during normal operation.

s_/
2 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Do you want me to answer that?

3 MR. PIGOTT: With the leave of the Chairman,

O
4 yes, because it is not my turn to question.'-

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

6 WITNESS BUTTEMER: They take longer to build up.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Okay. So the longer-lived fission

8 product inventories are less than ~a twentieth because of the

9 period of tima that the core has been operative, is that

10 correct?

11 WITNESS BUTTEMER: That's correct.

12 MR. PIGOTT: And are there any particular por-

13 tions of the -- particular elements that you would direct

() 14 as examples of that?

15 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Again, I can't quote right

16 now what specific isotope is long term and what specific

17 isotope is short term. I didn' t bring that material with

18 me.

19 MR. PIGOTT: You could provide that if necessary?

20 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Certainly.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Can I try one, Mr. McClung?

22 Are the longer lived isotopes more dangerous should they

13 escape and go into the atmosphere? More dangerous than

24 short-lived?(~}t,-

25 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I really can't address that

'

(3
kJ

.
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1 particular topic.

O
2 MR. PIGOTT: I do not believe that goes to Mr.

3 Buttemer's discipline.
1

4 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.
i

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

6 Q If the San Onofre plant were to be operating

7 under 5 percent or less right around like in your assumed

8 seguence that you used, what would be the thermal megawattage

j 9 of that?

10 A At full power operation -- excuse'me. I mean

11 at 5 percent power operation?

t

12 Q Yes.

13 A On page 4 of Exhibit DRB-1 it indicates 5 percent

() 14 power is about 169 megawatts thermal. Core power.

15 Q Okay. On page 7 and 8 you reach a conclusion

16 that the likelihood of an accident being initiated during

17 low power is about the same as during full power, both of

18 them being very low, is that correct?

19 A That was the qualitative assessment that 1 made,

| 20 yes.
|

| 21 Q And is it correct that you did not prepare any

12 risk trees or event tree analysis to reach that conclusion?
;

23 A Not specifically, no.

24 ///
)

| 25
!
l *

|
1

- . - . . . ..
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I{T9,1c Q If no risk or event trees were used in assess-

2 ing t'le relative likelihood at low power --

3 A This ic the likelihood of the accident initi-p)
u.t 4 ator?

5 Q Yes. Yes.

0 A Okay.

7
O Please. Did you use some or any type of

8 quantitative probability values to assess the probability

' of the accident initiation under low power?

10 A No.

II Q So on page 8 of your testimony you indicate

14 that the progression of the accident is different under low

13 power than under full power, and among the reasons you

14 cite supporting that conclusion is the fact that there are

15 safety grade systems that are constructed for the full
'16 power, which will be in operation and could mitigate the

17 accident under low power.

II Now, do you know whether or not those parti-

O cular systems will be in effect during the low power testing?

20 A Yes, they will be.

21 Q On page 7 you talk about the problem that may

22 be created because of the newness of the plant, somewhat

23 higher equipment break and failures are possible, some

Q 24 uncertainties in integrated system performance. Have you

25 performed any quantitative probability assessment with

O
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|

O2 1 respect to what risks -- or how the risks may increase
U

- 2 because of this factor that you outlined?
|

I 3 A No.

4 MR. PIGOTT: You're asking, any studies for
,

,

,
5 this particular plant, Mr. McClung, was that the thrust of

!
6 your question?

7 MR. McCLUNG: Yes, I guess, for this particular,

{
8 plant --

9
| WITNESS BUTTEMER: That's how I interpreted

to your question.

II MR. McCLUNG: And in preparation of this

12 testimony.

13 WITNESS BUTTEMER: As I indicated earlier,

'

14 these are qualitative assessments.

! 15 BY MR. McCLUNC:

16 G Okay. Now, turn to the last page of your

17 testimony, if you would, briefly, and the chart there,

18 where you've indicated the -- where clad metal water reac-
19 tion begins, that particular column.

20 A. Yes.

21 G Could you briefly explain what the significance
22 of clad metal water reaction is?
23 A. Okay. Clad metal water reaction is an oxida-

] 24 tion process whereby the zirconium in the cladding reacts
25 with water to form hydrogen and zirconium oxide. It's an

O

.
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o3 I exothermic process which means that it gives off heat as
'

.U
2 a product of the reaction.

3 g And what is the signficance of that to the,

4 accident sequence?

5 A The principal signficance has to do with the

6 hydrogen production. Hydrogen produced frer this reaction.

7 g Is it also related to thermal buildup?

8 A There is -- as I indicated, it's an exothermic

9 process, too, so as it occurs, it generates heat as well.

10 0 And why was that particular aspect or measure-

II ment chosen for your chart?

12 A This is a -- in light water reactor safety
,

[

| 33 analysis, this is a phenomena which has a significant
' O 14 hearing on the course of an accident. The significance of

| 15 that is indicated in Section 12 of my report.

16 g Are there other similar types of measurement

i 17 during an accident sequence that would vary with time, like
1

18 this particular clad metal water reaction?
!

!
I9 A In general, the -- the rate of change of

20 temperatures within the core are going to be very slow for

21 this type of an accident, so basically the thermal response

22 of the core is -- is going to be much slower during low

23 power operation if an accident were to occur than it would'

24 be at full power operation.

25 g I notice in this chart the time when significant

O

. _ _ - - - - -
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Ip4 clad metal water reaction begins seems to go down signi-
G

2 ficantly with the days of operation. For instance, if

3 you look at LOCA, if you only had operated prior 2.5 it

4 would take 47 hours for you to reach the time when signi-

5 ficant clad metal water reaction begins. But under 10,

6 10 days, that number is cut in half down to 22 hours. Now,

I could you explain what would happen ove:. the next 10 days?

8
A. I can't specifically explain what would happen

8 over the next 10 days, but the -- if I understand your

10 question, it's related to th'ese particular curves here.

II Youcan see 2.5, 5, 10 days, and then infinite days of

12 operation. I wouldn't want to hazard an interpolation on

13 this curve right now. But the times would get somewhat

O I4 shorter.

15 g. Reading that chart for us -- I don't want you

16 to give me an exact number, but I need to know from your

17 judgment approximately if the plant were to run at that
| II'

5 percent level for continuous period of time, say 60 days,

19 what would the effect on the time be? Would it reach --

20 would it approach the infinite levels on your chart? Or

21 approximately what kind of time factors are we talking

22 about with extending operation of the plant?

23
A. I can't answer that c tstion right now. The

*O information .t in this report whereby perhaps someone could,

25 but as I indicated earlier, the 10 days at 5 percent power
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5 I

well encompasses the planned low power test program as
) 2 described by Mr. Rosenblum.

3 g Okay. Your report and your testimony -- and
(]) 4

there's a reference to this on page 9 -- discusses -- and
5

you've outlined the three accident type classifications
6 which you've chosen.

i And I won't go into the names of them
.

| 7
Could you explain the basis of ch'oosing those three types?

I
8 A Yes. Basically they're accidents which
9

involve loss of either primary coolant or loss of heat
10 removal from the primary coolant. The large LOCA, as I
11 described r srlier, results in a large pipe leaving the
12 reactor vessel breaking. The loss of steam generator as

i 13

a heat sink for either of these two cases has to do with|

14(-) loss of heat removal from the plant.|

v
, 15

The primary coolant will, of course, heat up ifi

16 heat removal is terminated.
.17 g

i What I want to know is, are there any other
18

accident sequences that in your opinion were not considered
19

that are significant to the operation of low power?
20 A I -- I would think not.1

21
MR. McCLUNG: I cnink that's enough.

12
FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

23
BY MR. HASSELL:

|
. g Good morning, Mr. Buttemer.

24

25''
A Good morning.

,-.

%J

| -

,
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6: I g I have a few questions that will -- yhat are

2 designed to clarify what you may have done in your analysis.

3 Would ';ot. turn to page 97

-- 4 A The direct testimony?

5 g Yes.

6 A Yes.

7 g On that page you refer to three classes of

8 accident initiators --

9 A Yes.

10 0 -- which you considered. With respect to --

11 call the first one your first class, all right?

12 A The LOCA?

13 g Yes.

O i4 A Yes.

15 g Large LOCA. With respect to your large break

16 LOCA analysis, have you considered two-phase flow and

17 entrainment effects?

18 A Specifically in my analysis, in the -- well,

19 let me see if I understand the question. During the blow-

20 down phase, the initial blow-down phase, or curing the

21 safety injaction phase?

22 g During the initial blow-down stage.

23 A I have not, no.

24 g What effect would consideration of these

25 factors have been on your large break LOCA analysis?
.

J
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' 7 1 A
. ~% It's my opinion that with safety injection

2 tank addition that these effects are minima'.
3 G Again, this question is with respect to yourn

k) 4 large break LOCA *nalysis.m

5 A Yes.

6 g Have you examined or reviewed the Applicant's
7 analysis for a large break LOCA which is set forth in the

! 8 FSAR?

9 A Not specifically. These -- those large break

10 LOCAs are from full power operation and they have a large
11 degree of conservatism as required for safety analyses.
12 g But you didn't specifically consider it

13 because it was at full power?
5 14 A No. What I indicated is that the LOCA analysis(J

15 results presented in the FSAR are based primarily on
16 accidents occurring from full power operation. The energy
17 levels in the core are substantially higher, again a factor
18 of 20 higher, than at low power.
19 0 What effect would the consideration of power
20 have on your analysis?
21 A Of initial powc:?

22 % Yes.

23 A It would primarily affect the stored energy
24 that's contained within the core, and it would of courseO
25 aise effect the fission product energies as well.

;

.
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^8 i G Well, how would a consideration of power affect

~#
2 the initisl mass removal in your analysis?

3 A Initial mass removal during the blow-down

O 4 steges2

5 g Yes.

6 A In the LOCA2

7 G That's right.

3 A I would presume that the higher power -- if the

__ 9 core were operating at a higher power before the accident
-

to occurred, that there would presumably be more' energy added

11 to the coolant by the core. Can I perhaps -- I made a

12 statament earlier that -- with regard to your questions

13 on two-phase flow, and I made the statement that the --

(]) 14 with suJaty injection tank addition, I thought that the

15 relevance of that was not so -- so major, and perhaps if
'

16 I give you the rationale behind that, it may help.

17 G That's fine, yes.

13 A Okay. For a large break LOCA, we're talking

19 about breaks either on the -- the hot leg or cold leg lines

20 coming from the reactor vessel. Primarily we're concerned

21 with where the water level is after the blow-down safety

12 injection phases are completed. That's the primary question

23 that must be asked, and that is indeed one of the points

24 that I raise in -- on page 20 of my exhibit.
/

25 So principally what we're concerned with is,

O

i
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9 i where is the water level after the blow-down safebv

2 injection phase is completed? Now, clearly,~if one of

3 these pipes breaks, the water level can't be above that,

4 the pipe break, because it would tend to run ort the leak.

5 So primarily what we're interested in is, what is the

6 volume of water in the vessel below the lower lip of either
1

7 the hot or the cold leg nozzles?

~

8 And secondly, what is that volume in comparison

9 to the volume of water contained within the cafety injec--

tion tankE? Now, for this particular plant, ' safety10

11 injection tanks are very large, and the water inventory

in those tdnks represents about 2.5 times the inventory12

contained within the vessel.| y3

() So during the initial stages of a LOCA accidentj4

there will be a large amount of two-phase flow through the15

16 leak, clearly. Once the cafety injection t anks come in,

17 I'm assuming that they basically displace whatever water

tg remains from the initial coolant which was in the ccre

19 prior to the accident, and basically dirplaces that water

20 out the break and refills the core up to some level, and

| 21 that's the question, what level, up to some level relative

22 to the nozzles.

23 G That sounds to me as if you did not consider

24 liquid entrainment effects.'
-

u

25 A That's correct, as I indicated before.

(),

,

t
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10 1 G Okay. I have a question not with respect to

2 1rrge break LOCAs.

3 A Yes.rm
U 4 G Okay. For San Onofre, do you believe that a

5 small break LOCA is the dominant contributor to risk as

i 6 opposed to a large break LOCA?

7 A We have not done a plant-specific risk assess-

8 ment, as I indicated. I think one would perhaps rely on

9 the WASH-1400 study to make that assessment.

10 % Does that essentially explain why you did not

11 consider a small break LOCA in your analysis?

12 A Well, the principal reason is that the intent

13 of these analyses was to evaluate the time frames which a re
m
) 14 involved with regard to accident progression. And primarily

15 I think one would expect certainly that for a small LOCA

16 that the progression rate would be lower than it would be

17 for a large break LOCA,

18 So I guess what I'm saying is that the large;

l
19 break LOCAs result in fairly slow accident progression'

20 7.ates, and I guess I would question the necessity of running

21 small LOCA analyses, although the second case which was

22 considered. I believe, the loss of steam generator heat

23 sink accident, wherein the safety valves remain open, can

24{]} be categorized as a small LOCA. The break,.of course,
,

25 would be up fairly high in this'particular event, which

O
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,

11 1 will have some bearing on it.,

O
2 But it bnsically is a category of a LOCA.

3 G Okay. Now, with respect with that case, too,

4 that you've just mentioned --

5 L Yes.

6 G -- what is the flow area in the safety valves?

7 A I don't have that numbez right here. It's much

8 smaller than the flow area for a large LOCA, certainiv.

9 G You said you don't have the -- did you deter-

10 mine the flow area?

11 A Yes, it's in the FSAR, but I don't recall what

12 that number was. That particular area was not of signifi-

13 cance in what I did here. The location of the leak was

() 14 of significance, however.

15 G Okay. Now I just have a couple of other very

16 general questions about your testimony. Still on page 9,

17 looking at line 9 -

18 A Yes.

19 G -- hold on a second, please. I'm sorry, it's

20 line 19, excuse me.

21 A Yes.

22 G -- where you state, "No credit was taken for

23 boil-off of the secondary water in the steam generators

24 themselves" ---

25 A Yes.

.

O

4
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1 G If boil-off was considered, do you know whethergg2
2 the safety valves would be challenged at 5 percent power

3 for loss of feedwater events?
O 4 A Are you referring to an ATWS?

5 g No.

C A Wait. Loss of feedwater power remains at 5 -

7 Jercent?
8 g Let me re : tate t he question. You indicate here

- 9 that no credit was taken for boil-off of the secondary

10 water.

11 A Yes.

12 g In the steam generators themselves.

13 A That's correct.
/~'()g 14 g Now, let me restate the question. If boil-off

| 15 was considered, do you know whether the safety valves
|

IC would be challenged at 5 percent power by loss of feedwater

17 event? ..

18 2 The secondary safety valves --

19 G Yes.
|
'

20 A -- or the primary safety valves?

21 g Secondary.

22
,

You were -- you were correct. It's the
i

23 primary safety valves.

| (]) 24 A Whether they would be challenged?

25 g At 5 percent power.

I ('))%

|

|
1

l
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.
13 1 A Does " challenged" mean, would they open, or -

2 would they not open?

3 G Would they open?
O 6 A I can'c answer that. I -- let's see. You lose

5 feedwater flow, you trip the reactor, and the question is,

6 yc,uld the primary safetys open? I didn't really analyze

7 that case so I -- I can't say. But again, neglecting the

8 heat removal capability of boil-off of the secondary water

I is a conservative assumption. That's why I made it.

10 G Other than the three cases you considered, that

11 you set forth on page 9 --

12 A Yes.

13 G -- are there any other transients involving

O i4 1mgeirmene of secondery system heet remova1 thee ere
|

15 dominant risk contributors?'

|
|

16 A. It's -- on secondary systems -- by " risk"

17 you're referring to both probability -- the probability of

II the event as well?

II G Yes.

20 A Well, I would -- again, I looked glinarily from

21 a deterministic point of view and evaluated the plant

22 response to an accident. The -- it's hard to imagine

23 anything that could happen on the secondary side that
24 would Lc more severe than the instantaneous loss of heat
25 removal from the secondary side.

. O
,

l

,
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1

I G By " deterministic" do you mean that the three
)l4.

2 cases that you have considered would bound the expected |
1

3 dominant risk contributors, when you referred to

0
--

4 " deterministic"?
i

5 A That is not what " deterministic" means.

6 " Deterministic" primarily looks at the response of the

7 plant .ior a given accident itiator. It does not address'

8 the litelihood of that initiator specifically. So again

9 we have not done a plant-specific risk ascessment, and

10 without doing that it's difficult to assess the dominant

11 risk contributorn.
,

12 G Well, what I was driving at was whether you

13 thought, or what your opinion is, about the three cases -

() 14 you have considered, bounding the expected dominant risk
15 contributors. That's what I was getting at.

16 A It's my -- I would --

17 MR. PIGOTT: Are you talking about bounding the

18 results, in effect?

II MR. HASSELL: Yes.
1

20 WITNESS BUTTEMER: In a time sense? In an

21 accident progression time sense?
,1

22 BY MR. HASSELL:

23 G Yes, in a time sense is fine.

24 A I would say yes, it should baund -- bound the({)
25 contributors.

O

.
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15 1 g Okay. Looking at line 3, page 1 3-O
2 A Yes.

3 g -- there's a conclusion there that the risk
( 4 is also much lower.

5 A Yes.

6 g Would you explain how much lower the. risk is,
7 if you're able to?

8 A Well, as I '.ndicated earlier, the risk evaluae

9 tion that's referred to here is a qualitative evaluation.

10 Essentially I'm addressing probabilities and consequences
11 in a -- in a relative sense. The consequences -- the point

12 I'm trying to make here is that the fission product inven-
i
; 13 tories, again relative to full power operation, the fission
1

() 14 product inventories within the core are a small fraction,

15 one-twentieth of what they would be had the plant been

16 operating at full power.

17 On the probability end, again, qualitatively

18 speaking, I -- it''s my judgment that the likelihood of an

19 accident initiator -- that is, the frequency of a particu-

20 lar accident initiator -- with the plant operating at low

21 power -- would be roughly the same as what it. would be,

22 again, on a per-unit time basis, of what it would be if

23 the plant were operating at full power.

24 However, to evaluate a risk of a plant, one must

| 25 look at various sequences of events which occur after the
|

.

O
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16 1 accident initiates. There are a large number of safety
O

2 systems available at the plant, and my judgment is that

3 for the very long times indicated from my results, that
/~T
\# 4 one should have ample time to diagnose a particular problem

5 and to make correct protective action to avert these

6 accident sequences which lead to significant overheating of

7 the core.

8 G So in short there'3 no quantitative basis for-

9 that conclusion --

10 A No, it's --

11 0 -- at the top of page 9?

12 A It's -- it's time, and it's a judgment.

13 G Okay. I have just one further question, and

()
,

that's -- well, would you turn to page 7, please?14

15 A Yes.

16 G Looking at lines 12 and 13, where you state in

17 part, "The likelihood of a transient accident initiator

18 would be lower than during full power operation", keeping

19 that quote in mind and now turning to the top of page 8,

20 lines 1 through 3, where you state,"I would expect that

21 the likelihood of transient accident initiators would be

22 about the same for either low power or full power operation" ,

23 would you provide me some explanation of how you go from

{) the conclusion in the middle of page 7 that.I read to you24

25 earlier?

()

- - - - - - - ---
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17 1 MR. ?IGOTT: Excuse me, but are you looking

2 for something --

3 MR. HASSELL: Other than -- I'm sorry.

O 4 MR. PIGOTT: Are you looking for something

5 over and above the question and answer in between --

6 MR. HASSELL: That's what I was about to state,

i

7 Mr. Pigott, if you'd let me finish my question.

8 MR. PIGOTT: Okay. I' thought you were finished.

9 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Okay. I think -- .

10 BY MR. HASSELL:

11 g Do you have the reference quotes in mind? -

12 A 'le s , I do.

13 g Okay.

O i4 A I thinx --

15 g other than the material that appears at the

16 bottom of page 7 of your testimony.

17 A Well, I -- I don't --

18 g Can you provide any further explanation of how

19 you reached the judgment at the top of page 87

20 A Okay. Basically these are qualitative assess-

21 ments. What I'm saying here, as far as transient acci-

22 dent initiators, if you look in the NASH-1400, many of

23 those accident initiators are related to turbine generator

24 operation problems. The -- on lines 12 and.13 on page 7,()
25 above that I indicate that during these low power testing --

O
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'
CJ 3"rin9 the W Power physics, in natural circulation test'*

2 portions of the low power test program, the turbine -
'-

3 generator is not operating. So what I'm saying is,O ,
initiators which are attributed to problems in the turbine

5 generator system or the off-site power supply system do

6 not apply during these particular periods of operation.

And because of that reason, I make this statement on lines

8 12 and 13 on page 7.

~ ' Below that I look at the o ther side of the coin,

10 the other edge of the sword, if you will, and I say, okay,

II we have a new plant here. Be muse of this newness -- and

12 again, judgmentally, one might expect higher failure rates.:

I

13 But as Mr. Rosenblum indicated earlier, there have been

O i4 a very 1arge number of functiona1 syseem eyge eeses done
-

15 throughout the plant, so it's not brand new in the sense

16 that we're just beginning to learn how it operates.

17 There have been a large number of tests completed and

II successfully completed.

II But again, I'm just saying that there tends to

20 be something that might balance. or offset the statement

21 made on lines 12 and 13, and that's what I'm referring to

| 22 below that.

23
(L Thank you very much.

2. A. Sure.

25 MR. HASSELL: I have no further questions.

O
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19 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, why don't we break for

2 lunch and come back at 1:00 o' clock.

3 (Whereupon, at 12:00 noon the hearing was

| O
,

4
i recessed for luncl. until 1:00 p.m.)

5

6

| 7

8

9

10

11
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13

O i4

15

16
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18

19

20

21

22

23

2'O
25
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~

2 (1:10 p.m.)

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Mrs. Johnson

f; S. . 4 will be with us very shortly. We are going to go ahead and
V

T10,1 5 start. Let us see. We had finished -- tt.tt is right, we have

6 finished with Staff. Since really Mrs. Johnson is our leader

7 on this, she will be here in two minutes or twenty. Is there

3 something else we can d.s?

9 MR. PIGOTT: I was going to have some -- a short

| 10 amount of redirect, but frankly, I would prefer to do it after

11 the Board's questions.

. 12 JUDGE KELLEY: What about Mr. Pilmer?
i

13 MR. PIGOTT: I can call Mr. Pilmer now with no
I

14 problem .

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Why don't we do that, because I

I 16 really an not sure how long it will 'ne.
l

17 MR. PIGOTT: All right.

| gg JUDGE KELLEY: So we will, if you don't mind,

19 Mr. Buttemer, we will get back to your shortly.

3g MR. CHANDLER: Mr. Chairman, I do have one

21 clarif ying statement I did want to make for the record, with

23 respect to your earlier discussion concerning future events

b in this proceeding, maybe while the witnesses are changing23

24 p laces .
,

I ' JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.23

|

|

|
i
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T10,2 MR. CHANDLER: So the record is clear, with11,242g

2 respect to the Staff's conclusion on acceptability or

reasonable assurance. That is a.present finding which assumes3

4 a favorable finding from FEMA based on the statement made in

h
5 the additional testimony presented by Mr. Nauman.

6 JUDGE HAND: Is that saying anything any different

7 than this third supplement to the SER?

MR. CHANDLER: No, no, and that is the point Ig

9_ wanted to make clear, Dr. Hz.nu.

JUDGE HAND: Yes.10

JUDGE KELLEY: But it is your position, if Ig

12 understand you correctly, that you think that that can be a

matter of confirmation, if you will?g

'd MR. CHANDLER: That is correct.

JU GE KELLEY: Along the lines described by Mr.5
'

Grimes, and for those reasons?

MR. CHANDLER: Yes, sir.g

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.gg

Whereupon,
39

DAVID F. PILMER20

was recalled to the witness stand and, having been previously

duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified further

O =' n ~= =
23

DIRECT EXAMINATION3
p_/ BY MR. PIGOTT:3

_ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 Q Please state your name for the record.

2 A David F. Pilmer .

3 Q Mr. Pilmer , do you have with you a document

'

4 entitled " Direct testimony and Exhihit of Mr. David F. Pilmer,

5 the first portion of which contains seven pages of questions

6 and answers?

7 A Yes, I do.

3 Q Let me ask you first, do you have any corrections

9 to make to that?

10 A No, I (a not.

11 Q I'' were asked those questions today, wouldm

i 12 your answers be tie same as contained in that document?

!

i 13 A Yes, they would.

14 0 And do you adopt it as your testimony in this

i 15 proceeding?

16 A I do.

17 MR. PIGOTT: I would ask that the testimony of
i

18 David F. Filmer be accepted into the record as evidence.

19 MR. MC 2LUl:G: No objection.

20 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.

21 JUDGE"KELLEY: So ordered.

!
22 (Whereupon, the direct testimony of David F.

O
23 Pilmer was incorporated into the record as if read.)

- 24

'^'
15

|
|

|
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID F. PILMER7

O2
Q. Mr. Filmer, have you appeared previously on the emergency

planning issues presented in this case?

kh
A. Yes.,

2

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this portion of the
proceeding?

A. My testimony is in support of Applicants' Alternative Motion
8

for Fuel Loading and Low Power License for SONGS Unit 2. My

testimony demonstrates that based on the limited potential-

10
for an accident with offsite consequences, the current state

11
~

of emergency preparedness at SONGS Unit 2 is adequate to
12

protect the'public health and safety during fuel load and low
13

power testing.

(])14 Q. Please describe the onsite emergency planning and implementa- ,

15
tion that will be available durir.g the fuel loading and low

16
power testing period at SONGS Unit 2.

17
A. The Emergency Plan for SONGS Units 2 & 3 (Exhibit No. 51,)

18
will be in effect prior to the first fuel loading

19
activities. This plan will be implemented, including the

complete set of implementing procedures and the
'

21
accomplishment of all required training.

22
Q. What emergency response personnel will be available during

23
fuel loading and low power testing at SONGS Unit 27

(3)24 A. Chapter 5 of the Emergency Plan for hauGS Units 2 & 3 sets

forth the organizational control of emergencies. The

(])26

.

-1-
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l immndiate recponce to cmargancies would b2 parformcd by SONGS
.

2 Unit 2 on-shift operations personnel. The key emergency )
O ., ~

response organization positions are assumed by the same

4 people who would respond to a SONGS Unit 1 cmerg ncy. These

Os key people include the fo110 wing:
'

6 1. Emergency Coordinator -

'

7 2. Emergency Advisor.

8 3. Engineering Leader

9 4. Administrative Leader

10 5. Radiation Protection Leader

l 11 6. Security Leader, and

12 7. Emergency Support Leader

13 The SCE Emergency Support Organization ("ESO") is

14 the same as that which would be used for emergencies at SONGS

h5 Unit 1. The key people listed above and the ESO have
|

16 exercise experience and have received training in emergency

| 17 response at SONGS Unit 1 which is directly applicable to Unit

18 2 operations.

19 Q. Has there been an ext sination by the NRC of SCE's emergency

20 response capability?

21 A. Yes. The NRC's office of Inspection and Enforcement;

|
| 22 conducted an inspection of SONGS Unit 1 emergency

23 preparedness during the period of May 11-15, 1981. This

24 inspection included observations by the NRC team membiers of

O2s the May 13, 1981 e.,etciee, sneerviews with SCE personnet, end

| 26 examination of procedures and various records. An inspection

O

-2-
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1 report was issued by the NRC Region V Office dated July 10,

- '2- 1981 with the result that no iter a of noncompliance with NRC

3 requirements were identified. A copy of this inspection

| 4, report is provided as Exhibit DFP-6, " Letter wf July 10, 1981

5 from NRC, Region V to Southern California Edison Company".

6 Q. How is this NRC inspection relevant to onsite emergency

preparedness for the fuel load and low power testing period-

i

8 f r SONGS Unit 27

A. The inspection is not applicable to the on-shift operating9

i 10 personnel at SONGS Unit 2, but it is directly applicable to

11 the key onsite management, supervisory, and senior technical

12 personnel that make up a large portion of the onsite
~

13 emergency response.

14 Q. During the period of fuel loading and low power testing

k5 act!vities a,t SONGS Unit 2, what emergencies with offsite

J6 c ansequences should be planned for?

17 The answer to this question variec according to theA.

activities being conducted. Mr. Rosenblum has described the18
'

range of activities contemplated during this period. He has19

estimated that the initial criticality of the SONGS Unit 220

reactor will occur on or about the eleventh week of the21 ,

program. During the period preceding initial criticality,g

the fission product inventory is exceed *Igly small (caused by23

naturally occuring spontaneous fissions and subcriticalg

O multipucadon of the installed neutron sources) and can not
25

p ssibly cause offsite doses in the PAG range from any26

O

-3-
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1 conceiveblo scenario. Furthormore, cecidantal criticality in

2 essentially precluded during this period because of the large

03 shutdown margin <i.e., margin below criticality), which is

4 imposed for these activities.

Os. The next activities consise of initial criticalier
6 and zero power reactor physics testing. This testing

i

7 requires approximatley three weeks to accomplish during which

8 time the reactor is critical,. The fission rate and,

, 9 consequently, the fission produce generation during this

10 Period is sufficient.ly low that a significnat fraction of

11 these fission products would have to be released to the

12 atmosphere to create offsite doses in the PAG range. Mr.

13 Buttemer's testimony indicates that a core-melt is not

14 Physically possible because of the limited decay heat
'

01s generation associated with this testing which is all

16 conducted at less than 0.1% power (approximately 3 MWt) .

17 Therefore, I have concluded that there can not

18 exist a set of conditions that could constitute a General

19 Emergency as defined by section 4.1.4 of the Emergency Plan

20 during the period of these activities which Mr. Rosenblum has

> estimated will require approximately 14 weeks to accomplish.21

22 Furthermore, planning to deal with accidents that

are classified as a " site emergency" or less, should be i:.23

) effect during the 14 week period that ends with completion of24

O2s the zero gower 9 ysics testing-h

26 ////

O
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1

I1 The last period of testing occurs during the final

O~2 two weeks. Such tests require reactor power levels generally
3 between 3-5% (sustained power levels up to 170 MWt). For the

first time the reactor will accumulate sufficient quantities4 :

O
of fission products such that a Class-9 accident sequence,5

6 although highly improbable,.would be possible (although the

range of possible consequencas is greatly reduced compared to7

full Power). The necessity for taking protective actions8

9 ffsite could arise, although a much longer time period would

be required to culminate in significant core damage and10

3 containment failure.

For the two weeks of turbine testing and reactor

Coolant system natural Circulation testing, planning to

respond to an accident classified as a " general energency"
should be in effect. This planning is given in the Emergency
Plan for SONGS Units 2 & 3. The requirerents for rapid
notification anf response on the part of offsite agencies is
clearly not important because of the long periods of time

necessary for C1:ss-9 accident sequences to develop. By way

of comparison, the Reactor Safety Study presents the results

of calculations of the time required for radionuclide release21

for full power (including time for core melt) as follows:22
////

23
////

! 74
\ ////'

25
////

76hL
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1 Class-9 Accidents '

! Category Time of Release2

3 (Hours)

4 PWR 1 2.5

| . 5 m2 2.5

6 m3 5.0,

_7 PWR 4 2.0

8 .0

PWR 6 12.09

PWR 7 10.0
,

Consideration of the above Class-9 accident

categories is the basis of the current emergency planning
regulations. With a time period on the order of a day or so

Q14
for a Class-9 accident sequence to develop to the point of

t

generating the radionuclide release, and with the reduction15

in possible offsite consequences discussed above, minimal
offsite planning should be sufficient.

Q. Does the longer time required for the development of the
! Class-9 accident sequences provide a basis for expecting'

19

successful intervention by operator action in preventing a20
core melt accident?

21
A. Yes. The longer time periods allow for successfully

21

restoring cooling to the core by repairing equipment or
23

~
. making temporary alignment of other equipment to deliver

O 24!

l

cooling water to the reactor. Probability Risk Assessments
25 |

'

for full power such as the Reactor Safety Study, do not ta'ce -

02s
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1 into account the ability, of emergency response personnel to
._

2 take innovative action to fulfill the required safety
-( )-

3 function by alternative means. With several hours to work on
'

4 the problem, action could be taken to provide the relatively
5 small amounts of cooling water required in this case to

p 6 prevent the core melting.

7 Q. In your opinion, what would be the minimim state of

3 preparedness to adequately protect public safety in the event
h 9 of an accident during the low power testing program?

10 A. The onsite organization should have received the training and,

|

| 11 otherwise be properly qualified to carry out all of its
12 responsibilities set forth in the Emergency Plan for SONGS

13 Unit 2 & 3. As a minimum, the means to communicate with

14 offsite authorities is required in the event the accident may
( )15 produce offsite consequencec. However, because of the length

16 of time available, offsite authorities for SONGS are well

17 able to carry out any recommended protective actions even

18 without further detailed procedures or special training.
I 19

20
|

21 *

22

23

24
| ()25

&
.-

C3

|
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f see,* / e UNITED STATES
P NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONe

g.g .j REGION V
, isto N. cauronnia moutavano

g',CRf surrs zee. nau,ur casaa ei.AzA

oe WAucuT CAsaK. CAUPORNIA 94838

July 10, 1981

O oocket ao 50-205

Southern California Edison Company'
P. O. Box 800
2244 Walnut Greve Avenue .

Rosammad, California 91770
|

Attention: Dr. L. T. Papay, Vice Pmsident
Advanced Engineering

| Gentlemen:

Subject:. NRC Inspection - San Onofre Unit 1

This refers to the inspection conducted by Mr. R. F. Fish. Team Leader, and
other NRC team members on May 11-15, 1981 of activities authorized by NRC

'

License No. DPR-13, and to the discussion of our findings held by Mr. Fish
with Mr. Robert Dietch and other men 6ers of your staff at the conclusion of

O the inspection, including Mr. Fish's telephone call to Mr. Jerry Haynes on
June 2,1981.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the enclosed inspection
mport. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations
of procedures and representative records, interviews with personnel, and
observations by the NRC team menbers.

No items of noncogliance with NRC requirements were identified within the
scepe of this inspection.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Conurission's mgulations, a copy
of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the
NRC's'Public Document Room. If this report contains any infornation that
you believe to be exempt from disclosure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary
that you (a) notify this office by telephone within ten (10) days from the
date of this letter of your intention to file a request for withholding;
and (b) submit within 25 days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to witMold such inforsation. If your receipt of this letter
has been delayed such that less than seven (7) days are available for your

O review, please notify this office promptly so that a new due data may be
established. Consistant with section 2.790(b)(1), any such application
must be acconpanied by an affidavit encuted by the owner of the infomation
which identifies the document or part sought to be withheld, and which
contains a full statenant of the basis on which it is claimed that the -

O infor== tion should be withheld from Pubiic disciosure. This section further
requires the statement to address with speciticity the considerations listed

.

_ _ _ _ _ , . _ , , - - , _ _ _ , , - . , . , _ -,,,_,%,-.,_,,,,,_m_,.,,...,r-- ,__c. ......,w, . . , _, _ , , _ _ _ . . , . , . , , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . ____m___ _. ____
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Southern California Edison Company -2- July 10,1981

O .

in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The infonnation ,ught to be withheld shall be
incorporated as far as possible into a separate part of the affidavit.

O If we do not hear from you in this regard within the specified periods
noted above, the report will be pieced in the Public Document Rcom.

1

) Should you have any questions concaming this inspection, we will be glad
I to discuss them with you.

.

Sincertly,

? * *

| H. E. Book, Chief
Radiological Safety Branch

.

Enclosure:
' IE Inspection Report

No. 50-206/81-19

cc w/o enclosurc:
Mr. R. Dietch, SCE
Mr. J. Curran, S& (San Clemente)

O

.

1
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DETAILS

.

Q 1. Persons Contacted

. J. Curran, Plant Manager
i K. Barr, Manager, Health Physics
| m J. Schrann, Watch Engineer |

i

| U S. Mc Mahan, Supervisor, Plant Maintenance .

i D. Bennette, Nuclear Engineer
S. Medling, Chemical and Radiation Protection Engineer ;

E. Bennett, Forman, Health Physics )-

'

J. Comings, Reactor Operator '

D. Pilmer, Supervising Engineer (Health Physics & E::argency Planning)
G. Allen, Nuclear Engineer (Emergency Planning)

Other licensee personnel and contractor health physics technicians
participating in the emergency plan exercise were also interviewed. |

| 2. Emergency Exercise Plan

|
_.

The emergency exercise plan was developed by Southern California Edison
Cogany (SCE) Health Physics and e.mergency Planning Group in concert
with the several participating offsite jurisdictions. The plan document i

provided infomation on the objectives of the exercise, the guidelines
to be used by the various participants during the exercise, the duties
of the observers, the contents of reports prepared by designated contrallers
and observers and applicable references. The second volume of theO plan document, which had a restricted fistribution, described the ~

scenario to be~ used during the exercise ~ and the expected responses
for each event. The scenario was initiated by infoming the control
room operator that a sample from the reactor coolant system showed
a high concentration of fodine-131. During the next eight (8) hours
various events occurred that required classifying the emer
an alert (initial event, high concentration of iodine-131)gency as, a site
and a general emergency situation. The event:; included releases of
airborne radioactivity under changing meteorological conditions so
that the several offsite jurisdictions could iglement their emergency,

1 plans. The objective of the exercise was to evaluate a major portion
of the basic elements existing within the smergency preparedness plans
and organizations of the several involved offsite jurisdictions and
SCE. The ability to provide a coordinated response by all participating
parties was also appraised. This emergency plan exercise was intended
to comply with the requirsent for an exercise to be conducted within
the first year of emergency plan innlementation as required by Section
III.F. Appendix E,10 CFR Part 50.

O|

,

O

.
_ .
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3. Observers

Three groups of observers were involved in the exercise evaluation.O The licensee provided observers for all onsite areas where exercise
activities took place. Some SCE observers were al.so used at of'she
locations. In addition some cf the SCE observers served as controllers.
The function of the controller was to provide cue cards and data packages
at the appropriate times and, if necessary, certain controllers could
alter the course of the exercise or provide needed guidance. The
various offsite jurisdictions also provided cbservers for their portions
of the exercise. The NRC observers represented a second group. The
NRC observed activitic in the Control Room, Technical Support Center

) (TSC). Operations Support Center Emergency Support Center (ESC) and near-
site Energency Operations Fad f ty. The SCE medical response and radiological /
environmental monitoring teams were also observed by the NRC. A team
of observers under the direction of Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEM) Region IX were present to evaluate the portions of the exercise

{ that involved local, state and federal agencies as well as the. interfaces _ _

| with those responsibilities under the jurisdiction of the NRC (e.g.
the Emergency Operations Facility / Emergency Operations center at the
San Clemente Civic Center Building). '

On May 11, 1981 SCE held a briefing for all controllers. This meeting
O provided an opportunity for discussions on the schedule of activities.

the role of the controllers,' personnel identification system and telephone
msnbers for controller cocriunications. The packages containing cue -

cards and scenario related data were distributed. There was confirmation
that the attendees had all necessary materials, including the scenario
and anticipated responses, and they went invited to ask questions.
The controllers (and observers) were required to couplete an evaluation
form at the end of the exercise.

4. Exercise

| The exercise was initiated at about 6:30 a.m. on May 13 and continued
until about 2:45 p.m. The exercise involved the following locations

| described in the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 1
Emergency Plan: Control Room; Technical Support Center; (Onsite) Operations
Support Center; Emergency Support Center; Station Assembly Area (Administration
and Warehouse Building); Media Center and near-site Emergency Operations ,

Facility (San Clemente Emergency Operations Center). According to
the SONGS Unit 1 Emergency Plan, the on-rite Emergency Support Center
and the near-site Emergency Operations Facility constitute the interim

g Emergency Operations Facility (EOF). The exercise included a simulated
injured SCE employee who was transported to South Coast Connunity
Hospital for treatment. Radiation monitoring by SCE at onsite and

,

| near-site locations was perfonned as part of the exercise activities.

O

_
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Other locations were involved in the exercise; however, these were
all offsite. The activities at these various offsite locations will
be covered by a separate report issued by FEMA Region IX.

|

5. Critiques

Shortly after the temination of the exercise, SCE held a critique
session to review the sequence of events and identify any items that
may require some fom of corrective action. Controllers, observers,

participants and management attended the critique. The results of
the critique were to be documented. The Health Physics and Emergency
Planning group in Nuclear Engineering and Safety (Rosemead) has been

,

assigned the rasponsibility for implementing any corrective actions
identified during the critique process.

On May 14 a second critique was held to provide preliminary coments
- to SCE from the various participating offsite organizations. SCE requested

the attendees to submit a chronology of important events and-coments - - - - -

on items the exercise disclosed needed improvement or change. SCE
intends to publish a critique document covering the exercise within ,
the near future. The offsite organizations will be given an opportunity
to review the document when it is in draft fom. .The following items
were discussed during the May 14 session:

O (a) comunications
There is a need to better coordinate the use of the telephone
system that connects the several Emergency Operations Centers
(EOC) with the San Onofre site. At the time a " general emergency"
was declared by SCE the City of San Clemente was not listening
to the notification; however, SCE became aware of this situation
before the notification was coupleted and took corrective action.
The foms used by the various organizations and SCE need some
nrjification(s) to assure better transmission and recording of
infonation and data. The California Office of Emergency Services
(Sacramento) could receive more current infomation if they were
also connected to t"t telephone system that connects the EOC's
to the site.

(b) Meteorology

|
There was some confusion regarding wind direction,and the foms

' used by the various organizations shoul clarify whether the direction
being reported is "from" (this is the nonelly used direction)O or "to". The use of sectors along with wind direction resulted
in some difficulties. The potential problem resulting from the
difference between true and magnetic north was also identified.,

|
.

O
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(c) Dose Assessment

The offsite dose as'sessment team (representatives of State Radiologic
O Health Section and Orange County) expressed a need for more data

including source tenns. There was a problem relative to the
adequacy of data in connection with the mported " puff release".

,

It was also reported that the media (center) had some difficulty
( handling the reported puff release. The dose assessment team

also experienced a time problem because of the changing conditions.
SCE noted that this war done to involve the several offsite organizations
and the identified pmbien may have been caused by the scenario.

(d) Response to Declaration of General Emergency

Following SCE's declaration of a general emergency, discussions
were held at the San Clemente EOC regarding the sounding of the
warning system that satisfies criteria E.6 of NUREG-0654/ FEM-
REP-1, Rev.1.. . Supposedly SCE was having similar discussions;

~

.._

however, a questioa was raised during the critique whether these
' separate grcups were also talking to each other on this matter.

6. Exercise Stsmary
:

Q On Thursday afternoone May 14, a sunmary of the exercise results was
presented at the San Clemente City Hall. This presentation was open
to the public and media. The Leader of the FEMA Region IX observers
chaired this session. Representatives of the following organizations
sumarized the examise findings from their standpoint: FEM Region
IX, Nuclear Regulatory Comission, City of San Clemente, City of San
Juan Capistrano, Orange County, San Diego County, California Parks
and Beaches, California Office of Emergency Services and SCE.

7. Exit Interview

On May 15, at the conclusien of the inspection, an exit interview
was held to discuss the NRC findings. Attachment A is a list of those

! persons attending this meeting. The licensee was infonned that there
were no items of nonconpliance or deviations. The following items
were specifically discussed during this meeting:

(a) Two aspects of the handling of the simulated injured employee
c:1y require some corrective action. Improvement in the response
time of the emergency team is possible. The, team knew the injury
was major, but there was a review of the response procedures
before they went to the injured person. Also it did not appear

that proper attention was paid to a possible shock condition.
In addition the injured person was placed in a plastic carrier

O

.
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upon removal frna the building. This carrier is such that first
aid care (e.g- leck of pulse, check of breathing or administration
of oxygen) er at easily be accomplished when it is closed. It

O was possible snat the specifics of the scenario had an impact
on this part of tne exercise.

(b) Some i' t aseding igrovement were identified during observations
of the SCE monitoring team. At times the monitaring team had to
alter their comunicator's location in order to be heard by t.Se
intended receiver. The importance of regular maintenance of tae
portable ccomunications equipment and training on its proper

> use was also mentioned. A more pemanent means for storing the
emergency equipment needs to be established. The monitoring
team should record their results at the time of the measurements
and the records should be in the units actually measured.

(c) The exercise disclosed some procedures could be igroved through
changes. Some of the monitoring procedures appeared to.need expansion
of the " Procedure" section. Also the proper fonn of the data and

__

appropriate record keeping should be addressed in the procedures.
The procedure covering dose projections appears to include mathenatical
steps that may not be proper or correct.s

O (d) The operation of the EOF during the exercise did not appear to
fully accomplish its intended functions. By letter dated April
25, 1980 the NRC -larified the requirements for the interim Emergency -

Operations Facility. The ESC, with the support of the TSC, provided
overall management of the licensee's emergency response. Dose
projections and recomended public protective actions were prepared
in the TSC, but the ESC decided whether the latter were acceptable
and could be connunicated to the offsite organizations. It was

i not obvious that the EOF was involved in the coordination of
emergency response activities with State and local agencies.
In addition there was a lack of coordination on the part of the

j

EDF in the area of radiological and environmental assessment.
Radiological and environmental data collected by SCE apparently
was not being provided to the offsite organizations.

The licensee provided the following responses and conments to the
above discussed items. The same identification relates licensee response
to NRC consent: -

)
(a) There will be a review of the handling of the injured person

during the exercise to assure a minimum delay in responding ton,

| V an injury during an emergency situation. In addition there will
A a review of the first aid treatment provided during the exercise

O

.
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O to nake sure that in an actual situation injured personnel will
receive proper first aid attention.

O (b) For this exercise the emergency equipment was kept in temporary
storage containers. A more pemanent system, involving the use
of seals, is planned for the future. Also they were aware of
the communications problems and intended to see if some action
could be taken to alleviate tha difficulties. With respect to
the preparation of records by the monitoring team, the SCE observer /
controller had copies of the records made by the monitoring team
ir his possession.

5 (c) An :n'E contractor has been writing and rewriting many of the
radiation safety procedures that are being used or will be used
at the SONGS site. Presently these procedures are in the process
of being examined and used on a trial basis by SCE personnel.
They have already identified some changes in these procedures
that will be necessary. __They are_ aware of some. modifications . . . . . _ _ _ .

that will have to be made to the procedures relating to dose projections.
SCE intends to factor in the above hRC conments concerning procedure
inprovements. ,

(d) The licensee expreiset the ' on that the interim EOF was
involved in the coordin tb uioned by the NRC for this emergency~

h response facility. Thev r,at to that they were aware of the discussions
,

by the local agencies concerning possible evacuation of San Juan
Capistrano before San Clenente, but they did not participate
because a satisfactory resolution was reached by these agencies.
To show that they could participate if necessary, they said they
became involved in the discussion when Cang Pendleton decided
to evacuate some of their areas even though SCE had only reconnended
sheltering. According to the licensee the ESC was aware of the

L offsite monitoring results reported to the San Clemente EOC and
these were in agreement with the results of the SCE monitoring
team. Because they were monitoring the Interagency Telephone
System on a corcinuous basis, the ESC became aware of the wind
direction pret fem and that all intended parties were not on thep system duriiig one of the inportant SCE offsite notifications.,

They beliese the ESC took corrective action on a timely basis.| The NRC observed in the TSC that corrective action had been taken'

with respect to wind direction and providing all offsite organizations
with notification infonation. The licensee also stated that
during the exercise it was necessary for the ESC to contact ar.
SCE representative at the near-site EOF, using a dedicate telephone

l Q established specifically for this purpose, to provide the latter
with clarifying information.'

O
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The NRC Team Leader held a follow-up discussion of the exercise findings;

with Jerry Haynes, SCE, by telephone on June 2,1981. Based upon the

O above described May 15 discussion of the EOF activities during the
exercise and a subsequent review of the requirements for the interim
EOF, as identified in an enclosure to the February 18, 1981 generic
letter (no. 81-10, Subject: Post-TMI Requirements for the Emergency
Operations Facility) that D. G. Eisenhut sent to all licensees of

|
I operating plants, it appears that SCE met the established requirements.

The comunications capabilities between the ESC and near-site EOF made
it possible for the two locations to accomplish the objectives of the
EOF. SCE appears te have been involved in the coordination of emergency
response activities with State and local agencies to the extent that

) their participation was necessary for satisfactory decisions. Also
SCE appeared to have current offsite radiological and environmental
data developed by the offsite jurisdictions; however, there still remains
a need for corrective action to assure that such data obtained by SCE
is provided to the dose assessment group at the near-site EOF / San Clemente
EOC. Mr. Haynes was .infonned that the.. SONGS Unit _1_f.mergency E]an
should be modified to better describe the operations of the ESC and
near-site EOF to show how they accomplish the requirements assigned
to the interim EOF. Mr. Haynes stated that SCE would agree that the
plan could better describe the operations of the ESC and near-site
EOF and this will be done.

O The licensee had been informed that if significant deficiencies preventing
appropriate protective measures were identified during the emergency

| plan exercise, they would be notified in writing and given an opportunity
i to correct them within a four (4) month period. None of the items

needing corrective action were considered by the NRC to be significant
because they did not prevent appropriate protective measures from being
taken. With respect to those areas being evaluated by FEMA, the NRCs
would also notify SCE in writing of those matters that needed to be
corrected within a succeeding four month period. Separate correspondence-

may be used to provide the FEMA findings.
1

.

O

O

O
.

I

|

|
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| U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0f911SSION -
'

0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION Y

Report No. 50-206/81-19

Oket No. 50-205 Licenae No. DPR-13 Safeguards Group
'

Licensee: Southern California Edison capany
'

2244 Walnut Grove Avenue

Rosemead. California 91770

Facility Nare: San Onofre Unit 1

Inspection at: Camo Pendleton, California

|
Inspection conducted: May 11-15, 1981

Inspectors: ik[7/
R. F. Fish, Raciation specialist - Team Leader D&te 51gnen

k.'laL' vhhi
Q M. C1111s, Radiation Specialist Data Signed

' /)/om, 7//ob/
'K. Sccwn, r.mergenty Freparedness Goorc1nator /Date/51gnec

~$ $bYk2 7|9lh/
J. Sears, Senfo'r Nuclear Enginear Dite'Signec

Approved By: A 7/fo/g/
F. A. Wenslawski, Thief, Reactor Radiation Protection Dkte / Signed

Secti

&&;- 70 /Approved by: _ . .
.

H. E. Book, Chief Radiological Safety Branch Date Signeo
,

,

@ ry:
Insoection on May 11-15, 1981 (Report No. 50-206/81-19)

as Insoected: Announced inspection of the emergency plan exercise and associated
tiques, she inspection involved 99 hours onsite by seven (7) NRC inspectors

and observers.
,

Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
RV Fom 219 (2)
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ATTACHMENT A

O
Southern California Edison

. O R. Dietch, Vice President "

J. Haynes, Manager,_ Nuclear Operations--

H. Ottoson, Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Safety
) --- D. Nunn, Manager, Quality Assurance

~

D. Pilmer, Supervising Engineer (Health Physics & Emergency Planning)
-- J. Curran, Station Manager

H. Morgan, Assistant Station Manager, Operations
K. Barr, Manager, Health Physics
J. Du. n, Pmject Quality Assurance Supervisor

) B. Katz, Station Supervising Engineer
D. Bennette, Nuclear Engineer
F. Brjggs, Compliance Engineer
E. Gault, Compliance Assistant

7 J. Willis, Training Manager
G. Allen, Nuclear Engineer (Emergency Planning)
5. Garry, Health Physicist - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SCE Contractors

G. Beatty, Health Physicist, NUS

O J "" ' '' "' d""" ' "' "' '' " * ^ 7'

NRC
,

R. Fish, Radiation Specialist, Region V
R. Pate, Senior Resident Inspector
J. Sears, Senior Nuclear Engineer Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch

|

|

.

O
i

O
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4 I BY MR. PIGOTT.

..

2 Q And you are sponsoring an exhibit in this portion ~g s,

J
3 of the proceeding, is that. correct?

.

4 A Yes.

5 MR. PIGOTT: I would identify now Exhibit DFP-6,

6 which would be Applicants' number 162, entitled " Letter of

7 July 10, 1981, from NRC Region 5 to Southern California

8 Edison Company," and I guess we would not be able to make any

9 corrections in it.

10 (Whereupon, the document referred

11
- to was marked as Applicants'

12 Exhibit No. 162 for identifica-

13 tion)

14 BY MR. PIGOTT:

15 O Mr. Pilmer, is this a true and correct copy of

16 a document receivedfrom the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

17 staff?

18 A Yes, it is.

19 MR. PIGOTT: I would move the admission of

20 Exhibit 162 into evidence.

21 MR. MC' CLUNG: No objection. )

22 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.

r)
#

23 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

24 MR. PIGOTT: As a procedural matter, Mr. Chairman,
P4
V

25 this document was served on all the parties, and I an not sure
.

__
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5 1 how the reporter has received the document with respect to

- 2 insertion into the record, but we would request it be inserted

3 all at one location, all at one spot, and we will provide the

f-) 4 appropriate number of copies, if that is fine, and that would
V

5 include the Exhibits that are attached.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Very well.

7 (Applicants' Exhibits Nos. 162 were

8 thereupon received into evidence)

9 BY MR. PIGOTT:

10 0 All right, Mr. Pilmer, have you prepared an

11 overview of your testimony in this portion of the proceeding?

12 A Yes, a short statement.

13 0 wouldyou proceed?
Ov

14 A My testimony described the extent to which

15 preparations to deal with a reactor emergency are appropriate

16 during the low power testing program. Because of the limited

i
17 potential for a serious accident with of fsite consequences,

18 the offsite energency response capability is far less

19 demanding than the requirements at full power.

20 What is essenti. ally required is the full

21 emergency response capability described in the onsite

| 22 emergency response plan, and the means to communicate with

()
| 23 the responsible of fsite emergency of ficials . I would note
!

24 that until the final two weeks of the testing program, no ,

i (j~m\

25 accident is possible as a result of the operation of San Onofre

:

- ._
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6 1 Unit 2, which could trigger or require taking protective action s

JS 2 offsite.
O

3 Even during the final two weeks of operation, in

es 4 which sustained power reactor levels up to 170 megawatts
1

5 thermal is carried out, the onsite organization should be able

6 to contain any emergency situation such that offsite

7 protective actions would be unnecessary.

3 That is the essence of my testimony.

9 MR. PIGOTT: Before tendering the witness for

10 cross-examination, I am sure the Board realizes that in this

11 particular issue, to a certain extent, the testimony of the

12 three witnesses that are being presented are not totally

13 segregated. They are somewhat intertwined and the disciplines

O
! 14 overlap.
i

15 There was a question of Mr. Buttemer earlier

16 concerning page five of his direct testimony, line 17 throughr

i

17 21.

| 13 BY MR. PIGOTT:
1

19 Q Mr. Pilmer, were you present in the roon during

20 the examination of Mr. Buttemer by Mr. McClung?

21 A Yes, I was.

22 Q And do you recall the discussion concerning the

(O
'''

23 half lives of various elements within the --
|

! 24 A I recall the question. As generally speaking. .

O
15 0 Are you prepared to comment on that general series

1
1
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7 1 of questions?

.

2 A well, as I recall, there was a line of questioning

3 that dealt with are short-11 fed -- short life isotopes, more

4 significant than long life, and that not -- my only comment is
O-

5 that the half life is just is only one of the physics--

6 considerations on its radiological significance from a dose

7 standpoint, and I think Mr. Buttemer has testified, the clear

3 fact of the matter that if you operate a reactor for a short

9 period of time, you may approcch the equilibrium conditions for

10 the short life isotopes in your fission product inventory, but

11 you -- in terms of long half life isotopes, you don't

12 accumulate nearly the amount that you would under a long-tern

13 operation of the reactor.

14 So, if you are dealing with some isotopes that in

15 a year's operation you don't even achieve equilibrium, such as

16 strontium 90, or some of the longer half lived isotopes, you

17 can make almost a direct comparison between two weeks

18 operation to 52 weeks of operation, so that from a radiologi-

19 cal dose significancu viewpoint, the long half life isotopes

20 aren't present in the same extent that they would be if the

l 21 power levels were ' sustained for a long period of time.
l

22 That is not true of the short life isotopes They

' ~ 23 acheive equilibrium in a very short period of time, and there
|

| 24 are a few isotopes of very important radiological significance
,

i n
~#

| 25 in the -- from the standpoint of reactor accident consequence

|

|
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8 1 analyses, which are in the longer half life category. Most of

2 them. however, are reasonably short half lives, and I think,-

U
3 Mr. Buttener's characterization of being approximately one

7~)
twentieth of a full power core inventory is reasonable to use4

\-
5 when one wants to inquire as to the accident consequence area.

6 Q So on that basis, you would adopt the same

7 statements that he did, and I will read them. Short-lived

3 fission prtduct inventories would be about one-twentieth of

9 that which would occur during normal operation. The longer-

10 lived fission product inventories would be less than one-

11 twentieth of that during normal power operation? End of the

12 quote.

13 A Yes, and there are a few isotopes of accident

#
14 consequence significance that arecin the longer life category.

15 The distinction, though, is not highly significant.

16 0 Thank you. Unless there are questions from the

17 Board, tender Mr. Pilmer for cross-examination.

13 CROSS-EXAMINATION

| 19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

| 20 0 Good afternoon, Mr. Pilmer.

21 Could you tell ne briefly what educational

22 background you have had in the area of accident risk
p. .

'l'

23 assessment?~

| 24 A Well, in my professional experience, I supervise
g

~#
25 the Edison Company's nuclear engineering group that was

i
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9 1 responsible for performing reactor accident consequence

2 calculations and assessments, and performing environmental
U<~

s

3 impact assessments of reactor accidents and reactor normal
)

4
) operations as part of my experience, that experience extended

5 over a period of a few years.

6 My educational background is on the record. I have
l

7 a Masters degree in nuclear engineering, which gives all of the

8 academic preparations required to do that job.

9 Q What kind of coursework did you have in,

10 probability theory?

11 A The -- I have not -- I do not have professional

12 experience in the field of performing probability risk

13 assessments.

14 0 So, can I conclude that you didn't perform any

15 s analysis of the probability of accidents, site-specific to
i

16 San Onofre Unit 2?

| 17 A That is correct.

18 Q And did you do an,y site-specific analysis of the

19 containment vessel, and chance of release of the fission

20 product at Unit 2 during an accident?

21 A No.

22 Q And did you do any site-specific analysis of the

, ()
| 23 consequences that night result in the population surrounding

24 the plant if a fission product release were to take place?
'

( 25 A Yes. I have done those calculations many times.
l

l

:

- --
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Do they provide the basis for your testimony,250today10 1 0 ,

2 for low power operation of the plant?-s

3 A There are no particular calculations that I

4 performed in reaching the conclusions, and writing my testin.ony7_
V

5 in this case.

6 0 Would it be fair to state that tne probability

7 conclusions in your testimony are based on qualitative

3 factors?

9 A Well, I don't make any quantitative probability

10 statements in my testimony. Perhaps if you could show me my

11 statements, and then I could describe the basis for those

12 statements.

| 13 Q Okay, let us start with page one of your

14 testimony. I would like to refer you to line, approximately

15 line 20. The lines don't line up too well, but this plan

16 will be implemented, and you are referring to the Edison

i

17 Company onsite plan, Exhibit number 51. Including the

18 complete set of implementing procedures, and the accomplishment

|
'

of all required training, and you are referring to the fact19

20 that that would be -- that will all take place before the

21 first fuel loading, and what I would like to ask you is, in
i

22 real time, when do you anticipate all the training to be

(~')
23 accomplished ?A/

24 A That will all be done prior to the latter part of
,

t es

25 october, latter part of this month.-

.
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#

1 Much of it has already been accomplished.

2 JUDGE HAND: Can I interrupt for a moment?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Of course.

4 JUDGE HAND: Is that specifically for the onsite

5 personnel's -- the Applicant's own plan? It doesn't speak

6 to the personnel out in other jurisdictions, Orange County or

7 wherever?

3 WITNESS PILMER: That is correct. That statement

9 refers only to Edison Company employees, license operators

10 and other people who are designated in the emergency response

11 plan as having emergency response responsibilities.

12 JUDGE HAND: Because I. thought that is what I

13 was saying, thank you.
O
V '

14 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

15 0 I know there was a little testimony earlier today,

16 to the effect that the reactor operators had not taken their

27 tests yet. Is that part of the work that will be done before

18 the end of October?

19 MR. PIGOTT: The testing cf operators, is that the

| 20 question?

21 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
.

22 Q Yes.

O A I don't know personall what the achedule is on23
,

24 the administering of reactor qualifying examinations. I do

(1)
15 know what the schedule is for their receiving the prerequisite

t

I



12 1 training in the emergency response plan. ,252

2 0 And are the people that you are talking about who~

3 are receiving the training, which is discussed in this portion

4 of your testimony, personnal at Unit 17

5 A No, I am -- the statement is really directed at

6 the new set of operators who are employed to operate San onofre

7 Unit 2, but it also includes some of the station management

g supervision and senior technical people who are called upon,

9 that play a role in emergency response, that are -- in fact

10 have the same responsibilitics at Unit 1.

11 And the next page, I describe the key positions

12 that are filled for a Unit 2 emergency that are in common to

13 Unit 1 or Unit 2. In other words, the people under our plans

14 that fill these key positions are the same people whether it

15 is a Unit 1 emergency, or unit 2.

16 0 Would it be f air to say that some of those

17 pe ple haven't received the required training?

gg A Some of the people on page two?

19 0 Yes.

A All f those people have received training.
| 20

21 0 At this point?

A At this point.23
7 m,

23 0 With respect to the implementing procedures,

24 back to line 20 on page one, when in real time will those be
,

(3
25 completed and transmitted to the NRC?

|

|

|
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13 1 A Well, those procedures are complete at this time.

- 2 Mr. Ray, the station manager, was a witness earlier, and he
bs

3 testified as to when he intends to -- I think he used the

4 term release them for use. There is no -- they have no -- lete~

k.)
5 us say meaning, at this time, until you are operating the plant,

6 so they are not in effect per se. There is no fuel loaded yet.

| 7 But they will be prior to fuel load.

3 Now, there -- we would intend to submit those as

9 the regulationJ require, to the NRC for their review, and I

10 can't tell you precisely when that will occur, but it will

11 occur shortly.

12 0 Well, I believe, Mr. Ray testified and the record

13 will re.flect the exact testimony, that he' tied the submission

14 of those' to the NRC to the fuel load time, and I believe he

15 testified that it would be a period of some months before the

16 fuel loading took place, and I believe it was four months.

17 And I am asking you right now whether those

18 implementing procedures have been transmitted to the NRC for

19 their review.

20 A They have not. I believe his testimony, though,

21 was 30 days prior to fuel load.

22 0 okay. Well, whatever the record states.

-

23 MR. HOEFLING: Just at this point, I would like

24 to comment. I believe when Mr. Sears was testifying, he . ,

n
~

15 indicated that he had reviewed the emergency planning

__
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14 y procedures at the site. This is not to say that the proce,dures

em 2 would not be transmitted for additional review, but in his
U

3 capacity in looking at emergency preparedness, he did indicate

4 he has looked at those procedures.

5 WITNESS PILMER: Well, I interpreted Mr. McClung's

6 question in light of a requirement under Appendix E, in 10 CFR

7 50, that sets forth that you have to submit 10 copies of all

3 the procedures to the director of NRR, and three copies to the

9 regional office in a formal sense. j

10 That formal submittal of those procedures has not

11 occurred. They have been read and reviewed by Mr. Sears, I

12 know, and they have been looked at by other members of the

33 Regional Office of I and E and the resident inspector, and

10_
..

14 other people.

15 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

16 0 Okay, referring now to the list of people on page

17 two, which you have testified will be the same emergency

13 personnel serving the same functional categories for Unit 1 and

19 Unit 2, could you explain that a little bit more what you mean

20 by that?

A Well, the emergency plan for Unit 1 and for Units21

22 2 and 3 are structured in a very similar f ashion, and they

23 describe key functional responsibilities. To begin with, the

| y emergency coordinator, the man that has the overall responsi-

25 bility for directing the emergency response to an accident, and

i

i
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15 1 that individual is normally the station manager, and there is

2 a.line of succession in the event that he is not present, and

3 so on down through the list of the seven that I listed there.

. 4 Those are definite positions in our emergency response under

5 the plan, arid the procedures designate the people by name,

6 and they are the same people under the 2 and 3 plan as they

7 are under the Unit 1 plan.

3 Q During low power testing of Unit 2, are these

9 personnel in the categories 1 through 7 on page two onsite at

10 Unit 1? '

11 A They are onsite during part of the time. They

12 are not onsite continuously. They don't live onsite.

. j3 MR. PIGOTT: Are you also directing your

.

attention to exclusively Unit 1?14

15 MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah, that is what was trying

16 to get at, Mr. Pigott.

17 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

18 WITNESS PILMER: Their responsibilities, their
i

19 normal responsibilties in every case are not restricted to

20 Unit 1 These are emergency responsibilities, not their

21 normal responsibilities.

22 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

1

23 0 I understand that. Could you tell me, then, what
i

24 responsibilties vis-a-vis Unit 2 these personnel would have,
,

O'!

25 in categories 1 through 7?

|

l
|

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - . _
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16 1 A Well, the station manager is the company's '

'

manager in charge of operations at all units at that site.2
Os

3 That is an example,

r3 4 0 I would like you to go through the list.
LJ

5 A All right. Looking at number three, the engineer-

6 ing leader, that is a position that is fulfilled by the

7 assistant plant manager, engineering. He is -- supervises an

3 onsite nuclear er 'neering group, and their responsibilities

9 cover engineering activities of a licensee for all units at the

10 site, and as I would go down, take a key position, number five,

11 the radiation protection leader, th it is filled by Mr. Barr,

12 the manager Gf health physics at the site, and he is

13 responsible for health physics at all units.m,

.)
14 The security leader is filled by the supervisor of

15 plant security, and he is responsible for all security at the

16 site for all units, and the answer would be che same for all

17 of the other people under their normal functional responsi-

13 bilities.

19 0 If these personnel were -'lled upon to respond

20 to an emergency at Unit 2, would it impair their operation

21 and capability of responding to an emergency at Unit 1?

22 A Certainly the occurrence, the chance occurrence

(')sL
23 of a nuclear reactor emergency at both units would be a

24 problem that is not specifically dealt with in these emergency

'~')
25 plans, and it would be -- wall, it is an unplanned-for situation .
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17 1 ' I think a most improbable one, and one which the regulations

{ 2 clearly don't require a specific plan for in this case.

3 Q Well, if you had an accident sequence initiated

{~) 4 at Unit 2, you would most likely shut down Unit 1, isn't that

5 true?

6 A Well, that is a very likely situation, depending

7 upon the severity of the accident, and if we took that type

3 of action, it would be to enhance our ability to deal with the

9 emergency. Clearly the emergencies have precedence over the

1

10 attention of the plant, and in fact the company over the normal

11 course of business.

12 0 And if an accident at unit 2 required evacuation

13 of the site, what provision would there be for monitoring ofs

14 unit 1, and shutdown or unit 1?

15 A The conditions under which the site would be

16 evacuated, those are conditions in which we would shut down

'

17 any other operating units, and we would maintain the minimum
l
,

18 staffing in the control room necessary to maintain all

19 reactors ct the site in a safe shutdown mode.

20 I mean, you can' t conduct normal business

21 undar the conditions of a site -- an evacuated site. However,

22 there -- you -- same degree of protection in thmse control

O
23 rooms at any of the reactors. They are designed specifically

24 with the intent of being able to man and staf f those -

(,_)
25 control rooms .during the course of emergencies.

__ _.
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18 1 0 Okay, well, referring to the control room at,25811

e- 2
' )s issue, which would be Unit l's control room, how long can
\_

3 personnel stay in that control room under an emergency
4 situation where a significant release is taking place fromg-)S%

5 Unit number 2?

6 A well, as I stated, : hey are designed so that the
7 personnel can carry out their responsibilities in the control
8 room during the course of the accident.

9 0 No matter haw severe?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And how many people will be working during the
8

12 first phase of the low power testing? Strike that.

13 How many people will be working during the final-

(/
14 phase of the low power testing at approximately three to five

15 percent power, how many people will be working onsite at

16 Unit number 2?

17 A I really have no idea what the answer is. I

|

18 could tell you what the minimum staffing is, in terms of

19 licensed operators and the like, that are covered in the

20 emergency plan, but you 'cnow, it is during a testing period,

21 there will be many workers above and beyond what would normally
l

22 be there for an operating plant.

O''
! 23 Q I would like you to turn to page three of yourl

24 testimony, if you would, and down to the bottom of the page '

()
| 25 chere, line 25, and you are talking bout the period of time

I
;
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11 25919 1 preceding initial criticality, where you are operating cer,tain
21 2 of your testing procedures, and you say that there cannot3O

3 possibly be offsite doses in the PAG range, from any
rg 4 conceivable scenario.
U

5 Furthermore, accidental criticality is essentially

6 precluded during this period, because of the large shutdown

7 margin, i.e., margin below criticality, which is imposed for

3 these activities. Could you explain the basis of that

g cc clusion?

1p A well, there are two conclusions. One of them

11 has to do with possible offsite consequences, and the other one

12 has to do with inadvertent criticality. The first conclusion

13 is based upon the physics of new fuel that has been not

14 irradiated, and the fact that the amount of fission products

15 that are present in a new, unirradiated core is, from a

16 radiological accident consequence standpoint is insignificant.

17 O The second conclusion- has to do with

18 consideration of ar, accident that might cause criticality,

i 19 and the generation of significant numbers of fission products,

20 and the very nature of the testing and verification to verify

21 the extent of shutdown, precludes any accident that could

i 22 cause inadvertent criticality, for example, a rod ejection

O
23 accident.

24 *

O~s
25

.
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Tll,1c 1 G Would you characterize your conclusion that

2 there is -- would it be a fair characterization of your

3 conclusion -- what you've called your second conclusion at J()'

4 the top of page 4 with reference to accidental criticality,

5 would it be fair to characterize that as that there is a
1

6 very, very low probability of that taking place?

7 A No. I -- I wou.1d -- what I'm testifying here

8 is that given the shutdown margin'that is present during

9 the time that the reactor vessel head is off the reactor,

10 and putcing fuel elements in and out, there's so much boron

11 dissolved in the water that your shutdown margin is such

12 that there's not an accident such as -- you know, changing

13 the array of fuel assemblies, putting them in the wrong

() 14 spot, leaving a control element assembly out, or that,

15 which could cause criticality.

16 G You state a conclusion beginning at line 17

17 on page 4 with respect to the fact that a general emergency

18 as defined in the emergency plan will not take place or

19 cannot take place under the first three phases of the low

20 power testing program, is that correct?

21 A That's correct.

22 G In order to come to that conclusion, did you

23 perform any quantitative risk analysis of the probability
24 of accident sequences at Unit No. 2?

| 25 A No, I assumed that any of the reactor accident

|
!

- . - -- . - - _ _ _ , - - -
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2 I sequences could occur. And my conclusion is based upon

2 the analysis that Mr. Buttemer did, in part, that leads to

3 the conclusion that you cannot, under those circumstances,

O 4 for any accident sequence, create a condition that would

5 cause significant fuel cladding failure without the release

6 of the fission products associated with three megawatts

7 thermal operation. You don't have a defined general

8 emergency category as covered in the emergency plan.

9 G In forming that conclusion did you perform any

10 quantitative analysis of the containment vessel?

II A. No. I -- I'm saying assuming that the contain-

12 ment vessel were failed, assuming that the reactor coolant

13 pressure boundary had failed, you , don't have the conditions

'O i4 gresene here which cou1d 1eed to re1eeee of the fiseien

15 products directly from the fuel. That's the central point

16 of -- of this whole low power case.

17 G And in forming that conclusion did you do any
'

I8 cite-specific analysis into the consequences of any of the

19 accident sequences that you presumed to have taken place?

20 A. Yes. The consequences of no release is no

21 consequence.

22 G Would you characterize your decision or conclu-

23 sion that there is no release as a qualitative conclusion
|

24 then?

25 A. No, the basis of my conclusion was the analysis

|
,
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3 I'

performed by Mr. Buttemer.

2 g So is there anything that's added by your

3 testimony in addition to what Mr. Buttemer had to say?
O 4 MR. PIGOTT: I object to the form of the ques-

5 tion. Argumentative if nothing else.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Restate, please.

7 MR. McCLUNG: The question is whether or not

8 this particular conclusion adds anything to what Mr.

9 Buttemer said. -

10 MR. PIGOTT: In what respect? The question is

II objectionable. Mr. Pilmer's testimony goes far beyond,

12 into a different area. And to --

I3 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't believe Mr. Buttemer

14 talked about emergency planning levels at all.

15 MR. PIGOTT: No, he didn't.

16 MR. McCLUNG: Well, my question, if the Court

17 and the parties please, in this respect is, he's testified

II that it's based on what Mr. Buttemer said --
19 JUDGE KELLEY: Based -- I mean, ' tis testimony.

20 is linked to Mr. Buttemer's testimony, I think that's true.

21 But he then draws some conclusions about emergency planning,

22 which I think is the basic purpose of his appearance.

23 If you have other questions, go ahead, but I think if the
24 question is, do you have anything to say beyond what
25 Buttemer said, the answer is yes, if it's about emergency

O

.- - - -- . - --_ .- - _
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b4 I planning.
(./

2 EY MR. McCLUNG:

3 % Well, then, I'm going to repeat my question

O 4 that was previous and see if your answer remains the same.

5 Would you characterize your analysis that there is zero

6 probability of any off-site consequences during the first

7 three phases of the low power test as a qualitative decision?

8 A Yes, that's my testimony. I'm merely trying

9 to recite for the benefit of the parties here that during

10 the period of low power testing, of this low power testing

Il program, you go through a period in which there has not been

12 criticality on the reactor, you cannot have any consequences

13 of a radiological nature during that time. We then get into
j

() 14 the period in which zero power physics tests are conducted.s

15 It's necessary that the reactor be critical,

16 but you never approach the power range of the reactor.

17 You generate more fission -- you generate fission product

18 at this time. Without answering the question of the quanti-

19 tative nature of those fission products, I can see that

20 we can't get into an emergency situation from any of the

21 reactor accident sequences based upon Mr. Buttemer's
|

22 analysis, and then moving on to the final period we have|

|
23 some power range operations, albeit low, and there we

|

(~% 24 see a possibility of getting into an emergency that could
V

25 have off-site consequences. And I address that in the next

.

, _
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5 g part of my testimony. Just try and put them all in the

O
2 Derspective.

3 0 And in your qualitative analysis which led to

() 4 your opinion that there was a zero chance of off-site

5 release during the first three phases, did you consider

6 any possible fission release at Unit l?

7 A No. That's a whole other question.

8 G Okay. On page 5 at line 3, you indicate that,

9 "The necessity for taking protective actions off-site could

10 arise during the fourth phase of low power testing, although

11 a much longer time period would be required to culminate

12 in significant core damage and containment failure."

33 Is the basis of that statement in your testi-

14 mony the testimony of Dr. Buttemer?

i 15 A The basis of the statement that deals with a
!

| 16 much longer time period is Mr. Buttemer's analysis.
:

17 G Okay. And referring to line 6 of that same

13 page, you talk about the possibilities of a class 9 acci-

19 dent sequence, and you state that the range of possible

20 consequences is greatly reduced compared to full power.

21 Did you perform any site-specific analysis of the conse-

12 quences of a release of a class 9 nature at Unit 2 during

23 LOW Power operation?

g-) 24 A Well, I would not want to raise them to the

U
| 25 level of being. analysis. That parenthetical statement

!

(2)

|
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6 I merely is based upon the f act that the inventory of

2 fission products present in the core cannot be greater than

3 one-twentieth of that which would be assumed in, for

O 4 example, the SAI study or the Staff's final environmental

5 statement sections pertaining to class 9 accidents.

6 The one-twentieth of the fission product inventory can be

! 7 logically inferred to be significantly reduced consequen-

8 ces if you assume the same accident sequences.

9 G Okay. Beginning on page 5, line 15 or 16,

10 you state that, "The requirements for rapid notification

Il response on the part of off-site agencies is clearly not

12 important because of the long periods of time necessary
i

13 for class 9 accident segeunce to develop." And then you

O' a on end you 11st on the nexe gege certein seguences20
!

| 15 for various categories of PWR class 9 accidents, if you

16 will. Is that right?

17 A. Yes. Those are taken from the reactor safety

18 study, WASH-1400.

19 G And you're familiar, of course, with NUREG

20 0654, page 17, the famous Table 2?

21 A. Yes.

22 G Could you tell me how you would square the

23 values for time from initiating event to start to release

24 which are given in the guidance 0654 and the values given
25 in your testimony?

~

O
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7 1 A Sure. Number one, these are not my values.
O

2 I took them from a public document, WASH-1400. The time

3 of release figures given in this statement are described
O

/ 4 in WASH-1400 as being characteristic times of these -- for

5 each of the release categories. They are not the shortest

6 time periods nor are they the longest time periods.

7 They're characteristics.

8 Each o'f these release categories, for example

9 PWR 1, is a grouping of perhaps dozens of accident sequen-

10 ces that fell into that category. Taken as a' set, the PWR

11 1 through 7, I know involves on the order of 1,000 or more

12 accident sequences, which, because of the nature of the
I

l

13 releases, were put into celease categories.

() 14 The PWR 1 and .1 are the most severe in terms of
'

15 consequences, largely becar.se the release occurs in, rela-

16 tively speaking, fairly short time periods following the

17 onset of the accident.

18 Now, if you look at NUREG 0654, perhaps you

19 can help me out and read some of the categories there,

20 but there's a half-hour for one thing and a half-hour for
|

| 21 another. I don't have it in front of me, but I think I '

|

22 would come up with numbers very consistent with this on

23 the short time period; two hours, two and a half hours.

24 MR. PIGOTT: Table 2?

25 WITNESS PILMER: Yes. Excuse me a minute.

O

.- ---
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1 BY MR. McCLUNG:{}8
2 G It's page 17.

3 A The first thing listed there is time from the
~O

4 ~ ' initiating event to start of atmospheric release, one-half

5 hour to one day. That's the range in thie Table 2 that's

6 labeled, " Guidance on Initiation and Duration of Release".

7 That time is a component to the time in this characteristic

8 time given in WASH-1400 of two and a half hours.

9 And then time at which major portion of release

10 may occur, that's the third item down, that's one-half hour

11 to one day after start of release. And in trying to arrive

12 at a single characteristic value for hundreds of different

13 sequences, in terms of being -- its radiological signifi-

() 14 cance, I would add that half-hour to one day to the first

15 one, which is the time from the initiating event to start

16 of atmospheric release.

17 So you've got an hour on the low end and then

18 travel time for release to exposure point, if you wanted to

19 carry this to its logical conclusion, characteristic times

20 for radiological consequence significance, I'd add those

21 times in as well. I think it's generally consistent.

22 You'll notice when you get down to the PWR 4 and

23 5 release categories, which are associated with containment

(]} 24 failure by the mechanism of some failure in the containment

25 isolation systems, the times listed there are two hours.

()

. - - _
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9 1 However, the duration of the release is much longer and

O
2 therefore the consequences tend to be less severe. If you

3 look at the PWR 6 and 7, that's melt through the base mat

4 of the containment or through the bottom of the contaiment

5 structure, the time of release is much lenger.

6 .And that's all contained in this range listed

7 here of a half-hour to one day, in Table 2.

8 G Would you refer, please, to page 13 of that

9 same NUREG 0654 under No. 3? In that first line there it

10 states that, "The range of times between the onset of

11 accident conditions and the start of a major release is

12 on the order of one-half hour to several hours".
|

13 A Well, that's a general statement and it deals

() 14 with a situation of a very broad spectrum of accidents.

15 Certainly, if you had, Icn example, a refueling accident,

16 which could cause a major release, that is not nearly as

, 17 severe as a core meltdown accident sequence, those
l

| 18 releases could occur quite quickly, perhaps as quickly as

19 a half an hour after the event.

20 But if you read the reactor safety study, there

21 aren't any core meltdowns, I don't believe, that have

| 22 occurred on the time frame of a half an hour. Ibelieve
!

| 23 the most severe accident sequence is, the core meltdown
1

24 occurs in an hour and a half to two hours' time frame as(-)g%
25 a general proposition.

.

M
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1 And that is clearly what's involved in these

2 PWR 1 through 7 sequences

3 G Are you familiar with the Kemeny Commission
(*

4 report with respect to the accident at Three Mile Island?

5 A Yes.

6 G In general?

7 A Yes.

3 G Are you familiar with'the time in that acci-

9 dent Gequence from the initiation of that accident until

10 ' the time when the operators at the plant firs't realized

it that there was an accident sequence occurring?

32 A Well, yes, but the accident initiation was at

13 4:00 o' clock in the morning an'd the time of significant

( })
_

14 releases were several hours after that, releases from

15 the plant.

16 G I understand that, but approximately how long

17 was it before the operators at the plant realized that
|

13 there was an initiation of an event from the time when the'

19 accident was initiated?

20 A Well, I think they realized they had a loss of

21 feedwater transient immediately and within 8 minutes I

22 believe they had recognized that the power operator relief

23 valve was open -- excuse me, that the feedwater, auxiliary

24 feedwater isolation valves were incorrectly. shut, and they
[}

25 had corrected that matter. I think that was 8 minutes into

'

-
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l1 1 the accident, 4:08 in the morning. And the time that the~~

O
2 core became uncovered and the significant fuel damage

3 started to occur was about, as I recall, 2.3 hours after

4 the start of the accident. And that was -- that puts it

5 after 6:00 o' clock in the morning.

! 6 I believe that they recognized that they had

7 a serious accident very shortly after that was occurring.
!

8 It's probably a good thing to point out at this point that

i 9 that accident was not well handled and that there has been

10 a great deal of attention and work by the ind'ustry to recog-

11 nize the effects of small break loss of coolant accidents

12 such as that one was. And our operators have had very

13 in-depth specific training to recognize all of the symptoms

() 14 of this type of accident.

15 And at this point in time I really don't see

16 how, under the emergency preparedness that exists in the

17 industry, how you would go for a period of two hours or

l

|
18 more and not realize that you were not pro /iding adequate

| 19 cooling of the core. So really, it's a good question, and

20 I'm happy I have a chance to respond to it, but I don't --

21 I think we're dealing with entirely different set of

22 circumstances here.

23 G Well, I realize that, you know, we've done a

(~3 24 lot of work since that time. But my question I'm just
9%)

25 trying to get a handle on, you've made some judgments based
.

4

1

s . - - - , , _. - , . , ., ,. - -, .- -- - - - ,_
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' 12 1 on the time between the initiation of the accident to a
O

2 release or to the consequence. And what I'm trying to

3 figure out is, it's possible, though, that the operators

4 of the 1 ant would not realize that there was an accident1

5 sequence transpiring immediately upon the initiation of

6 the accident sequence.

7 A. Well, I -- I think that's a question and a

8 statement that I am really not prepared to agree with. What

9 I'm trying to say in my testimony is that Mr. Buttemer's

10 analysis shows that in the worst case, of all the accidents

11 he considered that might occur, under the low power testing

12 program, there's at least 22 hours before you even have

13 the chance of incurring fuel damage. And at that point in

O i4 time end up to 1. hee gaine in time, if you can menese to

15 figure out that you need as little as two gallons a minute

16 of cooling water added to the system, you're not going to

17 ever have fuel damage.

18 And that leaves a great deal of room for operator
1

19 actions to mitigate and correct the situation. That's

20 entirely different from the Three Mile Island accident.

21 g Okay. On page 5 you're discussing the fourth

22 phase of the low power testing program and you're discussing

23 the level of emergency preparedness which may be necessary

24 during that period, is that correct?

25 A Yes.

O

. .. .. -. . .. . .
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m 13 1 4 And you state that you believe that the on-site

O
2 capability combined with the ability to notify the local

3 jurisdictions should suffice for any accident that may take

( 4 place during that period.

5 A Yes.

6 G Is that fair?

7 A Yes.

8 4 First I'll ask you, have you done any quanti-

9 tative consequence assessment to aid you in the formulation

10 of that opinion?

11 A I have done some scoping calculations, if you

12 vill, and I think from my experience in accident consequence

13 calculations that I can render some professional judgments

() 14 as to more or less what -- what the consequence -- what a

15 detailed consequence analysis would yield.

16 G Would it be fair to state that that judgment

17 about the required emergency planning capability during the

la fourth phase of low power testing at SONGS is a qualitative

19 judgment on your part as a nuclear engineer?

20 A There -- the basis for the conclusion is that

21 with that kind of time available that -- and I'm not saying

22 that there wouldn't be situations possible in which you

23 would want to take protective actions off site. I think

24 those conditions do exist when you're talking about 170

25 megawatt power operation. But because that power level is

()

- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ _ ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ -
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' 14 1 very small on the scale of the systems, as Mr. Buttemer's

{'N~
2 analysis has indicated, there's a great deal of time before

3 you could get to this kind of accident sequence with off-

() 4 site consequences, and therefore the off-site response

5 capability does not need to be nearly as well oiled as if

6 you -- compared to full power.

7 G And would it be a fair characte'ization ofr

8 that judgment that that's a qualitative judgment on your

9 behalf?
.

10 A No, it's a conclusion from my review of the

11 analysis done by Mr. Buttemer.

12 G Did you in your formulation of that opinion in

13 any way consider a potential fission release, a release of

(]) 14 fission materials at Unit l?

15 A No.

16 G Are you aware of the requirements in -- or the

17 standards in the regulations in NUREG 0654 regarding gas

18 cooled reactors?

19 MR. PIGOTT: What is the relevance of this line

20 of questioning, if I could ask?

21 MR. McCLUNG: Yes, I should provide that. I

22 would like to discuss just a couple more questions with

13 this witness with respect to standards set forth in NUREG

24 0654 and in the Part 50 of the NRC regulations concerning
S

~J
25 reactors that are smaller than 250 megawatt. In this

O-m

*
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________________o
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15 I situation we're dealing with a reactor that's essentially

2 170 megawatts for a certain period of time. I' d like to

3 ask -- thermal. And I'd like to ask the witness a couple

O 4 of questions with respect to the standards which would

5 be applied to those reactors and whether or not they're

6 applicable to this situation.

7 MR. PIGOTT: I would submit that consideration

8 of those regulations is totally inappropriate to the low

9 power case for this particular facility. What it may be

10 for gas cooled reactors or other very small reactors, I

11 just don't see the connection. I'd object.

12 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would object to that

13 line of questioning as well on the ground of relevance.

I 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Sustain the objection on rele-

15 vance grounds. It's just not the kind of reactor we're

16 dealing with.

17 MR. McCLUNG: Well, how about a small water

18 cooled reactor? I mean the gas is not the relevant

19 consideration, it's the heat, the thermal, megawatt issue.

20 JUDGE HAND: But Mr. McClung, this is not just

| 2I a little reactor. It may be running at low power, but it's
1

22 not a little reactor.

~23 MR. McCLUNG: Yes, I agree with that --

24 JUDGE HAND: I mean, I don' t see how you can

25 suddenly shrink this thing for the purpose of a changed

.. . .
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. - ,

16 set of rules.

2 MR. McCLUNG: Well, the Board has made a ruling,

3 but just to elucidate on your question, if you would turn

O 4 to -- you don't have to turn to, but on page 11 of NUREG

5 0654 in the footnote 6 there, it discusses the size of

6 emergency planning zones and how they should be developed

7 for reactors, be they gas or water, of less than 250 mega-

8 watts thermal, and it talks about doing those on a case-

9 by-case basis. And it suggests some values and some

10 guidance. And I wanted to -- I think the:e's an analogy

II between a big plant operating at a low megawatt. age and a

12 little plant at low megawattage for emergency planning

13 purposes.

I4 JUDGE KELLEY: But still and all, the record
..

15 here depicts a big plant with a fairly fully developed

16 emergency planning apparatus. So to get off into what one

II might want in relation to some plant a fraction of the

I3
|

size seems to us to be pretty far removed. So I'm sustain-

I9 ing the relevance objection.

20

| 21

22

23

| (") 14
%s,

25

O
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T12, lg 1 MR. MC CLUNG: Is it the Board's -- let me ask a

2
(a~) clarifying question. Is it the Board's judgment and -- at

3 this point, that the entire record of the emergency planning
4(]) hearing is incorporated within this hearing, or are we to rely
5 upon the evidence in this hearing to make a determination

6 within this particular low power aspect of the hearings?

7 JUDGE KELLEY: The entire record is before the

8 Board, and we will decide the low power motion with reference

9 to the state of readiness, with reference to what we know from

10 the eatire record.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. Then I don't have any

12 further questions of this witness.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?(-)v
14 CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. HOEFLING:

16 Q Mr. Pilmer, page four of your testimony, line

17 23, sentence reads, furthermore, plannin: to deal with

18 accidents that are classified as a site emergency or less

i
19 should be in effect during a 14-week period that ends with

20 completion of the zero power physics testing. On page one of
,

21 your testimony, you appear to indicate that planning is

22 already in ef fect, or at least will be in effect prior to
b,)~

23 commencement of this program.

24 Could you comment on that?
O; %-

25 A Yes, that is correct. I -- my statement on page
|

I
|
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|

1 four, or to arrive at that statement on page four, I have

2 reviewed the emergency action levels set forth in our
(mx)

3 emergency plan, which are -- correspond closely with those

" 4 giwen in Appendix 1 of NUREG 0654, and I note there are many

5* lesser emergencies covered that could arise during this pe iod

6 of testing.

7 For example, you could have a worker at the

8 plant injured and contaminated, and that in itself is an

9 unusual event, and there are many things of that type. You

10 could have a fire. You could have accidents of all types.

11 So, what I am really saying is that as a condition

12 of fuel load, we would expect to have in place and meet all of

13 the criteria of NUREG 0654 that is indicated for a licensee.

14 And I believe that -- certainly believe that we

15 will meet those criteria.

16 Q Okay, I guess I am having some trouble with the

17 use of the word "should" there. If we substituted the word

18 "will," it would help me .

19 A It is also correct for the word "will." The

20 language chosen was to respond to the question which is on
,

l
21 the previous page, which is, what should be planned for, and'

22 I am answering what should be planned for.
O
~'

23 Q Okay. On page six of your testimony, line ll,

24 beginning on line 13, you speak to a time period on the order .

(t-)
25 of a day or so, f or class 9 accident ~ sequence to develop.

_

l
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1 What specifically did you have in mind with the phrase, "on

2() the order of a day or so?"

3 A I drew that number directly from Mr. Buttemer's

Cg 4 analysis, and I would refer you to his Exhibit at page 47,
%.J

5 table 6, which is entitled, " times when excessive core

6 temperatures are reached and water makeup requirements to

7 avert excessive temperatures," and the time shown there in the

8 third column, time when significant clad-metal water reaction

9 begins (T clad greater than 1560 degrees Fahrenheit). .I look

10 at the times there, the shortest time shown is 22 hours.

11 Everything else goes into periods greater than a day, some of

12 them much longer.

,gS And underlying this analysis is a professional. 13
wJ

14 judgment that was made that these really envelope the worst

15 accident sequences that could occur during this time frame

16 from a deterministics point of view.

17 0 You maan table 6?

18 A Yes, in table 6.

19 Q Fine. And that professional judgment was Mr.

20 Buttemer's?

21 A Yes.

22 MR. HOEFLING: We don't have any other questions.

'
}i

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Let us take a short break.

24 MR. PIGOTT: If the Board desires, I would have

,

25 both Mr. Buttemer and Mr. Pilmer here to finish up the Board

t
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1 questions. I think that is the last thing in the round.

r3 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Why don't we do it that way, yeah,
\~)

3 take a little break. Off the record.

4(p (Brief recess)
>

5 JUDGE KELLEY: On the record.

6 We are back on the record and we are around to

7 the point of the Board questions of Mr. Buttemer and Mr. Filmer

8 . hereupon,W

9 DAVID BUTTEMER

10 DAVID PILMER

11 were recalled to the witness stand and, having been previously

12 duly sworn, were examined and testified further as follows:

13 JUDGE JOHNSON: Mr. Pilmer, at the -- when you

14 were discussing margin of subcriticality as referenced in your

15 testimony, top of page four, I believe, in response'to a

16 question Mr. McClung asked a moment ago, you mentioned among

17 other things rod ejection.

| 18 Under what conditions could that be caused?

19 WITNESS PILMER: Well, a rod ejection accident is

20 an accident postulated and analyzed in the final safety analy-

| 21 sis report. I was referring to the period prior to acheiving
i

22 criticality --

O
23 JUDGE JOHNSON: I realize that.

24 WITNESS PILMER: -- whicn in order to do that, you

O
25 have to dilute the reactor coolant system boric acid*

t

|
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1 concentration, so the statement of rod ejection accident does

2 not apply to once you are approaching criticality for that

3 purpose.

4 But during the time before that, you could remove

5 an ' entire control rod, your most worthy control element

6 assembly could be removed, and you would still be shut down.'

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: This is because of the boron

3 concentration you have in the water?

9 WITNESS PILMER: Yes, and the required shutdown

10 margin, K effective less than 0.9 is a very substantial margin

11 to criticality.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: Does this mean that none of -- you

| 13 just told me that your shutdown margin is greater than 0.9,,7s

U
14 K effective --

|

15 WITNESS PILMER: The margin is greater than that

16 associated with a K effective of 0.9 or less.
I

17 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay, or less . What is your --

| 18 curiosity has nothing to do with what is before us right now,
|

19 I think, but what is your shutdown margin required?

20 WITNESS PILMER: During refueling --

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Co ld .

22 WITNESS PILMER: Duri7g the refueling, the

(E'''
23 shutdown margin that is required is a K ef fective less than or

,

24 equal to 0. 9.

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: So what is a single rod worth, do

|
|

__ .__ . -
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1 you expect?

s 2 WITNESS PILMER: Let us see, there are 91 control

3 element assemblies, and that tells you right there that no one

4 of them is worth very much.-

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: Right. In order to get any one of

6 the rods unintentionally removed from the core, would you have

7 to have a fair amount of heat in the core? Would you expect to

8 have steam?

9 WITNESS PILMER: Well, a large amount of these

10 activities are conducted with -- under the full reactor

11 coolant, normal reactor coolant operating pressure of 2,100

12 pounds per square inch, and at the rarmal reactor coolant

. 13 temperatures, so those conditions are occurring here, and Mr.

14 Buttener's analysis, you know, a Loss Of Coolant Accident, or

15 these other accident sequences are predicated upon being under

16 those -- operating under those conditions to begin with.
,

i

17 A rod ejection accident that is analyzed

! 18 postulates some gross f ailure of the mechanical device that
1
i

! 19 holds the assembly in the reactor vessel head, and that simply

20 breaks, and under the pressurenof the reactor coolant system

21 that shoots out the top.

t
'

22 JUDGE JOHNSON: You wouldn' t have gotten that
O
t#

23 question if you hadn't brought this situation in, in response|

24 to another question, in all f airness,
A
('>

25 Now, I understand from various things you have

_ _
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1 told us during the course of these hearings that you are

) concerned with much more in San Onofre operations than simply2

3 emergency planning. Is this correct?

(~3 4 WITNESS PILMER: Well, I have had a varied
V

5 experience over the number of years. My first activities on

6 this project was in the evaluation of NSSS systems from -- back

7 in 1969, so I have been on the project for a long time, and I

8 have had a variety of responsibilities besides emergency

9 planning .

10 JUDGE JOHNSON: This is what I had gathered, and

11 since I don't know who the appropriate witness is to ask the

12 following question, I will try you.

13 We know that assuming the utility gets it

| 14 license, that someday fuel will be loaded, and someday

| 15 criticality may L. ,cheived and so forth. This is a very
.

16 complex operation involving just lots of people. Who is in

17 charge? Is this something that the -- that combustion -- is

13 this an activity that combustion people will carry on until

19 some point in time, and then you take it over, does Southern

20 california do it?

21 MR. PIGOTT: Are you talking to the movement from

22 fuel load and testing and into full power?

(^/\s
'~

23 JUDGE JOHNSON: I am talking about the whole ball

24 of wax, sir. That we have seen described today in Mr.
_

()
25 Rosenblum's outline.
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1 MR. PIGOTT: I think we have the expertise and

2 assistance of vendors and other consultants, but it is an

3 Edison responsibility, I believe, 100 percent.

4 WITNESS PILMER: I can confirm that. The man in
\v

5 charge of the operators who are licensed by the NRC to

6 manipulate the controls of the reactor and conduct all the

7 operations, Mr. Rosenblum has testified that Combustion

3 Engineering has had a great deal of support activity in the

9 startup program. They will be present during the period of the

10 zero power physics testing, because during that time you are

11 measuring and confirming the design bases of the plant with

12 respect to reactor physics parameters.

13 But, in terms of being in charge operationally,

14 it is the Edison Company, and our licensed opera *2rs.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: So, whoever is doing -- directing

16 the licensed operators and the senior operators, will be an

17 Edison man, is this correct?

13 MR. PILMER: Yes, that is correct. In other

19 words, the testing team, they define what series of

20 evolutions they want to conduct next, what they would like to

21 do, but they don't direct that they be done. The direction is

22 given by those people licensed to operate the plant.
O
'

23 JUDGE JOHNSON: Mr. Buttemer, I have understood

24 you to say that in your analyses, you to6k no credit for any .

I
' '

25 action of the safety systems.

!

l
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1 MR, BUTTEMER: The active safety systems, yes.

2} JUDGE JOHNSON: If I understand correctly, you

3 also have said that the three accidents that you have

/}
4 calculated form the boundaries of what you might expect in

5 terms of worst low power accidents.

6 MR. BUTTEMER: I believe that is correct, yes.

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: But you didn't consider ATWS. Why?

8 WITNESS BUTTEMER: A reactivity insertion accident-

9 without scram, or anticipated transient without scram?

10 JUDGE JOHNSON: Anticipated transient without

11 scram.

12 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Without scram, yes. I guess

r~ 13
\.)g the reason I didn't is because during these low power testing

14 programs, the reactor coolant pumps are basically going at

15 f ull f low. Certainly during the turbine testing phase, not

16 during natural convection, certainly, because those pumps are

17 tripped off, but the heat renoval capability of the plant is
1

| 18 really quite large during these tests, and I think you have to
| 19 look at what the particular anticipated transient accident

20 initiator is, when you answer this question, but I just think

21 that there is ample heat removal capability from the plant,

| 22 that these classes of accidents wouldn't be the significant
-

(")%k
. 23 contributors.

24 JUDGE JOHNSON: If you were to take the particular

25 ATWS accident that we haven't heard from them yet, Staff has
I__

|
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1 poctulated, which is the rod withdrawal.

2 MR. BUTTE.4ER : Without scram?

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: Without scram. How would you

4
) terminate that one?

5 MR. BUTTEMER: I think you would have to look at

6 what the heat removal capability from the plant is, and what
7 the new power level within the plant would be, but --

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: You would assume that the

9 temperature coefficien* would take over at some point?

10 MR. BUTTEMER: Well, I mean, if you --

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: I am curious.

| 12 MR. BUTTEMER: I haven't analyzed this, but

13 presumably if you have a rod withdrawal and you f ail to scram,
. J

14 reactor power will increase to some new equilibrium value

15 greater than what it was before the rod was removed, and what

16 you have to do, I believe, would be to compare the plant .

|1

| 17 heat removal capability at that power level with what the
1

18 actual power level is.

19 I haven't seen the NRC testimony in that regard

20 of what the new power level is.

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Nor have I.
I

l

| 22 MR. BUTTEMER: Yeah.

23 JUDGE JOHNSON: Something that is a little
|
i

24 puzzling to me in your Exhibit, on page 39, and it may be

| 15 because I am not reading t'.e werds carefully.
|

,

f

|

u
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1 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yes? '

2 JUDGE JOHNSON: Where you are considering natural
bs

3 convection air cooling of a cor67

4 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yes?

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: In the introductory paragraph

6 there is statement that -- in the third line, that water in the

7 lower portion of the core creates a liquid seal, not allowing

8 containment air to enter the core and provide cooling, and is

9 that a way of saying that this is a physical situation that -

10 exists, we can't get it, but wa are going to go ahead and

11 calculate air cooling anyway?

12 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Well, essentially what this

13 was done for was simply to evaluate whether or not this is a
7-
V

14 feasible means of cooling the core.

15 Now, one has to answer th; question, how did you

16 get into this accident in the first place, and if it was by a

17 LOCA, a large pipe break, then my comment there on a liquid

18 seal would apply. I predict that the water level would be in

19 the core leve l, and that you would not have adequate air

20 natural convection cooling.

21 If one would envision a core -- and this is purely
,

|
| 22 hypothetical -- that air had access below the core and above

O
23 the core, free access -- and I don't know how that situation

! 24 could 21. but if it were to exist, that basically is what
(')
'"#'

25 this evalua' an attempts to address.
|

-. ~.

|

. - _ . . - . - . _ -
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1 JUDGE JOHNSON: That is what I assumed from your

<~'s 2
(J

diagram and what you did, but the best way to find out is to

3 ask.

{~}
4 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Sure-

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr.

6 Pilmer .

7 JUDGE HAND: I have one question for Mr. Pibmer.

8 You have an in-place emergency plan, I gather, for Unit 1, and

,
9 we have been hearing about the plans for Unit 2 and 3. As

10 this new plan for Units 2 and 3 has evolved, is the sum of the

11 people now to be involved, who are in place to respond to

12 emergencies, greater than it would have been if you were not
|
l

13 adding units 2 and 37e-

.(_)
14 WITNESS PILMER: As a matter of fact, it is, and

15 particularly in the area of health physics professionals, as

16 the size of the plant has grown, the need to add Staff at the

17 station has grown. There are also more engineering personnel,'

18 and so in thc3e two areas at leas t , we have significantly more;

|

! 19 people to draw upon to 'ulfill emergency r esponsibilities.
|

20 JUDGE HAND: And in terms of the -- in terms of

21 the number of people that we might assume would be available

|

22 through the low power testing and early operational phases of

()
! 23 unit 2, when in the future someday, and if Unit 1 becomes
|

24 operational, does that nuM5er grew again?7_
t_;

25 WITNESS PILMER: It does grow, in che number of

|

, _ ._. - ,
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1 operators. It grows in the requirements for licensed operators

_

rm 2 and licensed senior reactor operators.
(-) ;

3 JUDGE HAND: I was thinking 'really specifically

4(} about people who would have duties in response to emergencies.

5 WITNESS PILMER: Well, again, I would say in

6 the engineering field and in the health physics field, clearly

7 a three-unit station will require more people in those areas

8 and those are key areas of manpower for emergency response.

9 JUDGE HAND: And if you can't answer this, I

10 won't fret about it, but are there any numbers assignable to

11 the number of persons on station that are emergency response

12 personnel for unit 17 I mean, is there a number for that?

13 The sum of the people that would be there to respond if there

14 were the need for a response? Is that a definable number, or

15 is that much too complicated?

16 WITNESS PILMER: It is complicated in some

17 g respects, but it is definable. I would refer you to get a

18 good idea of what is required for emergency response, to

19 NUREG 0654, table (b) (1) , and that appears at pages 37 and

20 38, and you will see the number of people on shif t, the number

21 of people to augment within 30 minutes and the number of

22 people to augment within an additional 60 minutes, or total of

23 60 minutes. '

24 It all adds up to 36, and that gives you an idea

25 of what the regulatory requirement is for people responding to

- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I an emergency, and of course we have to be able to maintain

2 that level of response on a continuing 24-hour-a-day basis.

3 JUDGE HAND: So, I can assume that as far as Unit

4 1 is concerned, that since you are operating, and so forth --

5 and I don't know whether you have an emergency plan that is

6 all approved, or not, but I will assume you do. You have got

7 36 people. When you put the emergency plan for unit 2 in

3 place, will the total number of people then on the station --

9 do I double 16? I wouIrl think not, from some of your comments,

10 that some of these same individuals are involved. You identi-

11 fled seven key people who were in common, I judge, for the two

12 plans.

13 But for the total onstation capability, does 36

14 grow to some new number?

15 WITNESS PILMER: No, it does not. It does grow.

16 I am sorry, it does grow, but it doesn't grow to a doubling of

I 17 36. In terms of emergency response, it is -- the requirements

18 in the plans are written, you know, looking at one -- at an

| 19 accident one unit at a time.

20 JUDGE.HANDin't I understand that.

21 WITNESS PILMER: So -- but as a practical matter

| 22 of staf fing of a three-unit station, in certain categories

| (Z)
| 23 that are important for emergency response, the total number of

24 staff assigned to the station does grow, and does give you a ,

f~),

1 (_/
'

25 greater capability.
I:

\

l
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1 JUDGE HAND: And you said specifically that is in

.-

' 2 the area of engineers and health physicists?

3 WITNESS PILMER: Yes, and I would also include

4 licensed operators. That is an important category as well.

5 JUDGE HAND: All right. I think that answers what

6 I wanted to know. Thank you.

7 MR. PIGOTT: I might indicate that that was also

8 addressed, in a slightly different aspect, by Mr. Ray, Mr.

9 Harold Ray in his testimony.

10 JUDGE HAND: I think I didn't sense it if it was

11 there. I am sorry.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: One more that I think is -- I think

7, E3 we have answered it -- I think you have answered it, I should
b

14 say. We had quite a lengthy discussion this morning about

15 five percent power, full power, one-twentieth, fission products,

16 so on and so forth.

| 17 . You have gone through a rather impressive

18 collection of calculations, not computerized. When all this

19 settles, are you telling us that the primary purpase -- I am

29 sorry. That the total single thing we have is that there is

21 only one-twentieth or five percent of the number of fission

j 22 products in the core as a result of five percent power

_)
| 23 operation, and if you were at full power and had a dirty core?

24 That is not very well stated. No wonder you look .

)
25 puzzled.

|
L
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1 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I am puzzled. '

<2% 2 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay. The one-twentieth of theb
3 fission product inventory in the core, that is a fact according
4 to your testimony --

5 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yes.

'

6 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- of operating at no more than

7 five percent of your eventual intended power. Does the fact

5 that there is only five percent of that fission product

9 inventory in the core say tha'. you can't do much in the way of

10 dispersion that would cause emergencies offsite in particular

11 because there is just not that much material there?

12 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Well, that -- my particular

13 report doesn't look at offsite consequences.

14 JUDGE JOHNSON: I realize that.

15 WITNESS BUTTEMER: But rather it accounts for the

16 fission product inventory in figure 4 on page 9, where I

17 evaluate the K heat rates, and as you can see, the difference

18 between infinite operation and 10, 5, or two and a half days,

19 that difference has to do with the operating period, not the

|
20 power level.

I

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Well, yes.

22 WITNESS BUTTEMER: But the power level, too, these

23 are expressed in percent of initial power, so the thrust of --

24 JUDGE JOHNSON: Doesn't that go up together?

!
| 25 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yeah, they both go together,

l
,

|
t
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1 certainly, but the thrust of this is more in the area of

{} 2 fission product heat than it is a source term, if you will, for
3 offsite consequences.

(~)3 4 JUDGE JOHNSON: I realize you are not addressir<g%

5 offsite consequences at all.

6 WITNESS BUTTEMER: No, that is correct.

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: And I am not intending to try to
8 lead you down that path.

9 WITNESS PILMER: Could I take a shGt at that
10 question?

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: Sure.

12 WITNESS PILMER: It is true that for the

(-)3 purposes of heat generation, the decay heat is reduced by a13
u

14 factor of 20, and in terms of the radiological significance of
I 15 the fission products, they are also reduced by a facton of 20.

16 But, I think that the real message here is that in the heat
i

l

| 17 generation rate, you get below a threshold, such that you are

18 effectively not going to have accidents, and in the area of

19 radiological consequences, any given dose that you might
1

20 calculate would be one-twentieth, but again, you can get below

21 thresholds of doses, for example, that would be life-threatening
' '

_ 22 or you can get below the class of a range of doses that would
V

23 follow in the protective action gttide, so in both -- from both

1$ viewpoints, you have got more than a reduction by a factor of

25 20 in safety, if there is such a f actor you could define,
_ _ -

,e
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1 because you would get below these thresholds.

2 auoos aounson: 2henx vou, sir.O
3

O 4

5

6

7

8

9

'

10

11

12

''O
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

**
O

| 23

' '

O,

25
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' [' S13 ,1 I JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Pilmer, I just want to try
V

2 for a little perspective on what we're 1 toking at this

3 afternoon with reference to your testimony. Now, as I

4 understand it, you're saying that except for the last two

5 weeks of the fuel loading testing program, mutliple part,

6 another way of saying it, I guess, is, before criticality,

7 there je ao risk to the public, off site?

8 WITNESS PILMER: There's essentially no risk

8 of incurring radiological consequences. -

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

II WITNESS PILMER: The risk of anxiety, stress,

12 confusion, all that is still there.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I'm talking about radia-

14 tion. Now, in the last two weeks you indicated involve

15 some level but not a very high level in your opinion of risk

16 during the 5 percent power testing, right?

- 17 WITNESS PILMER: Yes.

II JUDGE KELLEY: And you have what you've got now
!

19 in place and the way of emergency planning, and ou will byf

20 that time have virtually everything you planned co have in

j 21 place, corroet?
|

22 WITNESS PILMER: Yes. We're not deferring

23 implementation of any aspect of our planning program as
|
' 24 a result of the fact that we've just been fuel loading low

; 25 power testing. We have a -- Unit 1, which is licensed to

|

|

|

. _ _ .
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j?.s 2 1 operate, and the same requirements tha*. are before u s in

0
2 this ca'se we've been faced with for some time on Unit 1.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Now, what I'm'

| (~k} 4 wondering about is, given the level of risk as you describe

5 it and given the plans that we have had described to us

6 for these past several weeks, does your level of planning -

7 exceed the need for planning in your opinion?

8 WITNESS PILMER: The --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Not just meet it but exceed it.

10 WITNESS PILMER: - The level of pla'nning meets or

11 exceeds, with respect to the on-site requirements, that's

12 to say the criteria for a licensee, and clearly, in my

13 mind, far exceeds what would be required in terms of off-

(') 14 site preparedness.
,

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Far exceeds in terms of your

16 judgment as a knowledgeable person about nuclear power

17 plants and a planner?

18 WITNESS PILMER: That's correct.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let me take it one step

20 further. Given the risk you described, do you think any-

11 kind of planning at all is necessary or prudent for low

12 power testing?

23 WITNESS PILMER: Yes, I think some planning

24 capability is clearly prudent. I'd even go.in the area of
)

25 necessary. -

()
_

d

6
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.

3 1
CUDGE KELLEY: Why?

2
WITNESS PILMER: We have a very broad range of

3 potential reactor emergencies, let me call them that --
(]) 4

JUDGE KELLEY: Just the general public. I'm
5 not talking about on-site.

6
WITNESS DILMER: Yes, I know.

7
JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, okay. Right.

8
WITNESS PILMER: But even though they don't have-

9 off-site consequences --
10 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

11 WITNESS PILMER: -- they are of interest to the
12 public, they affect the public in some ways. I --
13 JUDGE KELLEY: But not by radiation.

14
) WITNESS PILMER: But not -- essentially, not by

15 radiation, although I -- I've really testified in that
16 last two-week period that it is conceivable you could have

i 17 off-site consequences that fall -- you know, that could
18 create off-site consequences in the range of protective,

|

19 action guides for which you would want to protect the|

20 public.

II JUDGE KELLEY: You didn't give me any REM
22 numbers, I don't believe.

23
WITNESS PILMER: No, I didn't.

24
JUDGE KELLEY: And I assume it's difficult toO 25 nail down, but have you got any judgment about potential

-_

e
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4 1 consequences in terms of exposures?
2

WITNESS PILMER: Well, I think it is -- as a
3

matter of judgment, and I don't have in-depth calculations
] 4

to back this up, but I would think that life-threatening
5 doses beyond-the site boundary would be -- or within --
6

beyond a mile would be essentially not possible. And doses
i 7
1 in the range of the protective action guides perhaps as

8 far as 5 miles.
9

JUDGE KELLEY: Can yc.a remind me of the REM
10 level of a protective action ~ guide?
11

WITNESS PILMER: In terms of whole body dose?
12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.
13

WITNESS PILMER: What we have in our plans is
14 a range of .5 REM to 5 REMS.

; 15
( JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

16
WITNESS PILMER: In terms of a thyroid dose,

17
we have 5 REMS to 25 REMS.

II
JUDGE KELLEY: And you think that it's conceiv-

,

19
able that during this last part of the testing program you

20 could get doses in that range off site out to 5 miles?
21

WITNESS PILMER: If you assume that we have
22 your worst case accident sequences --
23

JUDGE K3LLEY: Yes, right.
24 WITNESF, PILMER: -- and that we weren't able to
25

take the measures within the 22 hours to cool the core.

! o
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5 1 Right.,

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. That's helpful, to get

3 some kind of handle on it.

O 4 Mr. Buttemer, I would just like to ask you one

5 . question about page 7 of your testimony.

6 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yes.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Line 16 and thereafter, the

8 concept that it's a new plant and'that this is -- I don't

9 know if the term shake-down cruise is appropriate, but any-

10 way, you're trying out new equipment. One, I guess I'd

11 like a little elaboration on that, and two, let me just

12 build in two questions if I may.

13 This I believe I asked earlier, or someone did,

() 14 and what the answer was is, this is not a new design, this

15 is a' Combustion Engineering PWR, right?

16 WITNESS BUTTEMER: That's right.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Of which similar equipment is

18 in operation at other reactors?

19 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Yes.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Virtually identical, or just

21 similar?

12 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I'm not sure I would be the

23 one to answer that question.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, that's my concern'

(}
25 and I wonder if you could iust address the fact that this

*

/~T
V

.
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'6 I is a testing phase, some of the things are new, and how does'O
2 that affect risk levels?

I WITNESS BUTTEMER: Well --

O 4 MR. PIGOTT: It's similar.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Similar?

6 MR. PIGOTT: We do not have an identical plant.

I JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I guess the NRC has been

8 wrestling for years with standard'ized design and isn't
9 quite there yet.

10 MR. HOEFLING: No.

II JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

12 Go ahead.

II WITNESS BUTTEMER: What I'm referring to here

,O i4 1e, there ere certain erstems end eau 1pmene within the

15 plant that again are new, perhaps untested. But I think as

16 Mr. Rosenblum mentioned this morning, essentially all of

17 the fluid systems, the pumps, the valves and the things

I8 such as that have been tested as part of the preoparational

19 testing.

20 But all I'm trying to do here is look at the

21 other side of the coin and say that, you know, there may

22 be a slightly higher component or equipment failure rate

23 because of the newness of a component.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Is it -e or isn't it? Maybe I'm

25 The testing that's been taking nir a nr many years,wrong.

O
-
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' ((~N
7 1 and all those man hours, I unders+,ood that to mean that,

2 sort of a piece at a time and a valve at a time -- and now

3 you're going to turn on the whole thing, isn't that right?

,, () 4 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I believe there's system

5 testing --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: And functioning as an integrated

7 whole, does that introduce a new risk element?

8 WITNESS BUTTEMER: I believe there -- there are

9 system tests that have been run, component and system, both,

10 tests. But -- do you have any comment, Dave?

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Believe me, I'm asking as a non-

12 engineer. I'm sure this may sound very naive to a lot of

| 13 people. But -- go ahead.

(]) 14 WITNESS PILMER: The start-up organize 5. ion has

15 already performed what are called hot funcational tests of

16 the reactor coolant systems. But you haven't had an oppor-

17 tunity to test, for example, the control element assembly

18 mechanisms. We haven't had control element assemblies

19 installed. You haven't bid an opportunity LJ measure the

20 actual hydrolic characteristics of flow through the core;

21 because you haven't had fuel in place. And you haven't

12 had the sizeable heat source that's necessary to really

23 check out the turbine generating and the whole secondary

24 system performance.

| 25 Main feed pumps, for example, run -- are driven

CE)
'

-
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2' 8 1 by main steam. Until you have the ability to get mainOv
2 steam, you can do very limited testing of those types of

3 components, although they have been tested to the extent

4 that you could.

5 So there are -- I think of significance is uhat

6 needs to be done left for the reactor coolant system and

7 the reactor systems, and it's -- it's not a great deal of

8 testing.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: But given what's been done

10 before and given the fact that there are other reactors of

Il similar design in operation, what is one's state of mind

12 on that morning when you go critical? Do you sort of feel - -

13 I know this is going to sound facetious, but do you cross

I () 14 your fingers and hold your breath, or do you just -- where

15 are you at that point?

16 WITNESS PILMER: There is, at thi'' stage ofs

17 maturity of this industry and experience, here is no great

18 risk on initial criticality, like perhaps there was at Stag

19 Field in Chicago the first time. No, there are very similar

20 reactor designs that serve as prototypes for this reactor.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Buttemer, can you just maybe

12 characterize, how much do you attribute to this newness

23 feature in your overall risk t h'sessment?

24 WITNESS BUTTEMER: Well, basically what I'm

25 saying is, is the event initiator component associated
|

*
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1 ,

- 9 I'

with the newness aspect? I say, pretty much offsets the

2 initiator frequency decrease associated with -- with not

3
t having the turbine generator hooked up to a power grid.

() 4
| So basically I'm saying, roughly the; balance one another

5 out.

O JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

7 Well, redirect, gentlemen?

I MR. PIGOTT: No redirect.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, thank you very much. We

10 appreciate your coming. You're excused.

II (Witness excused.)
12

13

. () I4

|
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p14-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Nauman haa resumed the stand.

2 Whereupon,

3 KENNETH NAUMAN

)
t/ 4 was recalled as a witness herein and, having been previously

5 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

6 follows:

7 MR. HOEFLING: I an 9oing to distribute a docu-

8 ment which I would 'like to have marked for identification

9 as Staff Exhibit No. 13. This document has been previously

to served on the Board and the parties; I'll just~ hand it out

11 for convenience.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

13 (The document was marked for
,

() 14 identification as Staff

15 Exhibit No. 13.)

( 16 JUDGE KELLEY: Have we also got this March 12

17 letter that is referred to?

18 MR. HOEFLING: Not yet. It will be before the

19 Board. I believe it is Attachment A to the testimony that

20 Mr. Sears is going to -- whoops. Let me see if that is
|

21 correct. No, it is stot correct.|

22 Yes. It is Exhibit A to Mr. Sears testimony

23 which will be coming in later.

(~} 24 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Good.
L/

25 MR. PIGOTT: And the current letter will be

|
' ~hV(

1
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1

1 Exhibit C.
lO

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. HOEFLING:
,

O' l
'

4 Q Mr. Nauman, could you get Staff Exhibit 13 before
.

5 you, please?

6 A I have it.

7 0 You have that. Could you describe that document,

3 please?

9 A It is a memorandum addressed to Mr. Brian Grimes

10 of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission from Robert Jaske,

it Acting Director of the REP Division of Federal Emergency

12 Management Agency, Subject: San Onofre Nuclear Power

13 Facility. It addresses the discussion of FEMA's review

() 14 as relates to low power testing.
,

15 MR. HOEFLING: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The

16 Staff would move that Staff Exhibit 13 be admitted into

17 evidence at this point.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection on the part of the

19 Intervenors.

20 MR. PIGOTT: No objection.

| 21 (The document marked for
:

22 identification as Staff

23 Exhibit No. 13 was received

24 in evidence.)

25

,s ,
,
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i BY MR. HOEFLING:
O Q Mr. Nauman, are you delegated to speak for the2

Federal Emergency Management Agency National position with3

O respect to off-siee emereency gregeredneee re1eeive to 1ow4

gower testing and fuel loading?
5

A For. San Onofre I am, yes.6

Q And does the Staff Exhibit No. 13 which has just7

been admitted into' evidence accurately reflect the FEMA,

a onal pos M on?9

s, h does,
10

Q Turning to a different subject, were you presentyy

last week when Mr. Kearns of the State Office of Emergency

Services testified that the State is presently using theg

1981 revision of the state plan, the March, 1981 revisiong

which is in evidence as Intervenors' Exhibit No. 237
15

A Yes, I was.
16

Q W uld you describe the evolutionary process that
17

has evolved the California State Plan over the past severaly,

years?
19

MR. MC CLUNG: I'm going to have to ask for the

relevance of that to the low power hearing that we are in.g

Evolution of the state plan to low power? I tried to getg

at that during the full power and I was cut off.3

JUDGE KELLEY: Is it the case that the existence24

f the state plan is key to if not dispositive of low power25

'

O
!
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1 testing? I have oversimplified perhaps.

2 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. It is relevant tc the

3 nature of the letter.

() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let's look at it a little

5 bit anyway. Go ahead.

6 . WITNESS NAUMAN: I would only briefly summarize

7 in terms of the fact that the document that we are making

S reference to, the State of California Nuclear Power Plant

9 Plan, was developed in 1975. It was subsequently modified

10 in 1978 and again in March of 1981, which reflects the

11 current planning. Each subsequent document became more

12 elaborate and more detailed as to the quality of the

13 response capability and the planning in general, so --
i

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: At the state level.

15 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. That's correct.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just ask you one other

17 question. When we had Mr. Kearns here the other day we had
[

| 18 two different state plans, the March '81 revision, which I

19 think is theone you just referred to, and a different one,

20 the status of which I don't remember.

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. I think I can make

22 the distinction. The reference I believe created some con-
|

23 fusion in the fact that Mr. Kearns responded to the specific

24 wording of a question. The 1978 plan was in fact a plan

25 that was reviewed by the RAC or the predecessor, rather, to

()

. . ._ - .
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I the RAC or the NRC approval was granted on. The March '81-'

0
2 plan is the one that they are' currently operating under.

3 It essentially says the same thing that the '78 plan did,

( 4 only in a more detailed fashion in a more responsive fashion

5 to requirements. So it was an improvement.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: But the letter referred to here

7 in this memo is March 12, .381. Should that read '81?

3 No?

9 MR. MC CLUNG: That letter did;t' t have any

10 reference to San Onofre, Mr. Chairman. The purpose of this

31 memo is to say that San Onofre shall be treated like the

12 Plants that are in that letter.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. All right. I just want

() 14 to make sure that the plan we are talking about for Cali-

15 fornia is the March '81 revision?

16 WITNESS NAUMAN: That's correct, sir.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: And that's the one that you looked

is to in saying that San Onofre passes the test for low power?

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that one in evidence, the

21 March '81 revision?

22 MR. HOEFLING: Yes, sir. That is Intervenors'

23 Exhibit 23.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Go ahead.

25 MR. HOEFLING: Do we have a Board order admitting

()

.. _
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1 Staff Exhibit 13?

2 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't think you do, but you do

3 now.

4 MR. HOEFLING: Okay. That's all we have of Mr.

5 Nauman. He is available for questioning.

6 MR. PIGOTT: Uo questions. I'm sorry.

7 Intervenors first.

8 CROSS EXAMINATION

'

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q Good afternoon, Mr. Nauman.

11 A Good afternoon, fir. McClung.

12 O I just have a couple questions I wanted to ask

13 you with respect to the Staff Exhibit No. 13 and the FEMA

() 14 National review with respect to San Onofre at low power.

15 Does the consideration and conclusion contained in Staf f

16 Exhibit No. 13 contain any consideration of the emergency

17 preparedness that may be in place for Unit 1 at San Onofre?

18 MR. PIGOTT: Objection. It goes beyond the

19 scope of the issues here.

20 JUDGE KELL 27: Well, we do have Unit l's plan

21 before as in a sense in Mr. Filmer's exhibit as bearing an

22 the state of readiness, do we not? I understand tPat Mr.

23 McClung's early contention about simultaneous releases and

24 related matters was ruled out.{
25 MR. PIGOTT: Well, if I can have a ruling that

!

| .

|
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1 the questioning be limited to personnel overlap between Unit

2 1 and 2 I would withdraw the objection.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Give me the question again will

O 4 you, Mr. McClung?

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. I was wondering whether the

6 conclusion reached with respect to the off-site emergency

7 preparedness for low power in Staff Exhibit 13 in any way

a reflected consideration of the status of emergency prepared-

9 ness for Unit 1 off-site.

10 MR. PIGOTT: And if the "in any way" could be

11 rephrased to reflect the question of common personnel or use

12 of Personnel common to both facilities then I would not have

13 an objection. Beyond that, I think it is an objectionable
s

14 question.s

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I'll overrule the objection. We

16 have some evidence !n about Unit 1; the Applicants have

17 proffered that. The question is simply whether FEMA relied

; 18 at all on Unit 1 and I think it is a fair question.
1

19 UITNESS NAUMAN: My response would be that FEMA's

20 obligations under the decision between the NRC and the Federal

21 Emergency Management Agency precluded the need to de that.
a

22 Whether or not consideration was given therefore would not

23 come to issue to a point that I could elaborate on.
,

(~h 24 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
%/,

25 Q So the answer is no?

'

v(~)
_
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1 A The answer is not that the -- not no, but that

O
2 the requirement did not exist for us to do such an analysis.
3 0 But did you do one?

4 A I'd have to respond witn the same position.,

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Mr. Chairman, I think the questior

6 should be one that is answerable.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think you are entitled to

3 inquire into the basis for FEMA's conclusions. If FEMA

9 simply said that the State of California has an approved

10 plan and that is enough for us, did you really go any further-

11 than that?

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: The agreement was apparently

13 established to the extent that our requirement was to look,

() 14 as is stated in the letter of July 17, to the fact that if

15 the State of California had a plan under pre-agreed determin-

16 ation it was not necessary to go any further than that, as

17 is stated in this letter.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And that is the basis for

19 the FEMA position, right? .

20 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. That is correct.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: So it was just a file search,

12 in effect.

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: I don't think I want to go quite

24 that far, sir. But I can't say --

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, you could find a plan that

O

. _
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1 says State of California Approved and that's that, isn't that

2 right?

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: The nature of the agreement

O 4 certein1r ref1eces that. I cannot ser thee we did not 1ook

5 at it, but I cannot say that we did either. These are the

6 limits of our responsibility.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And all we've got here,

a as far as I can read this, is the State of California has

9 a previously approved plan and therefore reactors in the

10 State of California can go to low power on that basis.

]3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir.
!

g MR. PIGOTT: Applicants would go on record as

| 13 supporting Mr. McClung's attempt to get a yes or a no out

14 of Mr. Nauman.,

15 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't think I need to ask any

16 more questions.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I'm just concerned about

is -- I expect you probably could speak to this. Are you

| 19 familiar with the Commission's memorandum and order in
|

20 Diablo Canyon of a week or so ago?

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: I've read it very briefly, sir.

22 . JUDGE KELLEY: There was some discussion here --

23 maybe I can read you the part that I don't understand and

24 maybe you can just shed some light here on what happened.

25 To the extent that this opinion can highlight possible

|
~

O

~
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y pitfalls in this process I just think we ought to be aware
(',

of it. I'm looking at page 5, if somebody has given you a2

3 copy. The bottom paragraph, beginning "The Commission

4 recognizes debatable elements..."

5 WITNESS NAUIiAN: Yes, sir.

6 JUDGE KELLEY': L'et me just read. "The Commission

7 recognizes debatable elements in the position expressed by

3 the Staff in its proposed findings of fact and conclusions

9 of law that FEMA has not made a finding pursuant to 50.47A

10 regarding the adequhcy of the.Diablo Canyon Emergency Plan

yy for the purposes of lov power testing. Our preliminary

review of We record, particularly the documents referenced12

13 in the Staff SER, sur/ gest a contrary conclusion." And so on.

O g4 We are here this afternoon on a seemingly simple point, i.e.,

15 whether FEI!Js approves low power testing for these reactors

16 or not. Yet it apparently generated all kinds of debate and

17 uncertainty in that case.

33 Do you know for a fact what happened there and

19 why all this confusion arose?

20 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, sir. I have to admit I do

gj not.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Will the Staff be able to enlighte:1

23 us on that?

24 liR . CHANDLER: Iir. Chairman, it is my understandi:1g

I 25 that in Diablo Canyon the record did not contain -- in fact
|

'

OV
-

_
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y I don' t kaow if it existed at that time -- a letter or
O

2 memorandum comparable to the July 17, 1981 memorandum. I

3 believe -- and this is subject to check -- it is my

4 understanding that all that existed at that time was a

5 document which is a document a,ttached to Mr. Sears testimony

6 to be offered shortly, attaciled as Exhibit A, which is a

1 memorandum for Harold R. Denton from the FEMA-NRC Steering

3 Committee also addressed to John W. McConnell, Assistant

9 Associate Director for Population Preparedness in FEMA.
~

io The subject was emergency preparedness criteria for low

it power testing.

12 This contains a generalized conclusion with

13 respect to the appropriate procedure to follow for several

O vower 9 ene , north aanna, setem, and oiesto Cenvo,- There1i4
.

15 was not a specific signoff as there is in this case.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: That's helpful. We've got the

17 memo of July 17. We've got Mr. Nauman's testimony. Whether

13 or not any party may agree with FEMA or not, can we stipulate
,

19 that FEMA believes that low power loading and fuel loading'

20 and low power testing at San Onofre can proceed, in their

oP nion, from the standpoint of emergency planning? Isi21

22 there any dispute about that?

23 MR. PIGOTT: I'll stipulate to that. It appears

7 24 that that is the record as of this date.
(\.)

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm not asking you to agree with

'

O
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__ 1 it, Mr. McClung; you may very well not. But I am just

'
2 wondering whether you would even stipulate that that is the

._ 3 case. -

{/ 4 MR. MC CLUNG: I would stipulate to what he

5 has said is the case, you know.
,

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Wh t's your reservation then? I

7 mean I'd like to nail it down because I really don't want

8 any ceafusion here about the FEMA position on this question.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: I have extreme doubts as to whether

10 they made any review at all of San Onofre.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: No, no. I'm not talking about

12 what you think of the merits of their review. You may think

| 13 they are dead wrong.

(]) 14 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. I understand what you are,

15 saying.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: But they as an agency say that,

|

17 it is okay.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: That was my only reservation.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I'm not trying to do

20 anything more than have us all agree that that's what FEMA

21 is saying today.

22 MR. CHANDLER: Mr. Chairman, I am further advised

|
23 there may have been some other documentation in Diablo Canyon

1

24 but not of the same nature and it certainly was not clear,

25 as it is in this case, we believe.

()

|
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1 JUDGE MELLEY: Okay. I want to make it crystal

()'

2 elear on that point and just not get Jn debates 'over son a-

3 thing that ought not to be debated. Okay.

4 You indicated that you had nothing further of

5 Mr. Nauman?
o

6 MR. MC CLUNG: Nb.

7 JUDGE XELLEY: Mr. Nauman, thank you very much.

3 (The wi~tness was excused. )

9 MR. HOEFLING: .Mr. Chairman, could we have ten

10 minutes?
~

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure. Let's take a break.

12 (A brief~ recess)

13

() 14
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tp15-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

2 Whereupon, ,

3 PATRICK D. O'REILLY

( 4 G. NORMAN LAUBEN

5 were calledas witnesses herein and, after beinf first duly

6 sworn by the Chairman, were examined and testified as

7 follows:

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. HASSELL:

10 0 Dr. O'Reilly, would you pleace state your name

11 and occupation for the record?

12 A (Witness O'Reilly) My name is Patrick Daniel

13 O'Reilly. I am a senior reliability and risk assessment

Y) 14 analyst with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.
V

15 Q Mr. Lauben, would you please state your name and

16 occupation?

17 A (Witness Lauben) My name is G. Norman Lauben.

18 2 am a nuclear engineer with the Reactor Systems Branch of

19 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

20 Q Gentlemen, do you now have ba# ore you a copy of

21 the testimony of G. Norman Lauben and Pat _1ck D. O'Reilly

12 consisting of nine pages which was served on the Board and

23 parties on September 21, 1981?

24 A (Witness Lauben) Yes.

Oi
25 A (Witness O' Reilly) Yes. .

( +

1
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) Q It also has attached the professional qualifica-

O tions of Mr. Lauben?y ,

3 A (Witness Lauben) Yes.

( 4 Q Did you prepare this testimony?

5 A (Witness Lauben) Yes.

6 A (Witness O'Reilly) Yes.

7 Q Do you have any changes or corrections you would

8 like to make in the' testimony?

9 A (Witness Lauben) I would like to make some

10 changes on page 6. 'Let me first make two typographical

it changes on page 6. On the third line the word is " boil off"

12 not " bail off". At the end of the first full paragraph,

13 which is approximately in the middle of the page, it says

(() 14 "1800 F of higher",it should be"1800 F or higher".

15 In addition to that, there are some substantive

16 changes to page 6. On the third line of the first full

17 Paragraph the next to last word says "not". It should be

18 changed to "still". In the next to last line of that same

19 paragraph between thewords "which" and " metal" should be

20 inserted the word "significant". And in the last line of

| 21 that same paragraph "2-1/2" should be changed to "15".

22 In the fourth line of the next paragraph the

23 word "much" should be deleted before " larger". And following

24 the word "loca," should be the two words "beginning of".'

25 And those are the only changes I have to the testimony.

(),

:
i
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i BY MR. HASSELL:

,O
2 Q With those corrections is,the testimony now true

3 and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief ?

() 4 A (Witness Lauben) Yes, it is.
|

5 A (Witness O'Reilly) It is.

6 Q Okay. Dr. O'Reilly, do you have before you a

7 document entitled Patrick D. O'Reilly Professional Qualifica-

8 tions, Reliability 'and Risk Assessment Branch, Division of
,

9 Safety Technology?
.

10 A (Witness O' Reilly) Yes, I .1o.

11 Q Okay. That document was served on the parties on

12 September 21, 1981, the parties and the Board. Do you have

13 any changes or corrections to make?

14 A Yes, I 6. On page 2, the first paragraph, line(( )
15 6 of that paragraph, the word " calculating" should be changed

16 to " calculations". On line 8 of that same paragraph, the

17 third word should be " preparatory". And in line 9, after

18 the first word there, which is "2/10A-1" insert a period

19 and change the lower case "f" on "from" to a capital "F".

20 TrSse are all the corrections that I have..

21 Q Okay. With those corrections is this statement

12 of your professional qualifications now true and correct?

23 A That is correct.

,

24 MR. HASSELL: I'd now like to move the admission
|
I
' 25 of the testimony of G. Norman Lauben and Patrick D. O'Reilly

()!

|
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3 consisting of 9 pages with the attached professional qualifi-

O
2 cations of Mr. Lauben and the pre-fessional qualifications of

3 Patrick D. O'Reilly into evidence and ask that they oe bound

() into the record.4

5 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection.
?

6 MR. PIGOTT: No objection.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

8 (Thereupon, the documents were bound into the

9 record as if read. )

to ///
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

O NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0!HISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

; O -

In the Matter of )
)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDIS0N CO.4PANY,) Docket Nos.: 50-361 OL
ET.AL. ) 50-362 OL

1
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )

Station, Units 2 and 3) )

TESTIMONY OF G. NORMAN LAUBEN AND PATRICK D. O'REILLY

Q. 1. Please state your full rame.

A. George Nonnan Lauben

Q. 2. By whom are you employed, and describe the work you perform?

A. I am employed by the Reactor Systems Branch, Division of Systems Integration,

O orrice of Nuclear neactor aesulation, u. S. Nuciear Regulatory Commission.

A copy of my professional qualifications is attached to this testimony.

Q. 3. Please state your full name.

A. Patrick Daniel O'Reilly

Q. 4. By whom are you employed?

A. I am employed by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. I am a Senior

l Reliability and Risk Assessment Analyst in the Reliability and Risk Assessment

Branch, Division of Safety Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

A copy of my professional qualifications is attached to this testimony.

Q. 5. Would you describe the scope of the subject matter addressed in your testimony?

We have been asked to identify, relative to the risk associated with low power
s

testing, the significant postulated events which could occur at San Onofre
,

Unit 2 that could potentially affect public health and safety.
O
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O
We have also been asked to address the nfety significance of the low power

testing program as it would affect the need to have in place an ~ ~

--O
emergency plan which meets all the requirements of NUREG-f)654.

Q. 6. What are the major factors affecting safe reactor operation during low,

power testing?
,

A. There are three major factors which contribute to a substantial reduction

in risk for low power testing as compared to continuous full power operation.
-- First, there is additional time available for the operators to correct the ~ ~ ~ ~

loss of important safety systems needed to mitigate relatively high risk

events, or to take alternate courses of action. Secondly, the fission

product inventory during this time would be very much less than during full
,

power operation. Third, there is a reduction in required capacity for

mitigating systems at low power.

Q. 7. What are the significant postulated events that could potentially affect

the public health and safety?

A. - Since the publication of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400), the NRC

| staff has continued to study the risk to the public from potential severe

acciderts at nuclear power plants. This e/ fort has confirmed that the

event scenarios dominating accident risks are generally the same for

different PWR designs..

WASH-1400 concluded that_the dominant events for the PWR studied were (1) small

Q break LOCAs with loss of the ermgency core cooling system, (2) transients in-

vclving total loss of feedwater, and (3) failure of dbuble check valves between

the reactor coolant system (high pressure) and the residual heat removal -

-- . - _ _ _ _ _ .
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system (low pressure), which results in a LOCA (int:r-system LOCA) outside

containment, i.e., the interior of the reactor vessel connunicates directly -

O Based on our experience with risk studies, it is ourwith the environment.

judgment that the dominant accident sequences for typical Combustion Engineer-

Oo ing-designed PWRs are similar to those identified ih WASH-1400.,_ _

This judgment,

itherefore, applies to San Onofre Unit 2, with the exception of the inter-

system LOCA. Installation of leak testing equipment to periodically test

the condition of the two check valves between the reactor coolant system and

the residual heat removal system (called the shutdown cooling system in

Combustion Engineering-designed PWRs) has essentially eliminated the inter-

2.system LOCA as a dominant risk contributor for San Onofre Unit

The NRC staff's evaluation of this matter is documented in Section 5.4.3. of

the staff's Safety Evaluation Report.

Q. 8. What was done specifically to address the question of risk due to low

O power testing, and what was the conciusion of that effort?

A. -:, We have reexamined the dominant scenarios to estimate the reduction in

the probability of the event because of the additional time available

during low power operation for the reacto'r operators to correctLthe loss

of important safety systems needed to mitigate the event or to take alternate
,

|

courses of action. Similarly, we have calculated the reduced fission product

inventory for operation of an initially unirradiated core at 5% power for
| 6 months and have determined the reduction in potential public exposure

via reduction in potential release magnitudes. Risk is roughly propor-

tional to the probability of severe accidents (in which the heat sink is lost)
,

Q and to the fission product inventory in the core. From these factors we

have estimated that the overall reduction in risk to the public should be

a factor of 500 to 10,000 if a plant is operated at 5% power from initial -

O
startup for 6 months compared to continuous full power operation.

|
|

\
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O . 9.Q In your review of fuel load and low power test programs what have you
''

concluded about the potential ri'sk of low power testing?

OA. Based on the actual power history of other reactor $ dut'ing their low
.

power testing program, the actual power history evpected at San Onofre Unit 2.

! would result in even less available fission product icventory. The peak

power during this time period is only expected to be 3 or 4% of rated

capacity. Operation at this power level is only expected fcr a maximum of

20 days. This would result in a further risk reduction by a factor of

about 2. It is therefore concluded that the public risk due to fuel

loading and the proposed low power test program is less than public risk

due to full power long-term operation by a factor of about 1000 to 200C0.

Q.10. How could risk to the public be affected by small break LOCA's?

CA. Risk to the public would occur only if there is release of substantial

amounts of radioactive fission products outside the containment. This

could occur only :f there is a failure to cool the core for an extended

period of time. During this time the fuel element cladding would have to

fail by overheating. The reactor coolant pressure boundary would have to

be violated and the reactor building containment would have to be

violated. The important factor is that the core would have to remain

uncooled for a significant length of time. (Approximately 10 hours during '

1

i the low power test program).

'

O

| O

I

t
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O Nowever, Nac requires that all facilities iicensed to operate are provided

with reliable and redundant emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). NRC

O re9ulations (10 c r a 50 46) require applicants to ana17ze a spectru=

of pipe breaks and locations with various assumed equipment failures.

These analyses are performed with NRC-specified conservative assumptions

and must demonstrate coolability of the core and-minimum generation of

hydrogen. Specifically, ECCS evaluations must demonstrate that ECCS per-

fomance will result in a coolable geometr> and less than 1% core-wide

metal-water reaction even with the reactor at 10?' power and worst-case
.

linear heat rates. The San Onofre Unit 2 ECCS is required to conform to these

requirements. Thus, for all power levels the requirements of NRC regula-

tions provide adequate protection against severe core damage. Thus, for
'

small break LOCAs, substantial risk to the health and safety of the public

would occur only if the ECCS failed to operate as designed. Therefore,

when performing risk assessment this condition must be evaluated.

Q. 11. With a reactor operating at a maximum of 5% of full power, could these
'

events lead to the significant amounts of core damage?.

A. No. We have looked at these events and have concluded, as discussed herein,

that at 5% power it is extremely unlikely that such events would lead

to significant amounts of core damage. "Significant" is taken to be 5%

metal-water reaction.
|

| Q. 12. Please provide the basis for yc,dr conclusions?

A. LOCA analyses with severly degraded ECCS's were perfomed wnich demonstrate

the large amount of time that would be available at 5% power for diagnosis

and corrective action to prevent significant core damage. For these

O anaiyses, it was conservatively assumed that none of the pumped ECOS systems

was functioning. Idaho National Engineering Laboratories (INEL), cur

- - - - . - . - . . _ - . - . __. - - -. -
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consultant, ran calculations using the RELAP4 code to determine the system

behavior ducing the early portion of the transient. The T00DEE7. code was used

for the remainder of the transient to calculate water bailoff., core uncovery,

and the onset of core damage.

A bounding calculation was perfonned for a large break LOCA. In such a

| case, with no pumped ECCS, refill by the accumulators:is comple+ed about

70 seconds after the break. The water level in this case is not above

the top of the core. At this time, the water in the reactor vessel would

| begin to heat up and boil away.. However, the core does not innediately

start to heat up rapidly until a substantially greater amount of water

has boiled off. The T000EE2 analysis for this case shows that the fuel
|

| cladding temperature does not begin to rise rapidly to temperatures at

O which = eta 1-water reaction (1800 F of higher) would occur for at least

| 2 1/2 houes.

This is the ninimum time available for remedial action even for this highly

unlikely event--large break LOCA coupled with ECCS failure.

For the more credible small breaks (but still assuming failure of the pumped

ECCS) the margin is much larger. For a small 2-inch cold-leg break LOCA,

core uncovery would be delayed for about 5 hours. Rapid increase in

i fuel clad temperature, leading to severe core damage, would not begin

for about 21 hours.

Infonrat%n was obtained from the NRC staff Project Manager for.the

Sequcyah nuclear power plant concerning the actual maximum power level

and test duration for the low-power test program. This information indi-,

|

| cates that a tual test power was about 4% of full power or less and lasted
.O

-'

about 8 deys.

!
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O The planned duration and power level for the low power test program
,

- at San Onofre Unit 2 will be almost the same as Sequoyah. Under tiuch
- . . . .

'

O conditions, many more nours would be avaiiabie for remedia, action.,

Q.13. Based upon this assessment, what is the likelihood of significar t core
,

damage at low power due to a LOCA?

A. As indicated above, with.the NRC's requirements for reliable ECCS perfonnance,

the potential for severe core damage and associated significant hydrogen

generation is very small even at full, power. The time available at low

power fcr the operator to take corrective action is more than 20 hours

in the event of a small LOCA. In addition, the coolant flow required to

dissipate decay heat at 10 hours following a LOCA would be only abouti

8 gpm.which is within tha capacity of the pumps used for the normal

Q make-up systems. Because of the time available for the operators to correct,

i malfunctions in the ECCS or to initiate cooling with the normal charging

system, we believe that the probability of a small LOCA resulting

in excessive fuel damage and sigrjficant radiological release is reduced

by at least a factor of 400 to 8000 'for low power operation as compared

to operation at full power.

Q.14. What about the pot ential effects of other significant events, e.g.,

transients with total loss of feedwater, on the public risk?

A. At 5% power the number of events that can result in failure to adequately

| cool the core is greatly reduced. All transients initiated by turbine

trip are eliminated since the turbine is not on line. Total loss of

O
feedwater caused by any other transient becomes negligible with respect

.

O
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O to core damage and public risk. In such a case, core heat is transferred

through the steam generators from the primary to secondary systems. After

a scram from 5% power, we calculate that it would take about 21/2 days

to boil the steam generators dry, conservatively assuming no feedwater

makeup. Duri y that period of time, diagnosis, corrective action or

alternate heat removal methods could easily be accomplished. Moreover,

by that time fissior nroduct heat will have decayed sufficiently so that

passive steam heat losses (radiant heat transfer) would be enough to

keep the reactor cool, even if no corrective action were _taken. As a
,

consecuence we believe that the total risk associated with

these events is about 10,000 to 100,000 lower than that at fM1 power

operation.

Q.15. If, as you 'say, feedwater transients are of almost no concern at los

power, what about other scenardos? Could they not now become dominant

at low power?

A. Other transients (steam line break, steam = generator tube rupture, rod

ejection and ATWS) were also examined. A similar reduction in risk was

evident. Therefore, these transients did not become dominant.

Q.16. But an ATWS event could result in a significant primary to seconda y heat

imbalance. Why isn't this of concern?

A. We examined the risk potential for ATWS events at low power. The

number of ATWS events which can contribute to risk at low power is much

reduced compared to full power. At low power, the only significant

ATWS event is rod withdrawal followed by failure to scram. We examined

the spectrum of ATWS events and factored this into the relative risk
,

O assessment.

t
___ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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O
Q. 17. What about ATWS events involving loss of feedwater? Aren't these eventc

significant at low power?
,

A. At full power, these are the most significant ATWS event. However at

low power, they are not, unless coupled with rod withdrawal. If one

assumes that the highly unlikely scenario of total loss of feedwater is

followed by a failure of the reactor system to scram, completed boil-off

of the water in the steam generators would occur in about 30 minutes.

During this period there are a numbe'r of things the operator could do to

bring the reactor to safe shutdown, including initiation of the boron in-

jection system and diagnosis and correction of the failure to scram. These

would terminate the event before boil-off of significant reactor vessel

inventory and thus, well before the onset of severe core damage. Moreover,

O at low power, significant overpressurization of the primary system does not

occur because of the low integrated reactor power.

Q. 18. How does the above discussion relate to the need for a qualified emergency

plan during low power operation?

A. The above discussion shows that abundant time (at least 20 hours) is

( available to take corrective ~ action to mitigate or tenninate the most

| likely scenarios which could affect public risk during low power testing.

For some sequences of concern at full power, no action would be required

| durint low power operation to prevent public risk. Under these conditions

the r,sk is so small that there is virtually no need for a qualified

| O emer9ency pien.

,

O
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STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Q NORMAN LAUBEN
'

My name is George Norman Lauben. I am employed as a Nuclear Engineer

in the Reactor Systems Branch, Division cf Systems Integration, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comission. I have worked in the field of nuclear reactor safety

for 19 years, and in nuclear activities for 23 years. I have worked for the

Comission and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Comission, since 1968.

During this time I have worked directly on reactor safety matters, including
,

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) performance review and Loss-of-Coolant

Accident (LOCA) analysis.|

I was a member of the 1971 AEC ECCS task force and the AEC Staff Panel

for the ECCS Rulemaking Hearing. I am the author of the T00DEE2 computer

program used by the NRC and the nuclear industry for transient fuel pin thermal

analysis during a LOCA. I was a member of the technical team that accompanied

Mr. Harold Denton to the Three Mile Island Reactor on March 30, 1979.

I have a B.S. and M.S. in Chemical Engineering fro., Case Institute of

Technology (now Case Western Reserve University).

O

.

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION a

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-361 OL
ET AL. 50-363 OL

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )
Station, Units 2 and 3) )

PATRICK D. O'REILLY PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
RELIABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT BRANCH

DIVISION OF SAFETY TECHNOLOGY
_

I am a Senior Reliability and Risk Assessment Analyst in the

Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch, a position I have held since
'

-

O APrii 1980. I am responsible for Perfo mins risk assessment end

reliability studies of the functional capability of nuclear power plant

systems, equipment, and procedures needed for safe plant shutdown

following abnormal events. I provided testimony at the Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board hearing regarding the restart of Three Mile Island

Unit 1 about accident sequences related to the Three Mile Island Unit 1

accident and the NRC's use of probablistic risk assessment in the

licensing process. I am a member of the team of analysts perfoming a

probablistic assessment of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 Nuclear Power

Plant as part of the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP).

I received a B.A. degree in physics from Oklahoma City University

in 1962. I earned M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in physics from the University

of Oklahoma in 1967 and 1970, respectively. -
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While in graduate school, I was employed as a Graduate Physicist by

the Atomic Energy Division of the Phillips Petroleuni Company at the

O National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho Falls, Idaho in the SNAP-TRAN
.

program. From June 1963 to September 1963, I analyzed data obtained

during destructive testing of the SNAP 2/10A-3 nuclear reactor,

performed reactor physics calculating during fuel loading and

criticality testing of the SNAP 2/10A-1 nuclear reactor ar,d assisted in

instrument development prepatory to the destructive testing of SNAP

2/10A-1 from June 1964 to September 1964. I perfonned predictive

analyses of the SNAP 2/10A-1 reactor operational testing program. From

June 1965 to September 1965, I analyzed data obtained from the

operational and destructive testing of the SNAP 2/10A-1 reactor.

O In December 969, f 1 wing c mpleti n f the requirements for my

doctorate, I joined the Idaho Nuclear Corporation, Idaho Falls, Idaho as;

1

a Senior Physicist in the area of thermal hydraulic model development.

I was involved in the development of digital computer programs (e.g.,

RELAP3 and RELAP4) which predict the behavior of a light water-moderated

nuclear reactor under certain accident conditions (e.g., a loss-of

|
-coolant accident or a reactivity accident). I was responsible for

analytical predictions of the experimental results of the Semiscale

Blowdown Test Program and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) Project.

In June 1971, I became an Associate Scientist with Aerojet Nuclear

Company, Idaho Falls, Idaho, working in nuclear safety model
O

development. I was responsible for analytical predictions of separate

0<
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O
effects tests such as the Semiscale Project and BWR Blowdown Heat

Transfer,and the subsequent comparison of these predictions with test
'

O Jata for the evaluation and modification of anlytical models.

I joined the Staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

September 197L as a Project Manager. I was in charge of all phases of

the review and evaluation of safety considerations associated with the

design, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants. I served

as Project Manager for Millstone Unit 2, WPPSS Nuclear Projects No. 3 and

No. 5, and San Onofre Units 2 and 3.

In November 1975, I transferred the LMFBB Branch as a Reactor

Engineer. I perfonned analyses and safety reviews of reactor systems to

assess safety issues and the applicability of developmental programs to

O the resoiution of these issues. t served as reactor systems reviewer

during the NRC reviews of the Clinch River LMFBR and the Fast Flux Test

Facility. I reviewed and analyzed the predicted response of LMFBRi

containments to a postulated core melt accident.

When the Standardization Branch was created within the Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation in May 1978, I became the project manager

responsible for the safety review of all Westinghouse Electric

Corporation standard nuclaar power plant, system, and component design

approval applications. I also contributed to the development of the

; NRC's standardization policy. As a member of the Bulletins and Orders
!

q Test Force, following the THI-2 accident, I served as project manager
V

for the NRC Staff's review of small break loss-of-coolant accidents and

. feedwater transients for Westinghouse-designed operating plants. .

,
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i BY MR. HASSELL:
()

2 0 Mr. Lauben, would you please, except for the

3 changes due to typographical errors on page 6, would you
( lP ease explain why it became necessary to make the other4

5 aubstantive changes on page 6 of your testimony?

6 A (Witness Lauben) The discussion on page 6

7 relates to calculations of large and small break lusu of

3 coolant accidents. In particular the changes that were made

9 are relative to some calculations that were made for large

10 break loss of cooladt accidents. We had asked our consultant ,

ji Idaho National Engineering Laboratcry, to do both large and

12 smal'1 break thermoliydraulic calculations as a basis for some

13 of the testimony that we have presented here. We had asked

(( ) 14 them actually at the time to do two large break calculations.

15 It turns out that one can do a relatively simpler large break %

16 calculation if you assume that you are injecting relatively

17 hotter water instead of the normal cold water from the safety

13 injection tanks. The chance that the calculation will run

19 to a successful conclusion is greatly enhanced if you do not

20 have to concern yourself with non-equilibrium thermodynamic

21 effects.

12 So we asked them to do two calculations, knowing

23 that the hot water case would have a greater chance of early

r 24 success and be usable for our testimony, also, knowing full
(3>

25 well that the answers that would be generated from that

.

I

L
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y calculation would be conservative compared to the answers
i

'~' that would be generated from a calculation in which the2

3 normal cold water was injected from the accumulators.
r's
lu ,! 4 So the original testimony contained the2esults

5 from that first calculation and not the results from the

6 second calculation.

7 After the preparation of the testimony we ob-

8 tained the results from the second calculation. They were

9 reviewed by both EG&G Idaho and the Staff and we felt it

10 more appropriate to put in the more realistic and, indeed,

gy proper analysis that included the injection of the cold water

12 and not the injection of the hot water. All the changes

13 are related to putting in results of this more appropriate

but indeed somewhat more difficult calculation.i() 14

15 Q Do you have a brief overview of your testimony

| 16 that you will provide today?

17 A Yes, we do.

18 C Okay. Would you please provide us with that

19 overview?

20 A Our testimony addresses the reduction in risk

21 associated with fuel loading and low power testing up to

12 5 percent. Our conclusion is that the risk associated with
!

these activities is substantially less than the risk associated23

24 with full power operation and the time available for off-site

(3')
25 emergencies is much longer -- for off-site emergency actions

,

s-
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- i is much longer. Consequently, the degree of emergency

O
2 Preparedness to be in place may be supstantially reduced

3 from that needed for full power operation.

() 4 Q Okay. Now before we go any further with your

5 direct examination, would you please provide us a brief

6 sammary of how the substantive changes or corrections made

7 in the testimony may have affected the risk calculations

8 which are shown in 'che testimony?

9 A They did not affect our risk calculations at

to all. The risk calculations were based on the more probable

11 accident scenarios, which included small breaks and feed

12 water initiated transients, whereas the large break is not

13 considered to be a dominant risk contributor. For that

/ /~N 34 reason, the calculation was simply provided as is stated in
(V

15 the testimony as a bounding analysis.

16 So any changes to the large break calculation

17 would not affect the risk assessment that we did in any
[

is substantive way.

19 Q Have you read the testimony, the pre-filed testi-

20 mony, of Mr. Buttemer? '

21 A Yes.

12 Q Have you prepared an .usessment or do you have

| 23 an assessment of that testimony?

| 24 A Yes, we have an overall assessment of that
-

(2)
25 testimony.

1
-

:
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1 -Q Okay. Would you please provide us with that

2 brief assessment of the testimony?

3 A Yes. In particular, we have also read his

4 Exhibit DRB-1, which we have reviewed, and primarily our

5 comments refer to that exhibit in which he did his accident

6 analysis. Overall, we believe it was capably done. We

7 found no obvious error in the analyses considering the

8 assumptions that were made. The basis for selection of the

9 three scenarios analyzed was not completely clear to us.

10 The large break loca, his first scenario, is not

11 a dominant risk contributor. Only small breaks less than

12 2-1/2 inches have a high enough probability to be dominant

13 contributors. His second and third choices assume instan-

[(]) 14 taneous secondary heat sink removal. This is characteristic

15 of steam line break accidents, which are also not dominant

16 risk contributors. The dominant transient risk contributors

17 are scenarios involving loss of feedwater, in which boil-off

18 of the secondary water, not instantaneous loss, should be

19 considered. Instantaneous heat sink removal completely

20 alters the nature of the transient.

21 In Mr. Buttemer's case the primary safety valves

22 are challenged. At 5 percent poser with loss of feedwater

23 our analysis tells us that the safety valves wouldnot be

24 challenged. Mr. Buttemer's large break loca. analysis in-

25 cluded a number of simplifying assumptions which, on balance,

()
:

!
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1 do not appear to seriously affect the accuracy of his finalO
2 answer. In particular, however, his blow down and refill

3 thermodynamics analysis is treated as a series of quiescent
r%
k- 4 events, fer the blowdown liquid mass removed by the entrain-

5 ment its ignored, leaving about 64 percent of the original
6 mass in the primary system. Experimental evidence such as

7 the powered and unpowered LOFT experiments and detailed

a thermohydraulic analysis shows much less inventory remaining

9 after blowdown, approximately 10 or 20 percent.

10 In Mr. Buttemer's analysis, the cold ECC water

11 from the safety injection tanks merely displaces the warm

12 water in the vessel. In our low power analysis, which was

13 included by the relap calculation, the cold water fills the

(') 14 nearly empty vessel. It should be noted that at full power

15 the much hotter fuel rods would reject a substantive portion
16 of the safety injection tank water.

i 17 Despite the simplicity of Mr. Buttemer's thermo-
1

|
i 18 hydraulic analysis, the condition of the vessel at the end
i

19 of safety injection tank refill is very similar to our

|
' 20 assessment.

21 The rest of the analysis appears reasonable for

12 the simplified assessment and results in times available for

23 action consistent with ours.

24 MR. HASSELL: I would now tender this panel for{)
25 cross examination.

O
1
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. MC CLUNJ:

3 Q I'm going to address my questions to you as a

O 4 group and I leave it to you to decide who the appropriate

5 responder is. I don't have many questions. Beginning on

6 page 3 and beginning onto page 4 of your testimony you give

7 some probabilities or some factors for the proportionality

3 of the risk at low power as opposed to at full power opera-

9 tion, is that correct generally?

10 A (Witness O'Reilly) What we hava stated here ~

11 are risk reduction factors, not probabilities themselves.

12 You must realize that what we performed here is a relative

13 risk assessment; we don't give absolute numbers.

() 14 ' Q And -- I appreciate that -- and what would you
,

15 say the margin of error of that assessment would be?

16 A In our testimony we presented a range which we

17 hopefully -- in which we have hopefully included the error

18 in the assessment. Are you asking whether we put a -- what

I 19 the error is in that range or are you just asking what the
1

20 error is in the assessment?

21 Q I think that's a fair answer to my question.

22 So for instance, if I was going to look at the bottom of

23 page 3, the next to the last line, you discuss the reduction

[}
of risk to the public in one specific instanc.e from a factor24

25 of 500 to 10,000 if a plant were operated at 5 percent power

CE)
'

.

|
L
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1 for approximately six months.

O
2 A That range includes the uncertainty in our

3 assessment.

O
's / 4 O So that the 500 number would be a very conserva~

5 tive number, in your opinion?

6 A That's correct.

7 Q Now in making your comparison of risk with respect

8 to various accidents that you have -outlined that need to be

9 discussed in the low power context, were you making your risk

10 assessments in a generic sanse with low power operated

it facilities or were you applying your analysis specifically

32 to the site at San Onofre Generating Station No. 2?

13 A (Witness Lauben) Our assessment did include

(') 14 what we deemed to be the important features of the San

15 Onofre plant. But since it was a relative risk assessment

16 there was no need to include any site-specific aspects, as

17 one would do in a consequence analysis.

18 Q So you didn't take into consideration any effect

19 on the risk of operation of St- .,fre No. 2 at low power

20 of the operation of Unit 1 nextdoor?

| 21 A That is correct. We did not consider the operation

22 of San Onofre Unit 1 because we did not deem that that was a

23 significant aspect of the relative risk.

24 Q Would it be correct to say that because this was
;

25 a relative risk study that you didn' t do any site-specific

.

\

j \-)
1
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I event trees or accident sequences under the low power modeg_.
'u./

2 at Unit 2?

|
3 A We did da some limited event tree analysis that

4 was plant-specific to the extent necessary. But we did not

5 do anything that was site-specific since the site 'would not

6 change from 5 percent to 100 percent power. It wasn't nec-

7 essary to do any site-specific analysis.

8 Q In an analysis of the -- I'm going back to the

9 -- to try to understand a little bit better for myself, and

10 I know you can explain it to me, how the margin of error was

11 incorporated into your risk reduction numbers. Could you

eXP ain briefly how the margin of error for an absolutel12

13 Probability of a certain type of accident at full power gets

(( ) 14 . translated into the margin of error in your range of risk

15 factor reduction?i

|

16 A First of all, let me say that the uncertainty

17 associated with an absolute risk assessment does not get

18 translated in our assessment. If you will, there is still
~

19 an uncertainty associated with the absolute assessment and
!

20 we didn't translate that to our assessment. What we did

21 is assume that some value was a reasonable value to start
|

12 with and tilen we made -- we have expressed our risk reduction

23 in terms of a high and low uncertainty in the risk reduction.

i
' x 24 The way that we did that was to look at the d.ominant risk

25 scenarios and look at the ways in which the risk is changed

f%%)

;

-, , - -
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I for each of these sequences in going from full power to five
O;

2 percent. And indeed, there is some uncertainty in those

| 3 numbers and that is reflected in our answer. We multiplied
1

l % - 4 each one of these reduction factors that is appropriate for

5 each accident scenario and came up with a high and a low

6 number of risk reduction for each one of those scenarios and

,

then combined them statistically in a statistically reasonabl7 e

a way for this kind of assessment so that we vould get a com-

9 bined overall risk reduction.

10 Q So if I were to refer hypothetically to a specific

11 type of accident which there might be a certain level of

12 Probability or risk associated with that accident at full

13 power, and then yoar number would tell me that that risk

(( ) 14 would be reduced from 500 to 10,000, for instance, if the

P ant were operated at low power, is that correct?l15

16 A (Witness O'Reilly) Again, let me emphasize that

17 that would represent a reduction from 500 to 10,000 in what-

18 ever the absolute risk was for the plant at full power opera-

19 tion, when you consider the plant to be operating for six

20 months at five percent. Basically I believe you have the

21 right idea.

12 Q So what I'd like to ask you is then -- no, I

23 think that's enough. I think you helped me out.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: That's all.

25
,

()

_ . .
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T16, 1 1 MR. PIGOTT: Applicants still don't have any

't 2
(m)3

questions.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. You have got a streak going.

4 JUDGE JOHNSON: I understood you, one of you, a(}
5 while ago to make the statement that in your overview, I

'
6 believe it was, that the f act that the fuel rods are hot neans

| 7 that they reject the ECCS water. Is this borne out by fairly

8 recent experimental results?

9 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes. There have been the

10 series of powered and unpowered LOFT experiments, which have

11 done both large and small break analysis.

12 There is the long, ongoing series of FLECHT

13 experiments, which were begun in early -- well, in the late

14 sixties, actually, which including the FLECHT system effects

15 tests, which have shown this same phenomenon, and in addition,

16 there is the more recent 2D 3D trinational experiments, of

17 which the most recent set was the cylindrical core test

i

l 18 facility results from Japan, and I don't think that we have

19 seen any surprises, but there is the steam binding phenomena
1

( 29 for large breaks when you eject ECCS water still exists.

|
21 It makes the refill and reflooding of the core

22 somewhat slow, and you may dump very large amounts of,s

| (-]
| 23 accumulator water or low pressure pumped ECCS water into the

24 vessel, and it will fill the outside of the vessel on the other -

i

$
25 side of the annulus, but it won't fill -- the high power will

I

i
L
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2 1 not allow filling of the inside of the vessel very rapidly.
,

|

2 In addition, both the LOPT and the SEMISCALE

3 tests in Idaho have shown, perhaps to a degree this is an

4 experimental anomaly, but there is quite a lot of metal heat

5 that must be considered in those cases. When you extrapolate

6 to a large plant, metal heat does. : turn out to be that

7 significant, but it could hr <e -- there was an analysis in

3 fact done by combustion engineering that showed that for some

9 plants it could have an ef f ect.

10 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you. When you were making

11 *Me corrections on page six of your testimony, I believe you

12 said that your idaho contractors had calculated for you two

13 large br~aak -- two LOCA's, large break LOCA's, and that theys

14 both considered cold water coming in from the accumulator

15 rather than -- no?

16 '?ITNESS LAUBEN: No, the large breaks, that was

17 the difference. One assumed hot water, because it was an

18 easier calculation, and the one we told thet. to do first,

19 knowing that it wan going to be conservative, we felt that

20 had a better chance of making the testimony, which obviously
;

21 it did.

22 We also asked them to do the cold water

(~#')
23 accumulater large break case, which they did, but it was only'

24 available for padding now at this time, corrections to the

O
25 testimony.

- _ . _ _ .
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'1 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: And this is cold water we have

2 now?
)

3 WITNESS LAUBEN: The corrected is cold water, which

4 by cold I mean the proper temperature of the water.
(3
-

J
5 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yeah, uh-huh, as it would be in the

6 real world.

7 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes, as opposed to some

8 artificially high ECC water, high temperature ECC water.

9 The small break analysis that was done, and

10 remains uncorrected in the testimony, was done with cold water.

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: When you do calculations of this

12 sort, for this purpose, do you consider the effect on the

13 reactivity of the core, of the cold water versus the hot water?
h,

14 WITNESS LAUBEN: Well, all the injected water is

J5 borated water, so it has a high shutdown margin and it would

16 not -- would not affect -- there is plenty of excess

17 reactivity for shutdown with the cold wr :er that is injected.

18 JUDGE JOHNSON: Your temperature coefficient gets

19 lost in the amaunt of boron that is already in there?

20 WITNESS LAUBEN: Right.

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Back on the top of page four of

22 your testimony, I am a bit puzzled. Excuse me, the answer

(~~#T
23 beginning at line two, the third line of it, second or third

24 line, say, actual power history expected at San Onofre Unit 2
O

' -

25 would result in even less available fission product

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 inventory?

em 2 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes.U
3 JUDGE JOHNSON: Would you mind explaining that,

4 please?

5 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes. Our analysis was done

6 assuming 60 days at five percent power. In reality, as shown

7 by the Applicant witnesses, the expected power history is

8 expected to be much shorter, and that results in two things,

9 less fission product inventory of the important isotopes, and

10 in addition, a lower decay heat is shown by Mr. Buttemer. -

11 So, taking those two factors into account, you

12 would have longer times because of the lower decay heat, and

U you would have less fiasion product burden, so that, we

h._
14 judged, would be worth another f actor, reduction factor of

15 about two.

16 MR. HASSELL: 'f I may, because I believe the

17 witness may have misspoke himself when he said 60 days, Mr.

| 18 Lauben, do you mean six months?

19 WITNESS LAUBEN: I beg your pardon, six months.
I

! 20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you, statement of Counsel?
l

21 MR. HASSELL: Yes.

22 JUDGE JOHNSON: On page eight at the top, your
['\i

~ 23 answer to question 14, I guess it is, in response to the loss
,

24 of feedwater, you allow a scram at five percent power, and say ,

c':'>
| 25 that it would take about two and a half days to get the steam

I
|
I

I
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1 generators dry with no feedwater makeup, what corrective

2
r-)s. action or alternate heat removal methods would you envisage?
%.

3 WITNESS LAUBEN: I think almost any source of water

4 that one would want to throw into the secondary side would be

5 acceptable. I didn't really have any particular source of water

6 in mind. It would have to only be a very small amount. In

-

7 fact, as we --

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: You are not allowing makeup in

9 feedwater?

10 WITNESS LAUBEN: No, that is right, no makeup at

11 all. But as we said further on in that same paragraph, after

12 two and a half days, you have gotten to the point where the

13 decay heat is less than the passive system heat losses through

14 the insulation, and you really wouldn't need any makeup.

15 That is why we assigned such a high risk reduction

16 factor to these transients.

17 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think that is all. Thank you,

18 sir, both of you.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Just a couple of questions. Arc

20 either or both of .you familiar with .the technical showing,

21 evidentiary showing put on by the NRC Staf f at the Diablo

22 Canyon hearing on low power?

O
23 WITNESS LAUBEN: I was one of the witnesses.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Simply aware of the fact that that

O
15 case was tried on a motion for low power, and reviewed by the

- . . - .
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1 Cohnission from a stay standpoint, and not on the merits, and I

2 wondered if -- are we catting a comparable presentation here

3 to what was put forward there?

4 WITNESS LAUBEN: Well, I think you are getting a

5 better on.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Good.

7 WITNESS LAUBEN: Because you have Dr. O'Reilly

8 here, who is a risk assessment expert.

9- JUDGE KELLEY: Good.

10 WITNESS LAUBEN: In addition, we had time to

11 think about -- although we didn't do any analyses before we

12 were informed of this hearing, we had time to think about the

13 analysec that we had done for Diablo Canyon, and I think the

((] ,

14 result is that you have a better accident analysis for San

15 Onofre than we were able to give for Diablo Canyon.
.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Accident analysis and comparative
1

17 risk analysis?

( 18 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes.

|

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Between low power, and full --

20 well, that is good to hear.

l 21 You made several criticisms of Dr. Buttener's
|

| 22 analysis, and I am not a technical person. It is hard for me

23 to appreciate the significance of criticisms of that kind,

l
24 whether -- well, my question really is, in the light of your

,

' tT
\~/ 25 criticisms, do you think the Board can attach weight to that

.

O
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1 analysis, or not?

27-) WITNESS LAUBEN: I think you can.
V

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you just expand on that a

4 little bit?-)v
5 WITNESS LAUBEN: I wou ldn ' t like to say that he

6 luckily ended up in the right place. It could be that he

7 knew a lot more than he stated in his testimony, as far as the

8 condition of the reactor at the end of safety injection tank

9 deposition, and as I said in -- or my summary of his analysis

10 of the heatup after that was perfectly satisfactory, and in

11 fact, I believe that his results would be comparable to ours.

12 If you look at his table on ,page 48, maybe we

13 could look at that.(
14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Let us do it.

15 WITNESS LAUBEN: Of his Exhibit -- I am sorry,

16 page 47. Our analysis could simply add another line to his

17 LOCA column there, in which we would put 180 days prior

18 operation, and we would have 15 hour., instead of 22, and an

|
19 appropriate amount of water, but the point is that I think

|

! 20 this was something, in fact, that someone was trying to get to
l

21 in his analysis. Suppose you had a longer time period of

f

i 22 operation. Well, our analysis would show 15 hours, which is

O/ 23 not too inconsistent with his progression Lt times available,

1

24 in his table, so I think you can attach some weight to it.
.

O 25 He got to the right spot by a different way.
,
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1 Maybe I am ,ealous that he did it so simply. I don't know.

2) JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But your conclusions are

3 similar, is that a fair statement?

4 WITNESS O'REILLY: That is correct.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. That helps me. Thank you.

6 We have had some questiora from Mr. McClung about

7 site-specific, and I -- and he is really referring, I think,

8 to -- more to consequences in that regard, but let me be clear

9 in my mind. As 7 ' understand it, wh t you have done, and what I

10 think Mr. Buttemer did, it is office analysis if you will,,

11 but you don't --

12 Well, at the simplest level, you have analyzed a

f- 13 PWR, right, as opposed to a VWR, because that is what is at
V)

14 San Onofre? Or is this just any old reactor?

15 WITNESS LAUBEN: Excuse me. Yes, yes, that is

16 correct, but there are always some plant-specific dif ferences

17 that one might -- that one does take into account.
|
|
'

18 JUDGE KELLEY: This is also Combustion Engineering

19 of a particular design, right?

20 WITNESS LAUBEN: Yes, but sometimes --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: How specific do you get?

! 22 WITNESS LAUBEN: Okay. Well, let me see. There

1 0-
| 23 is a -- for instance, at Diablo Canyon, we considered

24 incer' system LOCA as a dominant rish contributor. Well, the -

O
| 25 very plant-specific design of San Onofre eliminates that as a

s

- - - - - m
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1 dominant risk contributor, but doesn't necessarily eliminate
2 it for all Combustion Engineering plants.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: But pou couldn' t just take the
N

4 Diablo analysis and bring it down here, re a ll;' .

5 WITNESS LAUBEN: No, we couldn' t do that.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. That is all we have.

7 Do we have redirect?
l

8 MR. HOEFLING: No redirect.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, now are you also going to

10 call Mr. Grimes back, and Mr. Sears?

11 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you very much, gentlemen.

13 We appreciate your coming out. You are excused,_

'']L
14 (Witnesses excused)

15

16

i 17
|

|

| 18

19
|

20

l

21

22

('~J
b

13

24
.

25
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I

tp17-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. We are back on the record.
(~3'J 2 Whereupon,

3 BRIAN GRIMES

() 4 JOHN SEARS

5 were recalled as witnesses herein and, having been previously

6 duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and testified as

7 follows:

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. HOEFLING:

10 Q Mr. Sears, do you have before you a copy of the
.

11 Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC Staff with respect to

12 the state of emergency preparedness for the San Onofre

13 Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3 of September 18,
,

{]) 14 1981, consisting of a cover sheet and 8 pages of writteni

15 testimony?

16 A (Witness Sears) Yes, sir.

17 Q Did you prepare that document?

18 A Yes, sir.

19 Q Do you have any changes you wish to make to it?

20 A No, sir.

21 Q Is it true and correct?

22 A I beg your pardon. There is one change. Yes, sir.

23 Q Could you make that for us?

24 A On pag: 5 in answer to Question No. 15, the, ()|
25 second sentence in that answer has"approximately 10 hours".'

()

.
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_. 1 That should be changed to "approximately 15 hours".

; O Thank you. With that change, is your testimony

3 correct?

() 4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q Mr. Grimes, could you get before you Exhibits A

6 and B accompanying Mr. Sears' testimony? Do you have those?

7 A (Witness Grimes) Yes.

8 Q Could you describe those two documents?

; 9 A Exhibit A is a memorandum from the two then-co-

10 chairmen of the FEMA /NRC Steering Committee to managers at

11 the NRC and FEMA, Mr. Denton and Mr. McConnell, which set

12 forth the criteria for low power licenses with respect to

13 emergency preparedness. Exhibit A is a memo and Exhibit B

14 is the attachment to that memorandum which details the' (])
'

15 criteria.

16 Q And these documents were developed by the NRC/ FEM (

17 Steering Committee?

18 A Yes.

19 0 What is your role on that committee?

20 A I am co-chairman for the NRC.

21 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, at this time I would

( 22 note that in addition to Exhibits A and B there is attached
i

23 to Mr. Sears' testimony Exhibit C, which is NRC Staff Exhibit
i

24 13 in evidence. We would proposed to have it continue to be
O

25 attached to the testimony since it is referenced in the

|D

|
:

l
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1 testir.icay, and we would move that Mr. Sears' testimony and
O~

_ 2. Exhibits A and B be admitted into evidence at this time and

3 bound into the record.

O 4 MR. PIGOTT: No objection.

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Just one point of clarification.

6 None of this testimony has been . entered into the record

7 previously, is that correct?

8 MR. HOEFLING: None of 'tte testimony that I am

9 offering has. That is correct.

-- 10 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. No objection.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

12 (The documents were bound into the transcript

13 as if read.)

() 14

15

16

17

|

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
CE)

25
,

l
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. SEARS WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE OF EMERGENCY

r' PREPAREDNESS FOR LOW POWER TESTING
U)

.

.

| ()
'

Q.1 Please state your full name.

A John R. Sears.

.

Q.2 By whom are you employed?

A -I am employed by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I am

~ a "enior Reactor Safety Engineer in the Emergency Preparedness

Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency Preparedness of the

Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

I
-

,; .

( )~ Q.3 Describe the nature of your work with respect to the San Onofre

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3 (SONGS 2 & 3) operating
.

license proceeding?
,

A I am responsible for review and evaluation of the Applicants'
-

emergency preparedness for SONGS 2 & 3.

Q.4 Have you reviewed licensee emergency preparedness for plants
!

other than SONGS 2 & 37i

A Yes.

()|

What plants have you reviewed as regards emergency precaredness?'

Q.5,

A Prior to the summer of 1979, I had been resconsible for review of .

{)
the emergency preparedness for all coerating reactors.

.
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O
Q.6 Have,you testified previously in this proceeding?

O A ves. I have testified previousix end my profess 4anai qualifications
,

are a part of the record.

~

Q.7 When did Applicants file with the NRC Staff a revision to the

' SONGS 2 & 3 Emergency Plan?

A Applicants filed a revision to the SONGS 2 & 3 Emergency Plan in

April of 1981. Applicants also provided additional informati]n

in letters to tha NRC Staff dated June 26, 1981, July 1, 1981,

July 24, 1981, July 28, 1981 and August 28, 1981.

.

O Q.8 Oid you participate in the NRC Staff review of these documents?
,

A Yes.

~
..

Q.9 How was the Applicants' emergency preparefness evaluated?
-

|
A The Applicants' emergenc; preparedness was reviewed ago;nst the

specific criteria of the sixteen planning standards in Part II of

the " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear

Power Plants," NUREG-0654, Rev.1, November 1980. The same sixteen >

standards are listed as requiremants in the Nuclear Reaulatory

O
,

Commission's regulations, specifically 10 CFR Section 50.47. The.

.

% b4 0

which lists each of the sixteen standards listed in 10 CFR Section

- -. - - - . . .
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,

|- . - 50.47 in order, followed by a summary of applicable portions of

the Applicants' Emergency Plan as they apply to the standard. '

,

; .
-

E

- It should be noted that the NRC Staff review examined the

j Applicants' state of emergency preparedness which-is generally'

limited to the state of emergency preparedness onsite. Under the

Commission's regulations, offsite emergency preparedness must

' also be examined. The Federal Emergency Management A gncy (FEMA)
,

has been involved in evaluating the stat ~e of offsite emergency

i preparedness at SONGS 2 and 3 as I will more fully describe later

in my testimony. .
,

LO
| Q.10 Where are the results and conclusions of the NRC Str.ff's evalua-

tion reported? -

A The NRC Staff's review is documented in Section 13.3 of the Safety
-

| Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of San Onofre Nuclear
!

'

Generating Station, Units 2 and 3, NUREG-0712, February 6, 1981

| (NRC Staff Exhibit No. 1) and in Section 22 of the Supplement

No. 1 to the SER, NUREG-0712, dated February 25,1981,(NRC

Staff Exhibit No. 2). Supplement No. 3 to
,

4

the Safety Evaluation Report completes the NRC-Staff's review of

O the Appiicants. state of emergency preparedness.

:
-

O
~ ~ '

.

g n , 9---,-, .,-4-- y ,,-w,,w-. w -. , . ,.c .--c,mr- ,-, ,_ . , - - ,- . ,n.,,_,. - . -- .,.,-,,,,--.,--....--m- --,,-.,,...-.s-- . -% . - - , -e . e--
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. Q.ll What is the NRC Sta'ff conclusion with respect to the Applicants'

O state of emersency preparednes:2

- A The NRC Staff conclusion is that the Applicants have achieved an

acceptacle state of erhergency preparedness which meets the re-

quirements of the Commission's regulations and conforms to the

guidance contained in NUREG-0654,. Revision 1.

Q.12 Have NRC Staff and FEMA agreed upon Emergency Preparedness Criteria

for Low-Power Testing?

A Yes; these criteria resulted from an exchange of letters dated

February 14, 1980, between Harold Denton, Directpr, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC and Jonn W. McConnell, Assistant

Associate Director for Plans and Preparednass,. FEMA, in which they

agreed that the joint NRC, FEMA Steering Committee should develop

the criteria. -

-

Q.13 Where are the Emergency Preparedness Criteria for Low-Power Testing

| documented?

A ' These criteria are attached to the March 6, 1980 Memorandum from

I the NRC-FEMA Steering ommittee to Harold Denton and John McConnell.

These documents are attached as Exhibits A and B to my testimony.

I
' ~

Q.l4 State the fEr4 4RC Emergency Preparedness Criteria for Low-Power
'

| O -

Testing.

|

-_ _ J
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A The FEMA-tiRC Interim-Agreement on Emergency Preparedness Criteria

O .' for tow-eower Testins et.new Commercial nuciec .aciiities state

that the public health and safety is adequately protected if such

facility is located in a State which had received a concurrence

under the previous voluntary concurrence program administered

by the NRC and based on evaluation by a multi-agency Federal

Regional Advisory Committee and if the operator plans are consistent

with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.101, Revision 1, March 1977 and the

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, December 24, 1970

as amended January ll, 1973 (Old Appendix E).

.

Q.15 What is the rationa.le for the Emergency Preparedness Criteria for

Low-Power Testing?

A The rationale for these criteria-i.s that more stringent emergency

preparedness criteria are not required due-to the reduced risk
;

associated with Low-Power Testing. For example, even if all

coolant were lost to the core after extended power operation at

57. power, the resultant heat up of the fuel to melting point would

take approximately 10 hours.

|

Consequently there would be an extended period of time for proper*

emergency plan.iing decisions to be made. Moreover, core fission

produced inventory-is small as a result of Low-Power Testing and

. .

|
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so.a significatnt fission product release cannot occur.The

'''"* ' "*d"c'd "''' '' " "* '" "' d''c"" ' 'a '" * " ""' S t ' "O
-

. testimony, Consequently, it was determined that a lesser degree

- of emergency preparedness would suffica for Low-Power Testing.

,
- Q.16 Do the Applicants meet the criteria for '.ow-Power Testing which

you have identified in response to Question 15 above?
i

A The Applicants meet and exceed the applicable criteria namely,
- the Old Appendix E'and Regulatory Guide 1.101. This is so since

j

the Applicants met the Commission's current emergency planning
~ requirements as I have explained earlier in my testimony. These

current require."ents exceed those set forth in the Interim
O Criteria for Lou-Power Testing.' -

,

Q.17 WhatisthestatusofoffsiteemergencypreparednessforSCNGS2&3
,

_

insoftr as it is required for low power. operation?

A Californ.c has in effect a State plan which has received concurrence

under the NRC's previous voluntary concurrence program based on

an evaluation by a multi-agency Federal Regional Advisory

Committee. Consequently, this Low-Power Test 1rg criterion is

satisfied. The FEMA conclusion is presented. in a Memorandum

from Robert Jaske to Brian Grimes dated July 17, 1981 whichl

O is attached as Exhibit C to my testimony.
:

*

f

D What is your conclusion with respect to the overall adequacy ofV Q.18,

!

f
the state of emergency preparedness at SONGS 2 & 3 for purposes

of low-power operation of Unit 27
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!O
A Based upon my own examination of the Applicants' state of

emergency preparedness and FEfM's conclusion that the state,

of offsite emergency preparedness is acceptable, I conclude,

that the overall state of emergency preparedness for SONGS E & 3

is adequate to protect public health and safety during fuel

loading and low-power (up to 5%) physics testing.

i
,

Q.19 In its Memorandum of July 17, 1981, FEMA notes the inadequacy

of State and local plans and preparedness for full power
' operation. Do the deficiencies found by FEfM affect your

conclusion regarding the adequacy of emergency preparedness for

icw-power operation at Unit 2?
bs A- No. The July 17, 1981 Memorandum refered to a June 3,1981

Memorandum, FEMA to NRC, which included FEMA's detailed critique

of the joint exercise c6tidI1cted May 13,198i. I have reviewed

the FEMA critique. Thedeficienciesfaflin'othefollowing

categories:

(1) lack of preparation.in use of Emergency Broadcast System and

in rumor control

(2) need for further training for radiological monitoring and

assessment for local jurisdictions

'3) lack of coordination between counties for traffic control.

,

The items listed affect areas well offsite and beyond the areas of

concern for low-power operation. Time available in any accident

O occurring at low-power is such that no extensive notification

provisions are necessary. The Applicants are well able to monitor
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1O
and assess radiological releases; and time is available for.any:

1

needed protective measures in the local area such that extensive;

-O t
'

- - prior coordination between counties for traffic control is not

necessary. Consequently, my conclusion stated in response to [
l

| the foregoing question is not affected by these concerns.
.

..
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| n MEMORANCUM FOR: Harold R. Centen, Direc:cr, Office of Nuclear Reactor
V Regulation, NRC

.: ,_% ohn W. McCcnnell, Assistant Associate Director forJ
' " - +

Population Preparedness, FFA' *

;

FROM: FFA/NRC Steering Comittee
''

SUBJ5T:' EMERGENCY FREPAREDNESS CRITERIA FOR LOW F0WER TESTING-

I'n accordance witi your exchange of letters, both dated February 14, 1980,
' the join- FFA/NRC Steering Cemittee has made a deteminaticn en whether
~ specific emergency preparedness criteria shculd be developed for low pcwer

testing authorizations at new ccmmercial nuclear pcwer facilities. The

Steering Cemittee has datamined that the position in the enclosure with
- regard to emergency preparedness for icw ;cwer testing is adequate and can

serve as an-interim basis for licensing facilities for icw power testing.
i~ne Steering Cemittee ccncludes that in view of the minimal nature of the

i potential hazard, the development offspecific 1cw power testing criteria
~

O is not warranted.,

We ccnclEde that an appropriate objective for those facilities beyond North
Arna, Salem and Diablo Canyon is to assess against the upgraded NRC/ FEMA
criteria and maktif: findings with regard to the significance of any deficiencies
fc- low power testing a' thorizations.

.

- D
/h-d j- ~

Brian X. Grimes, Director Robert Ryan, Director
Emergency Preparedness Task Group Division of Radiological E.ergency
Office of Nuclear Reacter . Preparedness - FE.Av

Regula:icn - NRC
*

C -Chairmen .

of the
FEMA /NRC Steerinc Cemit:ee

Enclosure:
Criteria for Lcw ?cwer -Testing

O c= "'*"c!o'"r*: ~ '

FE"A/NRC Steering Cemittee
X. Cornell
F. Ca=

- _ _ . . _ . .
.
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FEMA /NRC INTERIM AGRE SENT ON CRITERIA FOR LOW
__

F0WER TESTING AT NEW COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR FACILITIES

i

- O Tne FEMAfNaC Steering Committee has agreee t3at for the purposes of low power

- testing'(up to 5f pcwer) at new commercial nuclear facilities that the publici~

f
O health and safety is adequately protected if such facility is located in a State <

'

which had received a concurrence under the previous voluntary concurrence pregram

administered by the NRC and based on evaluation by a multi-agency Federal
i

I

Regional Advisory Ccmmittee. In addition, operator plans at individual sites
,

!

must be consistent with both the existi'ng NRC Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 60 and

- NRC Regulatory Guide 1.101 in order to assure adequate protection of the public
~

7

health and safety prior to low power testing. -= -

;

NRC and FEMA agree that State, local and nuclear facility operator plans must .

4

be adequate when judged against the crjteria contained in NUREG-0654 and FEMA /REFI

O prior to full scale commercia'1 operation.
'

This agreement is based on the considerations discussed in the exchange of lettee

between H. Denton, NRC and J. McConnell, FEMA, both dated February 14, 1980.
. ,

'

The pa; ties note that the North Anna, Salem and Diablo Canycn sites are located
I

in Virginia, New Jersey and California respectively, all of which have received

prior NRC concurrence in State Plans. The Salem facility is located near the
'

Delaware bcrder; the radiological emergency plan of the State of Delaware has

NRC scipulates that individual nuclearalso received prior NRC concurrence.

O faci,ity coeretor p,ans at these plants are in c:=pliance with Appendix E and4

are c:nsistenc with Regulatory Guide 1.101.
.

-

O

. - - .. . - - - . .- -- . _ -
-
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NW'li,f ~ Washington, D.C. 20472
T'-%.C EXHIBIT C.

'

.

(a^) - Culy 17, 1981

.

.

Brian Grimes
(v^;EMORANCUMFOR:

Director
Division of Emergencv c--caredness
Office of InspecGF1 anc D;forcemt '

U.S. Nuclear. 'Regulatyry, .Ccomissicn
;p!' '

Rcbert I. Jaske. u~ , N QFRGM:
Acting Directer .

,

Radiological Emerge:ncy Preparecness Divisicn
State anc Local Pr gram Support

.

SUBJECT- , San Onofte Nuclear Power Facility
- :

In Joh'n' Dickey's memorandum of June 3,1981, relating to S'aninefEe 'ycu were
advised .that State anc local plans and preparecness, at the present time, are
not adequate.- This finding was provided en the basis of full pcwer cperations
of_the facility and in acecrdance with Revisien 1 of NUREG-06M/ FEMA-REP-1.

~

,_ In Mr. McConnells letter of Maren 12, -1980, to Mr. 0enten, FEMA concurred in
(jhe joint FEMA /NRC Steering Committee agreement on cf fsite emergency precaredness

criteria fcr icw pcwer tecting. That agreement fo r low pcwer testing mace
reference tc tnree specific f acilities. We feel Mcwever, tnat San Onc,fre also
satisfies the criteria. It is located in the Sta.te of California *n'ese clan.

nas receivec cencurrence under the pre'vicus voluntary concurrence pr.cgram of
NRC. Therefore, for the purpcse of -1cw pcwer testing, we feel tnat offsite

preparecness arounc San Oncfre is acecuate to cretect puclic nealth anc, safety.

1
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1 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I would like to~

')
2 correct something I said earlier today when we were dis-

3 cussing the July 17, 1981 memorandum which is Staff Exhibit
/T

4 13. I indicated that the McConnell letter of March 12, 1980

5 which is referenced in that document was attached to Mr.

6 Sears' testimony. That is not correct. However, the

7 effect of that letter was basically to have FEMA acknowledge

a that the Steering Committee criteria would be applicable

9 which is in essence what Mr. Nauman told us, and I don't

to think that letter is necessary for the record.
|

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it seems the important
i

12 thing is to have Mr. Nauman affirm the FEMA position, which

13 he did.

() 14 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

I 15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
I

| 16 BY MR. HOEFLING:
|

17 Q Mr. Sears, could you give us an overview of your

, 18 testimony?
|

19 A (Witness Sears) Yes, sir. My testimony addresse s

20 the question of whether or not the present level of both on-

.

site and off-site emergency preparedness at the San Onofre21
|

| 22 facility is adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the

| 23 health and safety of the public will be protected during

24 fuel loading and low power operation up to flye percent.{}
25 I conclude that it is, given the degree of

()

|
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1 emergency preparedness in place and the low level of risk

2 associated with the activity.

3 Q Thank you. Now Mr. Grimes, could you explain

O 4 to us the thinking that went into the development of the

5 NRC/ FEMA Steering Committee criteria for low power testing

6 and indicate to us what the Staff's position is with respect

7 to the degree of emergency preparedness that should be in

a place for fuel loading and low power testing?

9 A (Witness Grimes) Yes. The Steering Committee

to and the NRC and FEMA were faced with decisions on low power

11 licenses for a few facilities and therefore developed the

12 criteria and referenced in those documents, which are

13 Exhibits A and B to Mr. Sears' testimony, the then-current

() 14 guidance for on-site preparedness in particular. For example ,

15 Regulatory Guide 1.101 was referenced with respect to the

16 Applicants' plan and also the then-existant Appendix E was

17 referenced as the criteria against which the licensee --

18 Applicants' plans should be measured.

19 Since that time, there has'been a significant
20 upgrade of those requirements and we now measure the adequacy

21 of the on-site plan against NUREG 0654 and the current

22 Appendix E. This is somewhat more than was referenced in

23 the original steering committee position. And we have found

24(} that in this case the upgraded criteria are also met and,

25 therefore, that would encompass the older requirement.

()

.
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~~O
1 The Steering Committee action was intended at

2 the time to take care of a few plants and was not at that

3 time viewed as a long term proposition. The assessment of

4 risk was based on a qualitative look at the risk from low

5 power operation and there were judgments made based on NRC

5 expertise and that of the Steering Committee members on

7 either NRC or the FEMA side and it was correctly judged, I

a think, that the risk was low. *

9 Since that time, more quantitative assessments

to have been made, as described in the testimony of Mr. Lauben

11 and Dr. O'Reilly, for example. My current opinion based on

12 these analyses is that because of the extended time periods

13 available for ad hoc actions in the off-site areas that no

() 14 particular pre-planning is required off-site except for the

15 ability to communicate with off-site authorities.

16 Of course I should note that I can'.t envision a

17 situation where there would not be' substantial off-site pre-

| 18 paredness in place because of the effort required to get

19 ready for the full power license. That is not a simple

20 matter and there must be a substantial effortand preparedness

21 in place if within a few months one is to look forward co

| 12 the prospect of a full power license. Indeed, that is the
:

23 case for the San Onofre facility and we believe there are

{} substantial preparedness capabilities exhibited by the off-24

25 site authorities.
.

(~J
*

%

~
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1 MR. HOEFLING: These gentlemen are available for

2 questions.

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. I'd like ta ask Mr. Grimes

4 a couple questions about the policy with respect to low power

5 of the NRC and FEMA.

6 MR.PIGOTT: I'm sorry. I cannot hear you, Mr.

7 McClung.

3 MR. MC CLUNG: I apologize.

9 CROSS EXAMINATION>

|

10 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

11 Q You testified that your ' initial determination --

12 and "you" meaning the Steering Committee when you are deciding
>

13 what types of emergency preparedness were necessary under

() 14 low Power -- that you made a qualitative judgment, essentiall:r,

i 15 that lower standards were required or should be required

16 under the low power operation, is that correct?

17 A (Witness Grimes) Yes.

Is 0 That's kind of a generic type of a decision,

19 wouldn't you say?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Now do you think or was it part of your consider-

22 tion that the NRC, in authorizing a low power license, should

23 look beyond just the generic aspects that would obviously

24 reduce risk under low power operation to look.at the specific
)

25 site and to see whether or not at any particular site there

()
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g_s 1 may be factors which would increase that particular risk?

O
2 A Not for the off-site preparedness. I think that

3 looking at the particular plans of the utility involved and
(3,
'/ 4 assuring 'that there are at least communications available to

-- 5 off-site authorities is an adequate - 'is adequate with
,

6 respect to adjusting the review to a particular site.

7 Q Intervenors are on record in this proceeding,

a you may have heard, that we have a' concern with respect to

9 the site, of Unit 2, that there is also an operating reactor

10 there at Unit 1. Would that be a factor that you think

11 should be considered in evaluating the risk of low power

12 Operation at say Unit 2 in order to get a view of how much

13 off-site preparedness you need?

() 14 MR. HOEFLING: I object. I think we've been

15 here many times before.

I 16 MR. PIGOTT: I'd join the objection.

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, we have a witness herc

18 that really knows the background of this stuff. I thought

19 it might be appropriate to ask him, get his opinion on the
i

20 thing.[

t

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I thought that earlier in

22 the day in connection with a question somewhat similar to

23 this relating to Unit 1 -- it might be fair to ask about it

|
24 insofar as Unit l's emergency plans had some bearing on their{}
25 position. But your e,ession went to contribution of risk from

|

O

-
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fc 1 Unit .1 and I think we have ruled that out in rejecting your j
~

.O
2 contention.

3, MR. MC CLUNG: You rejected my contention, as I

4 recall, based on the fact mainly that it lacked specificity.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: And here I am just asking a ques-

7 tion of the witness with respect to how the standards were

8 arrived at for judging low power operation. So I don't

9 think the rejection of my --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: But all questions in this case

11 flow from contentions in one way or another.

12 MR. MC CLUNG: That's right.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: We don' t have a contention theit

() 14 that has anything to do with the risk ccmtributed by Unit 1.

15 MR. MC CLUNG: But we have a contention in that

16 talks about the relative risks of operation of Unit 2 of

17 whatever factors may be apparent, you know, existing at

18 that site.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Between low power and full power.

20 That's what is before the house. We don't have Unit 1 in

21 here from a risk standpoint. I'm sustaining the objection.
I
i 22 Move on to another question.

23 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

24 0 Once again to Mr. Grimes. What factors of a
{}

| 25 site-specific nature do you think should be considered in

(m
%)

|

:
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1 determining the risk of operation of a given plant at the

2 10W Power level?

3 MR. HOEFLING: Objection. I don' t think Mr

4 Grimes is here to talk about risk. I think Mr. Lauben and
,

5 Dr. O'Reilly were here to talk about risk. Mr. Grimes is

6 here to talk about the degree of emergency preparedness that

7 needs to be in place and is relying on others of the Staff

8 to provide the foundation for the degree of risk and those

PeoP e have come and gone.l9

10 MR. MC CLUNG: He is here also, I understand it,

13 to elucidate the policy of the NRC and FEMA vis a vis low

12 Power license and he has given some testimony in that respect'

13 and I am trying to get a handle on, from a policy point of

() 14 view, whether there are site-specific factors that should be

15 taken into consideration.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: From che standpoint of emergency

P anning?l17i

!
|

| 18 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

20 MR. HOEFLING: That's fine. I heard the word

21 " risk". But if you rephrase the question I think we will

22 be all right.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you understand the question?

24 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, I believe so. And I
(}

25 think perhaps my answer to a previous question covered the

O

- -- . . -
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1 point in that I said that only with respect to the unique

fTs/ 2 aspects of an applicant's on-site plan and any communications

- 3 facilities that are necessary to reach off-site authorities,

() 4 only in that respect would a site-specific consideration be

5 necessary.

6 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 Q And if Applicants' on-site plan was applicable

8 to more than one plant, would that be considered a unique

9 aspect of it that should be considered?

10 A (Witness Grimes) The licensee's plan would have

11 to provide for actions from whatever units it happened to

12 cover. For example, a facility has two different utilities

13 owning reactors on the same site; in that case, there are

14 two different plans. However, if a plan is written to coverf"-]s

15 two facilities, of course it must take into account either

16 an accident at either one of those facilities. We would

17 look for low power at the actions required to cope with

18 accidents in the unit in question that is asking for a

19 license at low power.

20 Q Are you finished?

21 A Yes.

!
| 22 O Okay. I have a couple questions for Mr. Sears.

23 Mr. Sears, in your testimony dated September 18, 1981 at

24 several points you acknowledge that there is a reduced level,-)
w/

25 of risk associated with low power testing, isn't that correct?

()i

|

|
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y A (Witness Sears) Yes, sir.

(G_/ 0 And would you say that your judgments in that2

- 3 regard were based partially on the testimony in this case

() 4 of Dr. O'Reilly and Mr. Lauben?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 0 Did you undertake any further study of risk

7 reduction on your own with respect to the San Onofre Nuclear

8 Plant in addition to that particular study?

9 A Well, only in respect that when I am presented

to with a situation like this I attempt to do my own hand calcu-

jy lations on this kind of thing. But I certainly don't depend

12 UPon my work for my real evaluation. I depend upon the

'3 experts. I do not claim to be an expert in thermohydraulics.

14 MR. MC CLUNG: That's fine.(])
15 MR. PIGOTT: No questions.

16 JUDGE HAND: One small question. On page 7,

17 off and on in the testimony FEMA conclusions are referred to

is and I don' t follow with certainty -- go to the questions on

'

19 page 6 and then running over to an answer on page 7. It is
i

20 Question 18 specifically, the answer to that that has my'

21 problem in it. The second line of that says "And FEMA's

22 conclusion that the state of off-site emergency preparedness

23 is acceptable." What I am not certain, does that go to that

24 June 3 conclusion or does it go to the conclusion presented

25 in that letter, memorandum from Jaske to Grimes dated July 17?

O

:
i
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1 WITNESS SEARS: It goes to the July 17 letter.
"

2 JUDGE HAND: Fine. Thank you.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Just a couple of questions for

O' ,

4 Mr. Grimes to make sure I understand. The initial approach

5 of NRC and FEMA to the low power licensing question was as

6 -reflected in these exhibits and, as I understand it, that

7 means a state approved plan, prior approved plan, and an

8 Operator plan under old part Appendix E, which I gather

9 here must have been the Unit 1 plan.

10 WITNESS GRIMES: The Unit 1 plan at that time.

11 It was written against Appendix E.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. Now then we had Mr. Nauman

13 testify that FEMA, referring to the memo from Mr. Jaske that

() 14 supported low power here, and their basis was pursuant to the

15 1980 agreement, i.e., the existence of the California plan,

16 and there is no reference to the Unit 1 plan, but I assume

17 that is part of their judgment. FEMA, in other words, is

18 not at this point giving the green light to low power on the

19 basis of their assessment of the Unit 2 and 3 plans. That

20 is not their basis at all.

21 Now I guess only they can speak, but I'm just

22 trying to make sure that I understand.

23 WITNESS GRIMES: I did not mean to imply that

{) Unit 1 plan would be *ha sole casis for the N.C's --24 R

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Not for your decision. Yes. I
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;

1 wanted to get to that.3
J

2 WITNESS GRIMES: -- decision on adequacy or

3 FEMA's. There would be -- whether or not there was another

'' 4 unit on that site there would have to be a plan which at

5 least, for example, at that time met the o_ld Appendix E and

6 Reg Guide 101. There is usually a plant -- there's unit-

7 specific planning required, whether or not there is another

8 unit on the site. do I can't say it is the Unit 1 plan.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I guess the FEMA people have gone.

10 We've tried so hard to really understand what positions are

11 in this case and it is awfully -- I find it very confusing.

12 I think I understand your position and, you know, fine. But

13 I guess I should have gotten this straightar with Mr. Nauman
A
(_) 14 before. I didn't understand when he was on the stand that

15 -- and maybe you can help me, so I'll go ahead and tell you

16 what my least small quandry is -- I saw the reference to the

17 approved state plan; I thought I understood that. There is ,

18 no reference to any old Appendix E approved plan one way or

19 the other.

20 I now read the exhibit ad the exhibit says you've

21 got to have an old Appendix E plan approved. I don't know
1

22 whether he is talking about Unit 1 or. .ather he has somehow

23 measured 2 and 3 against the old appendix. I just don't know .

24 WITNESS GRIMES: Okay. It is my understanding(]}
25 that FEMA did not even look at the on-site plans, so they

'

CE)
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n I would not apply either test.
.O

2 JUDGE KELLEY: The old Appendix E plans were

3 only on-site.

4 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okav-

6 WITNESS GRIMES: And with respect to this agree-

7 ment, the intent of the Steering Committee was that NRC

8 would look at the facility operator plans t gainst old Appendi:c

9 E -and Reg Guide 101 and FEMA would then look at the off-site

10 plans with respect to whether there was a concurrence --

11 JUDGE KELLEY: So they hed no occasion to look

12 at the on-site plan.

13 WITNESS GRIMES: That's correct.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. That helps me. Thank you.

15 Now the NRC, though, since the agreement back in 1980, has

16 evolved to another position whereby they do attempt to assess

17 in this case the Unit 2 and 3 plans for adequacy with

18 respect to low power. I

19 WITNESS GRIMES: Well, we would have assessed

au Unit 2 and 3 against the old criteria whether -- if the low

21 power license had been considered for San Onofre at that time .

12 Unit 1, whether or not there was a Unit 1, would not have

23 made a difference in what we would have had to do with respec

[]} 24 to the plan for Units 2 and 3. We would have.had to look at

25 the on-site plans as they applied to Unit 2, at least, since

O

- -- - - _
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I that is the one in question. And that might or might not

i
2 have common features with the Unit 1 plan.

|
|

.. 3 JUDGE KELLEY: But in your --
'

O-- 4 MR. CHANDLER: Mr. Chairman -- I'm sorry.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just go ahead a little bit.

6 I think I can maybe button this down in my own mind. When

7 you and Mr. Sears testified this af ternoon on the adequacy

8 of San Onofre Unit 2 for low power'is your standard old

9 Appendix E?

10 WITNESS GRIMES: No. My standard is the current

11 on-site criteria, which I testified exceed the standard used

12 by the Steering Committee with respect to on-site plans. In
|

13 other words, the old Appendix E and Reg Guide 1.101 were up-

() 14 graded significantly in terms of stiffer requirements and our

15 current test is against those stiffer requirements.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: 654?

17 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: So it is 654 requirements.

19 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. Now if there were any .

20 deficiencies --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: On-site.

22 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. If there were any defi-

23 ciencies against 654 at this time we would have to say are

24 theysignificant for low power.
(} 4

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure.

C)

. . .. .-
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1 WITNESS GRIMES: I think M: Sears' testimony

O 2 notes some off-site deficiencies, not on-site deficiencies.

. 3 JUDGE KELLEY: But your testimony is that the

4 only significant off-site planning, if you will, that one

5 need concern oneself with in the context of low power is the

6 ability to communicata with the surrounding jurisdictions?

7 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. That is my current view.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: But that's the Staff's position,

9 right?

10 WITNESS GRIMES: The Staff's position continues

11 to be the criteria set forth by the steering committee, until

12 such time that you get a new criterion, which we are working

13 on.

(]) 14 - JUDGE KELLEY: Oh. You are developing new -- you

15 are developing criteria for low power?

16 WITNESS GRIMES: A new statement of policy.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Statement of policy, but it would

18 contain criteria ~3r low power?

19 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: And that's just not available yet
'

1
.

21 and would not be applied in this case.

22 WITNESS GRIMES: That's correct. Essentially it

t

23 would reflect at least the recommendation -- my recommenda-

24 tion at this point is that it would reflect current on-site

25 criteria, as I described, NUREG 0654, and an explanation of

!
*ggy ,)

l
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1 any deficiencies against 654 if there were any, consideration

2 ofwhether th:ef were significant, and essentially --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: For off-site.

() 4 WITNESS GRIMES: For on-site. And then for off-

5 site only communications, essentially no requirements for

6 off-site beyond the interface with off-site authorities,

7 which could be determined essentially on the basis of the

8 on-site plan.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I appreciate your patience. I

10 guess I'm going to ask you to tell me one thing once more

11 to make sure I understand. Your current test that underlies

12 your testimony today on these plans with respect to off-site

13 adequacy is what?

({} 14 WITNESS GRIMES: Is the steering committee

15 criterion, which is that there be at least something equiva-

16 lent to a previous NRC-concurred in plan off-site and some-

17 thing at least as good as the old Appendix E and Reg Guide

18 101 on-site.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: And as to the off-site, the

20
| previvuoly-concurred-in NRC plan is the state plan, is that

21 right?

22 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. Which FEMA references and

23 has described as now upgraded.
I

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But from your perspective|
-

25 really that's -- it is a file check, paper check sort of a

()

,

c
,_-_ . -
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|

1 thing?8|

2 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes,

j -3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And you think that, given

4 where you are in your evolution of standards it would be

5 adequate for us to rely on that standard in this case, even

| 6 .though you may be headed toward one that looks at off-site
i

j 7 communications, let's say?

3 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

'
9 JUDGE KELLEY: Anything else?

10 MR. EOEFLING: No.

31 JUDGE EZLLEY: Mr. Grimes, Mr. Sears, thank you

12 very much for coming out. We appreciate it. You have been
~

13 very helpful.

(]) 14 (The witnesses were excused.)

15 MR. PIGOTT: I have one matter.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: The Board has a few. But I was

17 ';m'.ng to suggest a .little stretch to collect our thoughts
.

13 and return.

19 (A brief recess)

20

21

22

23

*()
25

()
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181g 1 JUDGE KELLEY; Back on the record.
#

2{) We have completed the presentation of testimony,

3 and now we have a number of pr'ocedural items to discuss, the

4 first of which is the schedule for the filing of Proposed{)
5 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and I understand the

6 Counsel have worked out a mutually agreeable schedule.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you want to present, Mr. Pigott?

9 MR. PIGOTT: Certainly. Witt respect.tc first

10 of all, the full 1 , findings on the full power emergency

11 planning issues, Applicante propose findings, conclusions and

12 briefs vould be due on November 9. The Intervenors' would be

13 due on November 20. Staf f 's would be due on December 3, and

14 the rebuttal of the Applicants, if they so desire, would be on

15 December 10.

16 With respect to low power, Applicants would be

17 due on the 12th of October. It is understood with respect to

18 the low power findfigs that the parties will Federal Express,

19 or otherwise arrange to havo overnight delivery to the

20 principal attorneys is the case.

21 The Intervenors' proposed findings and conclusions

| 22 would be the 20th, and the Staf f 's -- of October -- and the

| CE)
'

23 Staf f's would be the 29th of October. assume the Applicants

24 are entitled again to a final response, and I will just --,

| k-)
| 25 unless anybody has a problem with it, make it the fourth of

|

_
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2 1 November.

(~) 2 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors don't have any problem.
\,J

3 I wanted to -- we discussed that'the Intervenors' filing would

4 be the 21st, I believe. That is whac I have in my notes. What{}
5 did the Staff write down on that?

6 MR. HOEFLING: I had the 20th.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Oh, you did.

8 MR. HOEFLING: But it was just a casual check on

9 my calendar, so I n3ght not have heard correctly.

10 MR. PIGOTT: Is the 20th all right?

11 MR. MC CLUNG: What day is that?

12 MR. PIGOTT: That is a Tuesday.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah, the 20th will be okay.g)%
14 JUDGE KELLEY: Tna' covers the proposed dates?

. 15 MR. PIGOTT: Tnat covers the proposed dates.
i
,

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
!

17 MR. PIGOT7 That would --it is my visualization,

18 then, that everything except the Applicam. ' would be on the

19 Board's desk by the 30th of October, and any tieup rebuttal

20 we might have would be on the fourth, so that -- does that
|

21 meet with the Board's expectation?

| 22 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just check Counsel. Is

23 that okay with you, Mr. '4c Clung?.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, that is what we agreed upon.
O

25 MR. CHANDLER: That is acceptable, Mr. Chairman.

!
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3 1 MR. PIGOTT: I would note for the Board that that

2 puts everything on their desk by the fourth of November, and
Osv

3 we had had an indication by the Board that they would like to

4 rule by the end of November. Is that sufficient, then, as far

5 as the Board is concerned? Because we could squeeze it back a

6 bit.

7 JUDGE KELIEI: So ordered.

3 MR. PIGOTJ: All right. I had one other very

9 minor matter, but I have -- you have in front of you, I

10 distributed at the break, a one-sheet document which is
!

11 ' intended to reply to the Intervenors' request of many moons

12 ago for data concerning turnover rates. I will attempt to

13 very briefly explain what is on this paper, and if it is not,
(D
'~'

14 I will call on -- if I am unable, I will call on one of our

15 persons who put it together.

16 The first column is the personnel category from

17 Mr. Willis's exhibit number one.

18 The second will indicate the number of persons

19 available in those various classifications. The third

20 column is the number of personnel required under emergency

21 conditions. I would say that is probably pursuant to table

23 (b) ( 1) of 0654.
[)1

| 23 Now, ,because of a change in organization, and a'-
,

-

|

! 24 change in record-keeping, it was not possible to come up with

! (Z)
'

! 25 historic turnover over a long period of time, so the last'

1

I

|

\
._. . . -
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4 1 . column, longevity data, is stated as trying to reflect how

{) 2 many of the people in column 2, or at least the length of time

3 with the company that the people- in column 2 have to their

(} 4 credit, and it is anticipated that one would compare that

5 column against the second column to get an idea of the level of

6 experience that is available. Now,that is not the amount of

7 time in a particular job, but I think that one can assume from

8 the normal progression that they would move into that job in

9 an orderl; fashion, and even if relatively new there, they

10 would have had appropriate time for training.

11 Okay, I think probably that essentially is the

12 important information from this table. I have distributed a

13 copy, I have given ten copies to the reporter. I would ask(~-)w
14 that it be copied into the recotd at this point.

|
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Is it an exhibit, or is it

i

16 just something to explain --
!

( 17 MR. PIGOTT: No, I think just simply a reference.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: All right, fine.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: No problem.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Copied in at this point in the

1

21 record.

22 (Whereupon, the document referred to was

23 incorporated into the record)
_

241 (-
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Ncxninal Ntuber of
Personnel Category Approxinnte Ntaber of Pernmnel Required longpvity Data
(frcm JIM-1) Personnel Available In Energency (Tine with Sm)

_

1. Emergency Sanpling 7 (diemtstry Supervisor and 3-5 4 have at least 7) yrs.
Tean Nuclear Omm. Techs)

2. G.O. Support 5 by specified title 5 All have at least 10k yrs.
Personnel

3. Fire Fighting 5 Operating Forunen, 98 NA00s/ 5 All operating forenen Imve at least
NPEOs 2\ yrs. ; at leasr 29 NA00s/NPEW

have at least 2 years.

4. First Aid and 2 HP Technicians, 5 Operating 2-4 Both technicians have at least 2 yrs.,
Rescue Teams Forunen, 3 Divisicn 01em. all Division Clem. Forenen have at

Foremen,11 N00s, 98 NA00s/ least 8 years, all N00s have at
NPEOs least 2 years.

5. Repair and Danngs 7 Maintenece Management 5-10 All Maintenance Mmagement personnel
Control Teams personnel, 98 NA00s/NPEOs have at least 3 years.

7 6. Security Personnel 6 Supervising Security Officers 21 At least 50 Officers Imve nore than
and at least 114 Security (Feduced to 19 when 3 years.
Officers Unit 3 becomes

operative).
7. Medical Support NA (Not SG perscnnel)

Personnel

8 Ctmanicaticns 8 designated Security Officers 4 4 of 8 designated Security Officers
Personnel and 21 Station Engineering Personnel have at least 1 year; 15 Station

Engineering Personnel Imve nore tinn 1 y
9. Fhergency 9 Plant Maugement Personnel 1 All have at least 3 years; 7 have at

Coordinators least 11 years.

! 10. Accident Assessment 9 Plant Management Personnel, 5-7 All STAS have at least 3/4 yr.; 10
i Personnel 4 STAS, 5 Operating Forenan, Station Engineering personnel have at,

| 25 Staticn Engineering Personnel, least 2 years; 7 Olemtatry Engrs have
j 11 NGOs, 98 NA00s/NPEOs, 8 diem. at least 2 years.
j Engrs. -

.

, t

! 11. Radiation Monitoring 15 IIP Engineers, 7 HP Forumen/ Tech- 8-10 At least 10 HP Engineers ham at least
| Team nicians, 98 NA00s/NPEOs it yrs.; 6 HP Forenen/Teclnicians

have at least 2 years.

9'G G G G
''

y
_
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5 1 JUDGE KELLEY: The Board has some things, in '

2 fact, a number of things. Why don't we just do that at this()
3 point. It may raise other questions in Counsel's mind.

G(~h
4 MR. PIGOTT: I have nothing further.

5 UUDGE KELLEY: Well, first of all, we have decided

6 what we are going to do in substance with respect to the questi on

7 of the FEMA report and whether to leave the record open or

8 closed, or take some approach in between. I say in substance,

9 because although I can tell you now essentially what we have

10 decided, we would like to be able to choose our words a little

11 bit, so we will be putting an order out a little later, but

12 we can tell you right now what in substance we are going to do.

13{) We have decided to close the record as of today,

1d subject, however, to receipt and later inclusion in the

15 record of the following documents from FEMA:

16 First of all, the letter responding to a number of

17 Board questions posed earlier to Mr. Perry. Secondly, a

18 statement of FEMA's position on whether emergency plans need

19 to contain arrangements for medical services for members of

20 the general public, and thirdly, and of greatest interest, I

21 think, the further findings and determinations concerning the

22 adequacy of the San Onofre emergency plans referred to first

23 in Mr. Jaske's memo of July 14, and the subject of all our

24 discussion here, and anticipated to be received in early7-
U

25 November, or the.reabouts.

-
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6 1 Now, what we propose to do is to ask the Staff to

2 as soon as this document is available, to serve it on us and[]}
3 the other parties, and then at that time, any party that wants

(~Jl
4 to, thinks it appropriate can file a motion, if they think

s

5 some further hearing is necessary on the FEMA report.

6 Similarly, the Board on its own motion will

7 review the report, and see whether we think that any furtrer

8 hearings are necessary.

9 Let me stress that this is nct an open-ended

10 invitation to further hearings. Any motion would need to

11 spell out with particularity why any further hearings are

12 necessary. But that at least does have the virtue of getting

13 the report into the record, and points out the fact that we
gJSR

14 will listen to further argument on the question of whether

15 further hearings are necessary. I suppose one other thing it

16 has -- and our approach here really would be, is there a good

17 reason to have further hearings?

18 If we simply closed the matter now without

19 further ado, I suppose we might be met with arguments, let us

20 say by a party opposing any further hearings, about what it

21 takes to reopen, and heavy burdens, and there is case law

22 that suggests that you need a medium to large crowbar to re-
'Ow) \

13 open a case like this once you close it, and we are not --

|
24 don't envision that heavy a burden, but on the other hand, we .

Ov
25 would want a good reason and would expect to see it spelled |

_



.

7 1 out. '

2 So, that is the approach we are going to take, and{}
3 we will put it in an order, and I expect we will get it out

{) 4 next week sometime, but that tells you for now, what we intend

5 to do.

6 Idust have a number of other things that are

7 rather miscellaneous and not in any particular logical order,

8 but let me walk through them.

9 A while back in the case, the Board raised a

10 legal question. We had had a little bit of discussion on the
11 legal effect of commitments made by Applicants for

12 licenses, and whether anything you said in a hearing was

7-s 13 binding, or whether it wasn't, and I know from my own
~

14 experience on that question, it is kind of a murky question.

15 We don't see anything to be gained by asking for

16 briefs on that question, and the reason very simply is that

17 the commitments in the record mean whatever they mean legally,
:

18 and there is nothing we can do about it one way or the other.

| 19 So, it is an interesting acar'emic question, but we don't think

l

20 we need to pursue it, and we are not.'

!
21 There is a somewhat related question, and that is

22 that parties other than the Applicant -- I mean, I assume the

)'

23 Applicants seek an unconditioned license. The Staff and the
1

! 24 Intervenors, if they do think of particular things that they
O

-

; 25 think are very important that ought to be made license
1

l

- - . _ _ . - . _ . . _ _
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8 1 conditions, they are free to suggest that, and you can bear

('; 2 that in mind. You are going to be filing proposed findings
v

3 and conclusions . You may want to suggest conditions, too,

(~) 4 and so bear that in mind, and I would say that we wouldn't
v

5 f avor freighting a license with a long list of conditions,

6 necessarily. It has to be fairly serious to rise to that

7 dignity, but in any event, the time to make such suggestions

8 wou3d be with your filing.

9 I think you are all aware of the issues

10 surrounding so-called unresolved generic safety questions, and

11 the showing required by some case law of the Appeal Board.

12 This isn't something we have to litigate here. We just want

13 to mention it. It does involve the Board reviewing the,e
3

V
14 section of the SER speaking to those questions, and we may

15 have further questions ahaut it. If we do, we will ask the

16 Staff for some further submission, but I just wanted to

17 mention it here so that it didn't come as a surprise.

18 MR. CHANDLER: I would only like to add, Mr.

19 Chairman, that of course one must consider the safety

20 evaluation and all supplements in so doing.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure. Yeah, right.

22 We have done some work on this, but we haven't
,

(Gtr

|

23 finished it, and so I just wanted to mention it for the record.'

24 Now, one of the things I would like to have somes
I)
x-

25 comment f rom Counsel on, and I think it comes partly from my



_
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9 1 being new to this line of work, what I wonder about, I am

2 going to be getting -- the Board is going to be getting)
3 proposed findings and conclusions, and I suppose to some

(J^T
4 extent, we can review that, and then it will become evident

5 which rulings, if any, the party wants to appeal.

6 Now, we have made a lot of rulings over the course

7 of a good many weeks, and on the one hand, as I indicated from

8 time to time, we would issue a ruling and give some reasoning

9 and say, well, when we come to the opinion writing time, we

10 will give you fuller statements of our reasons.

11 It seems to me to be not a very good use of the

12 Board's time to be writing up legal discussions and reading

13 cases about rulings that nobody cares about. They aren't

14 going to appeal it. On the other hand, if we don't provide

15 more of a statement on a point that somebody wants to appeal,

16 we don't get our fall reasoning set out, and that is not

17 good, either.

18 I guess that -- in a way, if a see a brief going

19 up on appeal, and I have never said anything more, and I

20 couldn' t find it in the proposed findings, I would f eel a

21 little bit sandbagged. But let me ask you in the cases like

22 this, quite apart from Proposed Findings and Conclusions,
| [)ws

23 have you had any experience where you will just file I don't

24 mean a brief, I mean just a sheet of paper saying, I propose

O
~

and just so the Board knows25 to appeal the following rulings,

1



.

~ _

'' 10 1 that they are in contention? Any thoughts on that?

(~} 2 MR. PIGOTT: I have never experienced advising in

3 advance of a decision uhat one might appeal.

({} 4 JUDGE KELLEY: I think it is a good idea.

5 MR. PIGOTT: I can understand why.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't mean -- lat me say, I

7 don't mean -- you know, your proposed findings, that is what

8 you propose, and I assume that if we don't find exactly as you

9 propose, you might appeal it. I am really talking about

10 procedural rules .

11 MR. PIGOTT: No, and very seriously, in exactly

12 that same context. I would think that that problem is, from

13 the Board's standpoint, is taken. care of through the --),

14 through a petition for reconsideration, or review from -- I

15 am not sure even now that I would have to -- I haven't even

16 looked at the appeals decision, but when I have run into

17 situations like this, it has been in -- in a reconsideration,

18 if you thought something of some value or substance was not

19 dealt with in the decision, then you would bring it up on

20 your reconsideration.

21 The Board or the Judge would then have a chance

22 to address it.f

k>
23 Frankly, I don't know if the petition for

24 reconsideration procedure is in this.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: There is rule that is so entitled.

'
. _ _ - _ . ~ . _ _ . . _ . .
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11 1 I kind of forget whether it applies, even, to licensing boards.

,

(" 2 MR. PIGOTT: We can check pretty quickly, IA.)T
3 believe.

(~ } 4 MR. CHANDLER: I believe the Chairman may be

5 referring to 2.771, Petition for Reconsideration. I don't

6 believe it does have application to --

7 MR. PIGOTT: To initial decisions?

8 MR. CHANDLER: -- to initial decision. I would

9 echo what Mr. Pigott has just said with respect to this type of

10 Procedure. I have gone through a number of these proceedings,

11 and I am not familiar with any similar process. I would

12 suggest, of course, that a party in proposing its findings,

Ou
appropriately would be presenting to the Board much of itsE3

14 position with respect to matters, be they matters denied or

15 granted, and the Board may in that context have an opportunity

16 to reflect further on those things, but as a separate matter,

17 I know I would consider that certainly to be a novel --

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that is okay.
!

19 MR. CHANDLER: -- approach to it. I haven't said

20 yes or no, but it is novel. There are also some Appeal Board

21 decisions which discuss the propriety of bringing matters up

22 for the first time to the Appeal Board. I don't think it would

|
23 necessarily apply in the context the Chairman is raising in

24 the matter, but certainly that is one bit of solace, I think.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Any thoughts, Mr. McCLung?

- - - - . ._ -
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12 1 MR. MC CLUNG: I would have to defer to more

() 2 learned authorities in the Staf f and Applicant on this particular

3 issue, but I tend to agree with their statement that we have to

!( ) 4 wait until after the decision to see what we are going to

5 appeal.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, sure. I have no trouble with

7 that. But -- we ll, I think you understand what I am thinking

8 about. I mean, I just assume, for example, that Mr. Wharton

9 will appeal the exclusion of Mr. Simon's testimony. I will be

10 very surprised if he doesn't. But I don't know if it would

11 show up in proposed findings and conclusions. I just don't

12 know.

13 Well, if you all think there is really no problem
(^s)u

14 here, okay. Well, it is getting late. I gather that the

15 consensus is that I don't need something separate.

16 Now, this rebuttable presumption issue in the

17 FEMA finding, I think people have stated positions. They are

18 in the record. I don't know that the Board feels they need

19 briefing on the question. If a party wants to file something,
|

20 do you want to speak to that, Mr. Pigott?
|

21 MR. PIGOTT: It is my contemplation that that

22 issue will be addressed in our brief accompanying proposed,

k.J
| 23 findings.

g_g 24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, if a party wants to

L)
25 brief it, brief it, I guess. We don't require this to be



1 mandatory.

O 2 - Ma. MC cLuso, xe a1s, wou1e antic 1 gate inc1ueing

3 that in our brief.

() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Fine.

5 I think I owe you, Mr. McClung, a ruling on a

6 point made, raised before, and I didn't rule on it, and I can

7 state it, as I understand it, you referred to the Commission's

8 ex parte rule with regard to your being at least given notice

9 of meetings between FEMA and the Applicants, and I believe

10 also with respect to correspondence between them, and I have

11 thought about that, and I understand the argument. I think,

12 though, that on balance, or ruling would be -- our ruling is

'O ''^' '"* ** 9^ rte "" e- e' =* 9e* '"* """"er here- "hi "

14 speaks to on the record proceedings, which of course this one

15 is, but -- and it is.a separate question of whether a meeting

16 between one of the parties to the case, and FEMA, which at

17 least in some senses is not a party, is similarly covered,

18 and we think it is not within the wording and the purpose of

19 that rule.

20 I understand the argument that what FEMA

21 ultimately recommends gets a rebuttable presumption benefit,

22 and that comes into the case, so that arguably, the samep)%
23 policy should extend to that, but we have decided that in our

24 view that it doesn't. As a matte r of policy, the Comnission

25 could extend it, but they haven't, and also we apprehend a
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1 need for flexibility and frequent communication between the

'

2 Applicants and FEFA as they develop these plans, and we think

3 it would be inhibited by -- to the overall detriment of the

4 process by that requirement, so that is our r'11ing on that{)
5 point.

6 I would like to just take a minute, and I don't

7 think much more than that, but looking at this Diablo Canyon

8 opinion and the questions it may raise, just so we have

9 focused on it.

10 I raised a question the other day, my impression

11 was that the Diablo case did not involve a full record

| 12 presentation of emergency plans, but rather a sort of

13 se lective look at various pieces. Is that correct? Is that

14 a fair characterization of the record?

| 15 MR. CHANDLER: I think in essence you'are

16 correct, Mr. Chairman. I think the Diablo Canyon situation,
l

17 unlike this proceeding, did not have clear documentation of

18 the position, particularly the position of FEMA, and indeed

19 I don't think the Staff position was as clearly

20 articulated in that proceeding.

| 21 JUDGE KELLEY: What I am really concerned about
!

22 is not the FEMA position or the Staff position. It is the

'~#
23 extent to which they actually had before them and looked at

|
|

24 the plans 1in that case,and I read this as saying they didn't
fs

~

25 do what we have been doing here.

|
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1 MR. CHANDLER: No, the case was not as mature,
,

(]) 2 if you will, as this one is. FEMA had not been involved.

~3 Indeed, it is only very recently that the exercise has been

() 4 conducted, I believe.

5 MR. PIGOTT: My understanding is that they really

6 did not have anything by way of a full power case before them.

7 For instance, I understand that those hearings are just nowa

8 being scheduled. They certainly did not have the plans of the

9 local municipalities before them at that time. They probably

10 had an onsite plan, and some arrangements out to a certain

11 distance.

12 Six or seven miles, for some reason, runs in my

13 mind, but they were of a less fommal nature, and they had not(])
14 had the benefit of FEMA review, at least at the time of the

15 hearings. Based on the decision, they may have beer something

16 that came to the notice of the Commission subsequent to the

17 Licensing Board's decision and the Commission's decision, but

18 I don't think they hcd the benefit of that at the time of the

19 hearing.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: That is my reading of it.

21 MR. MC CLUNG: We might just add that -- I think

22 part of the reason for that was that the state of preparednessf,3
(/

23 there was at a much lower level, and everybody pretty much..

7s 24 agreed that they didn't meet the requirements in Part 50.47(b). -

d
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay,

i

|
|
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1 Oh, here it is, in the Golensky statement.

(]) 2 Yes, page two at the battom, and then, where it

3 says, "instead of systematically comparing the existing

O 4 mee ure wita ene crite=te eeottied in the reeutee',na, ene

5 Board contends -- v10w selected matters, et cetera."

6 Well, we would be tempted to systematically

7 compare the existing measures, as I understand it.

8 MR. PIGOTT: Well, I would comment on that.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. *

Id MR , PIGOTT: I do not think -- Applicants would

11 not proceed on a theory that this Board had to follow the

12 procedures suggested by Commissioner Golinski's argument. If

13 I read that particular independent opinion, he would have --

14 and again, this is only what I gleaned from the reading, he

15 would have a Board consider th'e criteria of 4^ 5) in a low

16 power proceeding, and that has not been our theory. Our

17 theory is that our low power showing really rests on what you

18 saw today.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I understand. All I mean

20 to suggest is that we have had a full power hearing, as best

21 we could, and not a sort of selective glance. Now, on a

72 motion, you are arguing that much less has to be looked at,

23 and I understand that.

24 MR. PIGOTT: Yes. *

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
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1 MR. PIGOTT: Now, we are not saying that you

2 can't look at the rest of the record.{)
3 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.

{} 4 MR. PIGOTT: In fact, you probably should look at

5 the re ' ;Z the record in some brief way.
-

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I hope I haven't left too
I

7 many loose ends. I frankly as just sort of fini:hing up here,

8 I don't doubt that we will think of some things af ter we get

9 hom<, but I trust the important things have been covered.

10 Anything else you want to raise, Mr. Pigott?

11 MR. PIGOTT: Nothing from Applicants.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, Mr. McClung, anything else?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: I just wanted to ask one quick

14 question to clarify your ruling with respect to the further

15 FEMA finding. Did I understand you correctly that you are

16 going to definitely -- if it comes within the time frame that

17 you are making a decision on this case, you are definitely

18 going to include that in the record?

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, it would go into the record.

20 Just exactly how we would phrase that -- I mean, we asked

21 ouruolves, should we say by a date certain? I think in the

22 Order that is probably not appropriate. If by z )me way

O
23 distant time comes and we still haven't got it, maybe we will

.

24 just give up, but I think we are going to get it in November.
(~)
~'

25 MR. MC CLUNG: That is all I -- ,

|

. . J
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.

({} 2 MR. CHANDLER: One matteJ along those lines, Mr.

3 Chairman, would it be perhaps appropriate, and we certainly

(]) 4 would recommend that with respect to filing any motions upon

5 receipt of that, and certainly I am not suggesting or trying

6 to encourage that, but perhaps any motions concerning that,

7 further FEMA findings, be filed within, say, five days of its

8 receipt.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Some appropriate time limit like

10
')

that.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Mr. Chairmen, I guess we are about

12 to go off the record. On behalf of the Applicants and our

13 witnesses, we would like to express our appreciation of what

14 we consider extremely courteous treatment by the Board of

15 our witnesses, and what we fecl has been a full f aith effort

16 in moving the hearing process of this case to a completion.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: On behalf of the Board, thank you.

18 MR. CHANDLER: Staff would certainly join in

19 that sentiment, Mr. Chairman.

i
1 20 MR. MC CLUNG: And so would Intervenors.
(
I

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it has been a long case.

- 22 It has been an interesting case, certainly, for me. It is a

23 first experience with this kind of thing. I think it has

24 really gone along pretty well.

25 I think all the parties have acted and presented

- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 their cases in a professional manner. I at some times suspect

) that from time to time some of the observers here think we2

3 are a little irreverent, but I know I couldn't get through

4 this without an occasional aside.)
5 But we will -- we have now got, in a sense, the

6 hardest part of our work ahead of us, and we will be at it

7 very hard for the next several months getting this case

8 decided, and we will try to do a good job on that, and we have

9 enjoyed meeting you all and working with you.

10 So, the record is closed subject to the

11 described matters that we have covered before, and that is it.

12 Thank you.

13 (Whereupon, at 5:45 p.m., September 30, 1981,

14 the record in the above-entitled matter was closed)

15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21

() n

b_)
25
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